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ABSTRACT 
Information for the wind tunnel force and moment test on a 0.01875 scale, 
6-5) model of the MSC Orbiter Shuttle (August configuration) at the McDonnell- 
Douglas Zaw Speed Wind Tunnel is presented in this document. This test was 
conducted from January 19 through January 23, 1970. The primary objective 
was to obtain data describing the longitudinal and lateral stability characteristics 
of the MSC orbiter configuration for an angle-of-attack range from -30° to 90° 
and a sideslip-angle range from -loo to loo. Data were also collected for two 
possible wing positions and for several horizontal stabilizers. Elevator power 
was determined for control during subsonic cruise. These data were collected 
at Mach numbers 8.16 and 0.25. 
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TEST CONDITIONS 
The model was installed in the wind tunnel on a single support system 
(see Figure 10) . The model was attached to a sting which was connected 
perpendicular to, and upstream of, a single floor-mounted strut. In this 
arrangement the model and sting-tunnel centerline was assumed to be coin- 
cident. Upon installation, the model was rolled +90 degrees so that the wings 
were in the tunnel's vertical plane. In this attitude, angle of attack was 
achieved by rotating the model in the tunnel horizontal plane (mechanically 
rotating the sting-strut assembly, which is mounted on a turntable). Angle 
of sideslip was achieved by off-setting the sting in the tunnel's vertical plane. 
This was done by manually rotating the sting about the sting-strut attach 
point and locked at prescribed settings via a drift pin. 
For the sideslip evaluation, the model was rolled back to zero placing 
the model in an upright position. In this attitude, angle of sideslip is meas- 
ured in the tunnel's horizontal plane by mechanically rotating the sting-strut 
turntable. Angle of attack was achieved by off-setting the sting in the tunnel's 
vertical plane and locked with a drift pin. 
Prior to each test, the output signal from each of the balance strain 
gauges were nulled and recorded as tare measurements. Additionally, the 
tare measurements were also recorded after each test. 
It was found that an angle of attack greater than 40", with the dynamic 
pressure (4) = 91 psf, produced a load which approached the balance limi- 
tations. Consequently, two sets of data were taken: 
1) 
2 )  
with q = 40 psf, Q range from -10" to 90" 
with q = 9 1  psf, CY range from -30" to 40" 
Angle of sideslip, ( p )  , was evaluated by two methods: 
1) 
2) for 
for Q from 0" to 20", p varied from -10" to 10" at > Ap = 1" 
from -10" to go", p varied from 0" to lo" at >Ap = 5" 
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T E S T  CONDITIONS 
MACH NUMBER 
0./7 
0, 2 5  
J 
T E S T L S L J T  223 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
/ . 2 0 X / U d  0,2778 3s 
j .  / O b  0.6 31'3 






Force and moment data were recorded in the body axis system and re- 
duced to coefficient form using the following reference values; 
Sref = wing planform area = 46.2 in2 = .3208 ft? 
lref = c ,  wing mean aerodynamic chord = 2.773 in = .2317 ft. 
bref = b, Wing span = 18 in. = 1.5 ft. 
Moments are referenced about the wing mean aerodynamic chord quarter 
point (C/4) with the wing in either fuselage location. This longitudinal point 
is at  fuselage station 13.837. The vertical and lateral reference points are 
water line 2.4 and buttock line 0.0 respectively. 
Axial force correction (for base pressure to free stream pressure) , 
sting deflection (for angular data) , and tunnel correction (flow angularity 
and blockage) are accounted for in the data reduction program. 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
NOMENC LATTJRE 
B 1  = Baseline orbiter fuselage configuration of 15 August 1969 
W 1 = May '69 baseline orbiter wing configuration 
V3 = Aug '69 baseline orbiter vertical tail configuration 
H6 = Aug '69 baseline orbiter horizontal tail configuration 
H 12 = MAC designed horizontal tail (enlarged H 6 )  
H 13 = MAC designed tapered/split horizontal tail 
(also termed 12.5 orbiter and 242 orbiter) 
Refer to the following pages for dimensional data on the above components. 
COMBINATIONS TESTED 
B 1  BlWlV3H12 
BlWl BlWlV3H13 
BlWlV3 BlWlH6 
BlWlV 3 * B1H6 
BlWlV3H6 BlV3H6 
BlWlV3H6 * BlV3H13 
Figures 2 through 9 a re  drawings of the configurations tested. Trip strip (0.1 
inch wide and grit size 100) were placed at distances of 10% of the chord from the 
leading edge of the wings, horizontal, and vertical stabilizer, and one-inch aft 
around the nose, at the base, and on both sides of the fuselage (10% of the height). 
The above configurations were tested at elevator deflections, positive with trail- 
ing edge down, of -20, -10, 0, 2, 10, 20, and 30 degrees at a tail incidence angle 
of zero degree and at tail incidence angles of -10, -5, and 0 degrees at zero 
elevator deflection. Data were also taken at tail dihedral angles of 0 and 15 
degrees. 
* Wings ;/4 located at 54.71% of the body length; on all other configurations 
tested the wings z/4 was located at 53.47% of the body length. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - d 1 
DRAW I NG NUMBER : 
DIMENSIONS : 
5DY 37/osrs”o 
FULL -S CAL E 
Length i m k  /38u.  0 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional 308, u 
- Planform 
Wetted 
Base, ft2 /bo. 3 
MODEL SCALE 




MODEL COMPONENT : ( W /  1 










Rate o f  Taper cC'- C,)b/l 
Taper Rat io 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynami c Twi s t ,  degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles , degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tra i  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords : m h l s  
Root (Wing Sta .  0.0) 
T ip  , (equivalent) 
MAC, inches 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
Root 
T i  p 
A i r f o i l  Section 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area, 






Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
T i  P 
FULL-SCALE 
9A.6 











0. 0 - 
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DRAWING NUMBER: 5GY 37/m79B 
DIMENSIONS : 
TOTAL DATA 
Area, inz  




Rate o f  Taper 
Taper Ratio 
D i  ehedral Angle , degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynami c T w i  st ,  degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Root (Wing Sta. 0-0))  inches 
Tip, (equivalent), r d l o f i  
MAC, inches 
Fus, Sta. o f  .25 MAC 
Root 
T i  p 
Chords : 
g 5 T A .  c O f  .25 MAC 
A i r f o i l  Section 






I .  9-5. A 
/23/* O 
33 7.3 
1 . .. 
8 









Rate o f  Taper 
Taper Ratio 
D i  ehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle degrees 
Aerodynarni c Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tra i  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
T ip  , (equi Val ent)  
MAC, inches 
Fus. Sta. o f  .25 MAC 
’ W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
A i r f o i l  Section 
Root 







0. 0 - 
MODEL SCALE 
19.77 r u l  - 
9.62- 
4 . 6  8 
16.92 In 
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MODEL COMPONENT : F&VA TOR & /46 
DRAW I NG NUMBER : 
DIMENS IONS : 
S & ~ 3 7 7 ! 0 0 0 . 8 6  
FUt L - SCAL E MODEL SCALE 
Area , t o z  /5724. I 3; 528 
Span (equivalent),  in & 3 a  / 9,& 2 
Outb'd equivalent chord ~n 32.0 0.60 
Inb 'd  equivalent chord (4) in ,$a* 6 1 . 6 9 9  
Ratio Elevator chord/hori zontal 
t a i l  chord 
A t  Inb 'd  equiv. chord ( a )  a 553 
A t  Outb'd equiv. chord * 559 J 5-59 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge - - 
Tai l ing  Edge -/z. 9 - /2.9 
Hinge1 ine 0. b 6. D 
Area Moment (Normal t o  hinge line) IO $ / a 0  x /o 4 0: 3d 3 
1 J 
1 _  
DRAWING NUMBER: 





Span (equivat ent) 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Rat1 o 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynami c Twl st, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC, inches 
Fus, Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
Root 
T i  p 
Chords : 





Taper Ra ti o 
Chords 
Root 
T ip  
MAC 
Fus. Sta. o f  ,25 MAC 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
0 













Rate o f  Taper 
Taper Ratio 
D i  ehedral Angle , degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynami c Twi st,  degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant 'Angle 
Sweep Back Angles , degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 




Fus. Sta. o f  .25 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 











T i  p 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. o f  .25 
W.P. o f  .25 MAC 
? ' :  . 
MAC 
MAC 




The McDonnell Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a closed circuit9 single re- 
turn, atmospheric tunnel with a test section 8 1/2-feet high, 
and 18-feet long. It is capable of a maximuma eonthuous velocity of 240 mph 
with a clear test section. 
The tunnel circuit is 412. &-feet long and consists of two 164-foot legs 
and two 42.3-foot legs. The entrance cone contraction ratio is 7,35 to 1 and 
the total diffuser angle is 7.5". Cooling is accomplished by a spray system 
passing water over the outside tunnel shell. 
The main drive motor, housed in a nacelle 30 Eeet downstream of the 
third leg of the circuit, is a Westinghouse 1750 hp wound rotor motor equipped 
with a liquid rheostat for coarse rpm control and a dynamic brake, coupled 
to the motor shaft, for fine rpm control. The four-bladed fan is 20 feet in 
diameter. 
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base area; m2, ft2, in2 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
aspect ratio, b2/S 
wing span o r  reference span; m, ft, in 
wing chord; m, ft, in 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft ,  in 
center of gravity 
center of pressure 
axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
base axial force coefficient, [(pQ)- pb/q] 
(Ab Isref) 
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - C A ~  
drag force coefficient in the wind axis 
system, FD/q sref 
drag force coef'ficient in the stability axis 
system, FI; /q sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wing axis) 
Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 




















ent in the M y  axis 
ent in the stability axis 
system, em, = e, 
moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My,w/9 Sref R ref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis system, 
F N / ~  8ref 
ent coefficient in the body axis 
system, M z / i  S,,f b 
yawing qornent coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Cn, = Cn 
yawing moment. coefficient in the wind axis 
9 M,, w/q Sref b 
C P  pressure coeEicient, (p - poo )/q 
CY force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), Fy/4 Sref 
08 i$wind axis system; N, lb 
d e stability axis system; N, Ib 
ee (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 
REFL 1 4  B ; m, ft, in 










MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
rolling moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
rolling moment in the stability axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
rolling moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis systexfn; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system; 
N-W, ft-lb 
yawia;g moment in the body axis syetem; 
Nom, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind &is system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
static preslsure; N/m2; psi 
total pressure; N/m2; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m2, psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
characteristic area; m2, ft2 
reference area; m2, ft2 
temperature; %, OC,  OR, O F  
speed of vehicle relative to surraunding 



















velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z -plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-2-plane; deg 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
control susrface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are : 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elivator - trailing edge down 
rudder 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab 
to control surface 
- trailing edge to the left 
- trailing edge down with respect 
air density; Kg /m3 slugs/ft3 
pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X- 
s, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
ated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; deg 















elevator or elevon 
or ruddervator 
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Note: Rear view shows two possible dihedral 
positions of H13, r30.00 and r=15.D0. 
FIGURE 8. HORIZONTAL STABIIJZER H13 
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Notea : 
1. All Cimnsions ere  codel scale i n  inch 







FIGURE 11. WING STRUT, S1 
I,-. 
PdC2DC3i-Jb?JLELL 
OAT E ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 
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t 
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3 - s2 
SECTIOB A-A 
DATA D I S P L A Y  I N D E X  
c 
DATA DISPLAY INDEX 
I .  Multiple, Dependent Variable Cross-Plots 
DATASET IDENTIFIER 
DATA BEGINS 
ON PLOT PAGE 
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3 1  
CD vs. CL 
CNM vs. CL 
DATA DISPLAY INDEX 
11. Multiple, Dependent Variables vs. Angular Deflection 
DATASET IDENTIFIER 
DATA BEGINS 













A and D sets - CN 
B and C s e t s  - CL, CNM, CY, CWN, CSL, CD, L/D 
R sets - CY, CWN, CSL 
4.4 
c 
DATA DISPLAY INDEX 
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PAGE 8 
0 u 
LIFT C O E F F I C I E N T ,  CL 
SYMBOL CONFXCURATSOW DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UAcn REFERENCE X N F ~ 4 , ~ A T I  ON 
I LSUT zzs s - w s  PC UOD tis ORB B l l l i Z V 3 W l  ( B C l O 7 L )  PO JUL 7 0  REFL Z . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
I) LSUT Z t f  1 . 8 7 1  PC UOP S I  ORB B Z H I I W S U I  w c i o r o i  ea JUL 70 REF6 1.5QOOOX10*00 F T .  
t B C l 0 7 1 )  2U JUL 7 0  XURP 1 . 1 8 3 7 0 X 9 0 + 0 1  IN. 
V LaUT 203 L.S7S PC W O O  SS ORB B l H l O V 3 U l  f B C l O 7 4 )  Cd JUL 10 YWRP O.OOOOOX1O*OO IN. 
ZURP O . 4 O O O O X l O f ~ ~  It+. 
SCALE 1 . d 1 5 0 O X 1 0  SCALE 
L I W  EL3 1 . 8 7 5  PC Woo S I  mi3 BiHlLW3Ul ( 6 C 1 0 7 3 )  Ld- JUL 7 0  0.250 REFS 3.ZOdOOXlO sa.Fr. 
o LSUT zzs s.811 t c  MOD SI ORB B ~ H ~ Z V J W ~  
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 S O  
PAGE 9 







REFrEREkCE FILE SOY 3 ~ 1 0 0 1 5 0  
017E 
P8 JUL 7 0  
24 JUL 7 0  
JUL 7 0  
p;e JUL ro  
&fb JUL ro  
i T l O N  
SB.FT .  
FT. 




















&$UT O L 3  1.875 PC W O O  $5 ORB. 
l8WT Le3 1.175 PC W O O  S I  ORB. 
L$WT 023 1.115 PC W O O  55 ORB. 
LLWT t?e3 1.615 PC IKN) 45 OR6. 
LSWT XOE 1.615 PC MOD $5 ORB. 
REPFRENCE F I L E  
LSWT Le; 1.67; PC MOD ss ow. 
LIFT 
BlHOiJV3UI. 







VhTA SET O A f E  
(BClGO7) e6 JUL 70 
(BClGO6) t6' JUL 10 






F T .  
F T .  
I N .  
I N .  










LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
MACH 
0 .250  
REFERENCE INFO WATIO& 
REFL 2.31 70OXlO F T .  
REFB l . S O O O L I X I O + o o  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
PMRP O.OOOOOXIQ*oo I N .  
I H R P  2 . 4 O O O O X 1 0 1 ~ ~  IN. 
5CLLE 1 ~ 8 7 5 O O X i O  SCALE 
REFS ~ . e a ~ o o x i o - ~ ~  -% se.n. 
PAGE 12 
.. 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
SVMBOL CONFI CUR AT I O N  DESCRIPTION PATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INF~tb:ATION 
L LSUT Le3 l . & 7 5  PC MOO b5 ORB. B l H I S l 3 V 3 U l  ( B C l H l L )  26 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS S . L 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SQ.FT.  
0 LSUT t P 3  1 . 6 7 5  ?C W O O  85 ORB. 8 1 H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  fBCLH01) L 6  JUL 70 RECB l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  
0 LSUF t P 3  1 . 0 7 5  PC W O O  65 ORB. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l N O b )  P8 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1 . 5 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * o '  !N. 
v LIUT LIS 1.O:D PC )(OD Sf ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 U l  ( B C l H 0 7 )  P6 JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*ao IN. 
ZMRP e . 4 0 0 0 0 X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.61500X10 SCALE 
s !.BUT LL3 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOO S5 ORB. B l H l S l 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H l O )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL e . 3 1 7 0 O X l O  F T .  





LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
I I W B O L  CWfICURLVIoH DESCRIPTXON DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE X N F ~ i # A T I O I  
IP LIWT 923 1.67s PC WOO 55 OR8. B l H t 5 1 3 Y 3 W l  (BClHll) e8 JUL 7 0  0.eSO REFS 3.POLOOX10 S P . F T .  
x LSWT 923 t.1371 PC noo ss OR&. B iHtS l3V31;n  fBClH09) 98 JUL 70 REFL 0 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 f  F T .  
i3 LIXT P23 I . # 7 S  PC #OD 55 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 V l  (BClHOO) 98 JUL 70 REF@ l.SOOOOXZOcoo FT. 
0 LSWT t 2 S  S.875 PC HOD 99 ORB. B I H I S L 3 Y 3 W l  f B C i H 0 5 )  e8 JUL 70 XWRP 1 .3B370X10*01  IN. 
y L ~ W T  zz3 1 . ~ 7 3  PC noo s5 ORB. B I H : ~ ~ ~ V ~ W I  fBC1HOG) e8 JUL 7 s  I YWRP O.OQOOOXIO*OO I N .  
ZWRP 0.40000X10+00 I N .  
SCALE 1.67S00X!O-0t SCALE 




REFERENCE INFORWL , T I O N  
S 6 . F T .  
EFT. 
Fl .  
I N .  
I H .  
I N .  
SChLE 
PAGE k6 
LIFT COEFFICIENTS CL 
SYUBOL COHFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INF(I%:ATION 
LSUT 243 1.875 PC UOD S5 ORB B l H l 5 1 3 V I  (BCl06Z) 46 JUL ?O 0.110 REFS 3 . tOCOOXlO S Q . F T .  
X L S W  t23 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD 51 ORB B l H l S l S V S  ( s c i a 6 4 )  ee JUL 70 REFL i ? . 3 1 7 0 0 X I O - 0 f  F T .  
o LSUT ten i . 8 7 ~  PC uoo sf OZB 6 t n 1 5 1 3 ~ a  (6C1061) 28 JUL 7 0  REF8  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  FT. 
X W P  t . 3 1 S 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 ’  I W ,  
YHRP O.OOOUOWIO*oo IN. 
ZMRP ~ . 4 C O O O X l O f ~ ~  IN. 





LIFT' COEFFICIENT, CL 
D*TA SEJ #ATE UACH RGFEREMCE S M F ~ ~ ~ h T I O N  
PC W O O  94 B i H i S i 3 V I  l B C l O 6 e )  L$ JUL 7 0  0.170 REFS J.i?0800X10-os S 0 . F T .  
lic MOD 59 ORB B i n i s t i v a  tBk1064) t B  dl)L 7 0  REFL 2.3iYOOXIO PT. 
CC UOO 31 ORB B l H l J I 3 V f  (BC1061)  E'ii JUL 7 0  REF6 l.SOOOOXPO+oo F T .  
XWRP 1.S83Y0k10+01 IN. 
YMRP O . O O O O O X I O * o o  I N .  
ZNRP Z . S b O O O X l 0 ~ ~ ~  fN. 
SCALE l r 8 7 5 0 0 X t O  SCALE 













LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
SVMSOL CONFSCURfiTfON DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE WACII REFERENCE INFORHATION * LWT *e3 S.CII PC mm IS ORB. ~ i n s v 3 w i  (FWD) ( B C l F 0 0 )  e8 JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3.9080OXlOI0g: se.FT. 
x LSYT oe3 i . e t 5  P c  MOD SS ORB. E i # B V 3 W l  (FWD) ( E C l F O Z )  e0 JUL 70 REFL P . 3 l l O O X l U  F T .  
D LSWT LP3 1.675 PC MOD IS ORB. EXt iSVIWl  (FW) ( B C I F U I )  L6 JUL 70  REF6 i . 5 0 0 0 0 X i 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 * 0 '  IN. 
ZHRP t. 4OOOOX1 O*" I N .  
YNRP o.oooaoxio+oo IN. 
SDY 37100150 SCALE 1.81SOOX10-op SCALE 
REFEREllCE F T L E  , 
PAGE 19 
LIFT COEFFICIENT* CL  
SYMBOL CONFlWR6T)ON DESCRSPTION DATA sEr QATE nAcn REFERENCE INFORNATION 
i $ W T  2 8 3  l.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H S V 3 H 1  (FUQ) I B C I F O O )  2 8  JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  S B . F T .  
X L $ W l  2el  1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD 5 5  ORB. B l H 6 4 3 W l  (FUD) ( B C I F O 2 )  E8 &UL 7 0  REFL p . 3 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
E LBWT eelr f .a25 Pc W SI ORB. S I H 6 V l W 1  (FUD) ( B C l F O I )  e8 JUL 7 0  REF8 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 f  I N .  
YNRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ D o  I N .  
ZIRP 2 ~ 4 0 C 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  I N .  




LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
sfM6OL CONFIGURATION OESCRfPTION D I T &  9ET DATE M&CH REFERENCE I NFef&!ATIOW * LSWT 223 1.675 PC MOD S f  OR5 BlH6VSWi (AFT) ( B C l A O Z )  98 JUL 70 0.950 REFS 3.90800X10-01 SB.FT. 
E+ LSWT 1.675 FC W M  S5 OR5 B l H 6 V l W l  (AFT) (BClAOO) 96 JUL 70 REFB 1.50000X10*oo FT.  
XMRP 1.38S7OX1Oco1 IN. 
EMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE i.BISOOXI0 SCALE 
X L S U t  225 1.675 PC MOD $5 ORB B l H I V S k ’ l  (AFT) ( B C l A O l )  98 JUL 70 REFL 2.31700X10 F T .  
YMRP D . O D O O O X ~ O + ~ ~  rr+- 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 32i i iEt53 
PAGE 21 
SOY 371DOf5O 
rMRP 1 . 3 8 3 ? 0 X 1 O r y a  I W .  
YWRP O.OOOOOXPLl*oo I N .  
ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  I N .  






LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
STUEOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTlON DATA SET DATE UACn REFERENCE INFORU&TION 
a# LSWT Le3 1 . 8 7 s  PC I430 81 ORE. BlHLIV3Vl CFM) ( B C l F l O )  2 8  JUL 70 0 . Z 5 0  REFS 3 .LOIOOX10-01  SQ.FT. 
X LSWT et3 1.875 PC UOD S I  ORB BlH6V3Wk (AFT)  ( E C l A 0 2 )  e8 JUL IO REFL P . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
REF6 1,50000X10*oo F T .  
XURP 1 . 1 B 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
VNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP L . lOOUUXIO*oo  111. 
SDY 3 f l O O l S O  S C l L E  1 . 0 7 1 ~ 0 X 1 0 - 0 ~  S I L E  . REFERENCE F I L E  
PAGE 23 
SYWEiOL C M P  tWRR*TI ON DESCRf P T l  CN DATI $ET DATE WACH REFERENCE INFORUAYIOH 
e LSWT ne3 f..b75 PC MO# 55 ORB. 61W6V3Ul  WUDI f E C l F l O )  i?S JUL TO 0.250 REFS 3.2080OXIO:~: SB.F1. 
x LSWT ZB g.875 PC lcdrri S5 ORB B I E ( 6 V I W  WFT) (BClAOL) LB J U L  7 0  REFL i? .3SIOOXiO F t .  
REFB i . ~ o o ~ o ~ i o + ~ ~  F T .  
XURP i . s a ~ ~ o x i o + ~ ~  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXPO*oo :N. 
LMdP i ? . 4 0 0 0 0 % 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN.
&*LE 1.875OQXlO SCALE &&REME f r L P  SW 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
PAGE 24 
0 u 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
s-MBOL C O N F I C U R ~ l I ~  OESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION * LSWT 223 ¶.e?$ PC #OD S I  ORB Bf43Wi ( B C 1 0 4 1 1  28 J U L  70 0 .250  REFS S . i ? O * O O X l O ~ ~ :  SB.FT. 
X L S W  22s 1.675 PC Hop S5 OZ!3 BlV3Wt ( B C t O . 4 0 )  E8 JUL 70 REFL 2.31 rooxa 0 FT. 
REF8 1.5OOOOX2 0+Oo FT. 
XMRP 1 . S 6 3 ? 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  IN. 
YURP o.ooaooxio*oo IN. 
ZMRP e . a o o o ~ x i o + ~ ~  r # .  
PAGE 25 
SCALE l . b 7 S ? l O X I O  S C I L E  REFERF'YCL FILE sor ~ t i a o z s u  
LIFT 
COUFI4UR8iFION OESCRIPTION 
LSWT 223 1.815 PC UOP. 95 CURB 91V31.14 
LSWT 2P3 I.%73 ?E MQB SS OR6 E l V 3 W  
CBEFF ICIENTo CL 
OAT& SET DATE 
( E C 1 0 4 l )  88 JUL 7 0  
( E C 1 0 4 0 )  P b  JUL 7 0  
REP'&;EEWEE F I L E  SOY S t l O I i l S O  
REFERENCE INFOf&MATION 
REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 ~  SB.FT 
REFL 2 . 3 1 1 0 0 X l O  F T .  
REFB 1.50000XIO*oo F T .  
XMRP 1.38370X10*0x IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXID~oo I N .  
2MRP 2 . 4 U O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
StAtE 1.B7500XlO SCALl 
PAGE 26 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
REFERENCE INFO MATION 
-%1 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP TIOW DATA SET DATE MACH * LSWT e a  i .@m PC noo ti5 &-a. B z m x s v s w i  t B C l 6 W )  E8 JUL 7 0  0 . 9 3 0  REFS 3 . 9 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - g 2  sa.FT. 
X LlWT 9 2 3  1.873 PC MOD S3 ORB. B l H l 5 l 3 V S W l  ( B C i H l i )  98 JUL 70 REFL ~ . S l 7 0 O X I O  F T .  
Q L S W  Le5 ¶.e73 PC HOD 95 ORB. 8 1 H O l 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l C O 5 )  98 JUL 7 0  REFB 1.30000X10*00 F T .  
0 LSWT 22.3 1 . 8 7 5  fC HOD S3 5ES. f 5 : H i l L J Y 3 W i  ( ~ ~ 1 ~ 0 9 )  i v i  70 X l R P  1. 3 B f 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
7 1.bbJT E O 3  1 . B I J  fC W E  $5 OR%. B l ~ O l S I 3 U l  ( B C l C O 4 )  98 i U L  70 YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
U LSYT 223 1 . 8 7 5  P: W6 C5 B l H l I l 3 V 3 W l  ( S C l H O B )  PO JUL 7 0  ZMRP 9 . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.8?5OOXlO SCALE 
REFENEHCC F l L E  SOY 07iOOfSU 
PAGE 27 
i I 











-1.0 -0.5 0.0 U.5 1 
L I F T  C O E F F I C I E N T ,  C L  
t . 5  L.0 1.1 9.0 
SYWBOL CON? I GUR A T I ON OESCR I P T I  ON DATA SET OATE MACH REFERENCE I N F $ ~ ~ A T I O W  
IB L 3 J T  E 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC W O D  S5 ORB. B l H I V 3 U l  (FM) ( B C l F l i ' )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . : 1 0  REFS 3 . ~ U 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  SP.FT.  
x LSWT P B ~  i . ~ m  PC noii 95 ORB. S:HSSZVJUI ( B C l O C 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL P . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
0 LSUT a 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC W D D  SZ ORB. BlHiSS3V3Wf CBClOfi4) e8 JUL 7 0  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1.3837UXlOf!!  I N .  
REFERENCE F:L€  SO I 3 7 1 00 1. I 0 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*uu I N .  
ZWRP i ? . 4 0 0 O O X l O + ~ ~  I N .  




LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
SYUBOL CONFIGURATION D E S C R I P T I O N .  D A T A  SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION * LSUT ZPS i .sw PC noo 55 a@. eitieui ( B C l O 5 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  0.250 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
X LSUT 223 Z.67S PC MOO S5 ORU. BlHQUl ( B C 1 0 5 S )  P8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
0 LSUT 223 t . S Y 5  P r  %G& S I  F R O .  BZKCWI (BC1054) 2 6  JUL 7 0  REFB 1 .fOOOOXf 0 * O o  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O . O O O O O X ~ O * o o  I#. 
ZURP 8 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 371J0150 
PAGE 3! 
DESCfpbI.9TION wqti CFERBPICE I fiFe$$A T I  OIC * L8WT PC W O D  91 ORB. BlH6Wl (BCIOSO) 28 JUL 7 0  U,ZSB 3.t08UOXi3-0~ S P , f T .  
F T .  2.31 700XlO 4 LSWT PC HO# S3 CXB.  BlMW1 (@ClO55) &8 JUL 70 
0 LSWT PC YOp 85 ORB. B f H B W i  t’6CS054> 38 JUL ?O 1 .50000X10+00 FT. 
1.3837OX2 !.?+*’ IN. 
2 . 4 0 D O O X ~  0::; I N .  
1.8750UXlO S C A L E  









LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO S5 ORB. 81 
LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 0 7 5  P E  MOO 95 ORB. B l W P  
LSWT 225 1 . 8 7 5  PC #30 95 *B 5 t v 3 w a  
LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 6 7 1  PC MOO S5 ORB. BSHIV3  
LSVT 223 1 . 6 7 5  PC HOD 4 1  ORB. BlH8VJtdl (FWD1 
LSWT 223 1 , 8 7 5  PC woo 55 QRB. BIHBWZ 
REFERENCE FX LE SOY 3 T 1 0 E i 3 0  
ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
OATA SET DATE MACH 
(Bciooo) 28 JUL ro  0 . 1 7 0  
( B C l O l l l  20 JUL TO 
( B C 1 0 4 P 1  Z 8  JUL 7 0  
f B C l O S 1 1  e8 JUL Y O  
( B C 1 0 3 0 )  Z8 JUL 7 0  










S B . F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
IN. 
I N .  






ANGLE W ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONPf6URltrOP( DESCAXPTXON DATA SET DATE MACW ROFERENCE INFO%WATI ON 
* LSMT 2p9 1 . W 5  PC NO& 85 ORB. E l  ( B C 1 0 0 0 )  96 JUL 70 0.170 REVS 3 . 0 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 ~  S B . F T .  
X LSWT 223 118.F5 PC NO0 85 ORB. B l W l  IBClOllJ 26 JUL 9 0  REFL L . 3 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
01 L S W  epS 2 . W 9  PC W O D  $5 URB B l V 3 W l  f B C t O 4 2 )  e8 JUL 70 RERB l.~OOOOXfO+oo FT. 
6 9 5  PC Mo(l $6 ORB. BiHtlWl c ~ c i o s i )  w JUL TO Xf&P 1.381?0X10*0* I N .  
BP5 PC MOU 81 ORB. B l H S V 3  ( B C 1 0 3 0 )  26 JUL 70 P O.OOOOOXiO+oo IN. 
6P5 PC #Ob 9 5  ORB. B l W V l W l  (FWD3 ( B C I F O S )  98 JUL 7 0  P P . 4 0 0 0 0 X 2 0 ~ ~ ~  !N. 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIQURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INFO MATSOH * LSWT E23 1.873 PC MOD S 5  ORE- E l  (ECSOOOI Z 8  JUL 7 0  0.170 REFS 3 . Z D B O O X I O ~ ~ ~  SB.FT.  
X LSWT e23 1.875 PC 1100 95 ORE. E l W l  (EClOll) 28 JUL 7 0  REFL e . i i 7 o o x r o  F T .  
a LSWT ees i . 8 7 5  PC MOD s5 ORE ~ i v s w i  CECIO42)  28 JUL 7 0  REF6 1.50000X10+~o CT. 
e LSWT 223 1.871 PC HOD ss ORB. EIHCWZ ( E C 1 0 5 1 )  28 I U L  7 0  XHRP 1 .S8370X10*0 i  1s. 
ZURP t . 4 O O O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i 8 + 5 0 O X l O  SCALE 
Y LSWT e23 i . 8 7 3  PC HOB s5 ORE. EIHSV~ ( E C 1 0 3 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  YHRP o.oooooxsa+oo IN. 
LSWT 223 1 . 8 r 5  PC MOD 83 ORE. E lHdVJWl  (FWD) ( E C l F O 8 )  28 JUL 7 0  










LSWT P?3 1.875 PC MOD 85 ORB. Bi 
L s w r  923 PC MOQ $8 ma. BJHIVS 
LSWT 223 1.STS PC UOO Sf ORB. B l H 6 V W 1 .  (FWO) 
REFERENCE F I L E  9 D I  37tD”1SO 
ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
(BCi000) 28 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  
IECiOll) E8 JUL 7a 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOY 
R E f S  3.20800X10I:: Se.FT. 
REFL E.sirooxao F T .  
REF6 l.SOOOfIXiO~oo F T .  
X?#F 1.S8S70XiO+01 I N .  
YURP D.OOOOOXIO+oD I N .  
ZMRP 9 , 4 0 0 O O X i O ~ ~ ~  IW. 
SCALE 1.67SOOXlO SCALE 
PAGE 36 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COWFIGURATION OESCRIPTfON DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X LSUT 023 1.875 PC MOD SI ORB. E l U l  CEClOfi) e8 JUL 7 0  R E F 1  2 . S 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 f  F T .  
0 LSUl  223 1 . 6 7 5  PC W O O  $5  ORB. B l H 6 W l  ( E C t O S l I  26 JUL 70 YNRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X S 0 * 0 '  i N .  
v LBU? 223 %.6?5 PC M O D  S5 ORB. E2HBV3 ( E C 1 0 3 0 )  e 8  JUL r0 XMRP 0. OOOOOXIO*oo TN. 
ff LSUT e23 1.875 PC MOD 55 OR%. B l H S V 3 U l  (FUD) ( E C t F O B )  e8 JUL 70. ZURP P.40000XlOf~~ t N .  
* L S U l  223 a . 6 7 5  PC M O O  $5 ORE. E l  ( E C l O L l O )  e8 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3.POQOOXIO-01 s e . r i .  
0 LSYT 223 1.875 PC MOO S% ORB E1V3U1. CEC1042) 28 JUL 7 0  REFE i .soaooxio*oo CT.  
SOY 3 7 1  001 50 SCALE z .atsooxia SCALE 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SY'slEOL COWPIeURATlOOl DESCKIPTIOH DATA SET DATE M i € H  ' REFERENCE I N F ~ ~ ~ A T I O N  
75 PC W@ S I  ORB. E l  (EClOOO)  28 JUL 70 O.lP0 S 3.L0800X10-0, SP.FT.  
75 PC M O O  $3 ORB. BlWl ( B C 1 0 1 1 1  28 JUL 70 L 2~S17UOXlO F Y .  
T S  PC I1W SS ORB.  B l H I W l  (L IC1061)  28 JUL 70 P 1 . 3 1 S P 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  IN. 
IS PC W O O  SS ORE. ElHIV3 ( B C l O 3 O )  28 JUL 70 P O . O O O O O X S O ~ o o  I N .  
75 PC #d S5 ORE. ElH6VJWl (FUOJ (BClCOCIJ -28 JUL 7 0  P P.40000X40*00 IN. 
79 PC WOO SS ORE B l V S W l  ( B C 1 0 4 2 )  28 JUL 70 a l . s O O O O X r O + O O  F T .  
SOY S71001SO LE 4 . 8 7 S O O X 1 0 * 0 t  SCALE 
RWEREWCE F I L E  
PAGE 38 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SIWBOL C(mF1GURATXOn DESCRIPTION DhTA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATIOW 
LSUT i . 8 7 5  PC Moo ss ORB. 8% (RClOOO1 Z8 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3.P0800120~00: Sa.FT. 
X LSUP 223 1 . 8 7 3  PC HQD 85 ORB. B l W l  ( B C l O 1 1 1  E8 JUL 7 0  REFL ~ . 3 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
0 LSUT 22s 1 . 6 7 5  PC NOD 95 ORB 8 l V 3 W I  ( B C i 0 4 2 )  28 JUL 70 REFE t . S O O O O X I O + o o  F T .  
0 LSUT Ze3 1.8T5 PC HOD S I  O R B .  B l H b U i  f B C 1 0 9 1 1  26 JUL 7 0  XMRP 2 , 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 r  f N .  
v LSUT tZ3 1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD S5 ORB. BlH(IV3 ( B C 1 0 3 0 )  28 JUL 70 YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
I LSUT e23 1.615 PC MOD SS ORB. B l H d V 3 U l  (FWD1 t B C l F O 8 1  28 JUL 7 9 -  ZMRP L . S O 0 0 0 X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 O O X 1 0  SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  sor 3tlOOf5O 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SlMEOL C M F !  OURATIOW D E S C R I P T I O N  * LSWT 223 1 . $ 7 5  PC HOD SS ORB. B l  
0 LSWT 2E3 1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD 95 ORB B l V 3 Y l  
x LswT ee3 i . 8 ~ 5  PC nm ss ORB. ~ t ~ t  
~ 
0 LSMT 223 1 . 8 7 5  P C  H W  SS O R B .  B1H6Wl 
I LSWT d23 d.875 PC Mob $5 ORB. B1H6V3 
N LSUT 283 1.B7) PC WOO 55 ORB.  BlH6W3Wl iFW0) 
@ E P r R e N C E  FXLE SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
ee J U L  vo 
28 JUL VO 
28 JUL IO 
26 JUL T O  
28 JUL 7 0  
28 JUL T O  
0 . 1 7 0  
DATA sEr DATE MACH kfCEREPrCE INFORMATION 
( A C l O O O )  
( A C l O l l )  
C A C l O 4 2  ) 
( A C 1 0 5 1  1 
A C I O S O )  
C A C l F O l >  
RkFS 
REFL 
R E F 6  
II(wP 
ZrrAP 
y m w  
BCALE 
J P . F T .  
F T .  
F T  . 
IN. 
I M .  
I N .  
SCALE 
PAGE 4 0  
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHA OEGREES 
SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DkTE MACH REFERENCE INFO #ATION * LSUT 223 2 . 6 7 5  PC MOD S3 ORB. B l  (BClOOi) 28 JUL 70 O.&?sCI REFS 3.L0800XI01!: SP.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 t 5  PC HOD SS ORB. BiWl (BC1010) 28 JUL 40 REFL e.317OOXlO F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC M O O  S I  ORB 6tV3W1 ( ~ ~ 1 0 4 1 )  Le JUL 10 REF8 1.50000X10*00 FT. 
I LSYT 223 1.675 PC WOV 55  086 .  BlH6V3 (BClCi3Z) 28 JUL 70 YMRP O.OOOOOY1O*Oo IN. 
i LSWT 223 1.675 PC WOO 95 O R B .  BlHIVSWl (FWD) (BCIFIO) 28 JUL PO ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 O X X O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
Q LSYT E23 1.875 PC W O O  S5 ORB. B l K B W l  (BC1050) 26 JUL 70 XHRP i . i e s t o x i ~ * ~ ~  ZN. 
SCALE 1 . 6 Z I O O Y l O  SCALE REFERENCE FILE SDY 3 7 1001 5 0  










LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO S5 ORB. 81 
LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO 95 ORE. B l W l  
LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO S I  ORB B ? V I W l  
LSWT 223 1 . 1 7 5  PC MOD 55 ORB. BlHdW3 
L O W  223 1 . 8 ~ 5  PC HOD ss ORB. m n 6 w i  
LswT 2 2 3  1.875 p c  MOD se ORB. 8 i n s w 3 w t  (FVD) 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
r s c i o o i )  28 JUL 70 0 . 2 5 0  
(BE10101 2 8  JUL 7 0  
( B C 1 0 4 1 1  2s JUL 70 
( B C I O S O )  28 JUL 7 0  
( B C 1 0 3 1 )  2 8  JUL 7 0  
( S C l F l O )  28 JUL 7 0  
REFEREWCE I N F O W A T I O N  
REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 O X l O I ~ :  S B . F T  
REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO?!! I N .  
ZMRP t ! . 4 0 0 0 0 X i O z u u  I N .  








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COHFIGURATIOH DESCRIPTION DkTA SET DATE WACW REFERENCf I N P ~ ~ W A T I O N  * LSWT 223 1.S75 PC MOD 53 ORB. 61 ( B C l O O l l  28 JUL 70 0 . 2 5 0  REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 ~  SP.FT. 
X LSWT 1.S75 PC UOP) 95 ORB. B I W l  (BCIOSO)  28 JUL 70 REFL ~ . 3 1 7 0 O X i O  F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.815 PC WOO $5 ORB B l V 3 W I  (BC104f) 26 JUL 70 REF6 f .50000X10*00 F t .  
0 L S W l  PES 1 . S T I  P C  MOO S I  ORB-. B l W 5 W l  ( B C 1 0 5 0 )  28 J U L  TO XWRP 1.303T0X10*0' IN. 
I LSWT 223 1.875 PC W O O  91  ORB. BIHCVS ( B C i 0 3 1 )  e8 JVL  T O  YWRP 0. OOOOOXl 0*Oo IN, 
X LSWT 223 1.875 PC WOO Sb ORB. 81WCV3W1 (FWD1 f B C I F I O 1  P8 JUL 70  ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 












LSWT 223 1 . 8 P S  PC MOO S5 ORE. E l  
LSWT e23 1.875 PC WOD SS ORE. 6 1 W l  
LSWT 223 1.075 PC W O O  SS OSZE 6 1 V S U I  
LSWT 225 1.875 PC MOO 55 ORB. E l H 6 W l  
LSWT P23  1.875 PC MOO 55 ORB. EIHBYS 
LSWT 2 2 3  1.875 PC WOO 95 ORE. 6IHBV3Wl (FWO) 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY' 3 7 1  OOI S O  
ATTACK* ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE WbCH 
( 6 C 1 0 0 1 )  28 JUL 70 0.250 
( B C l O l O )  28 JUL 70 
( 6 C 1 0 4 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  
( E C 1 0 5 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  
I E C l F t O )  28 JUL 70 
( ~ c i a i i )  28 JUL 70 
REFERENCE INFO IIATIOW 
REFS J . Z L 1 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ :  96. F T .  
REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  FT. 
REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 0 3 ? 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 a  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 f l X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 









ANGLE CIF ATTACK* ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFI GURATI ON DESCR IPTICX4 DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X LSWT 223 1.875 PC WOO 91 ORB. BlWl ( 8 C i O l D )  28 J U L  70  REFL 2.31900XlO FT.  
13 LSWT 283 1.874 PC NOD SS ORB BlW3Wl ( B C l D 4 1 )  28 JUL 70 REFB l.LOOOOX1O+OO F T .  
0 LSWT 223 t . B T S  PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H 6 W l  (EC lOSO)  28 JUL 70 XMRP 1.38370X10*01 I N .  
y LSWT 223 1.87s PC WOU SS ORE. 8IWBW3 ( B C 1 0 3 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  YWRP O . O O O O O X I O + o o  I N .  
I LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 1  PC MOD SS ORE. 81H6WSWI (FWD1 ( B C l F l O )  28 JUL 70 ZWRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * ~ ~  IN. 
LSWT 223 1 .875  PC WOU SS ORB. 81 ( B C l O @ I )  28 JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3.2080OXlOI~: Se.FT. 
SCALE i.etsooxio SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 371001SU 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE I N F O  WATION * LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC WOO S5 ORB. B 1  (BC1001) 26 JUL 70 0 .250  REFS S . 0 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o ~  SQ.FT. 
X LSUT L9Zf 1 . 8 7 5  PC NOD 59 ORB. B l W l  ( B c i o i o )  28 JUL T O  REFL L.ft100XlO F T .  
Q LSUT 223 1.875 PC MOD 55 ORB B l V 3 W l  ( B C i 0 4 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X ! 0 ~ 0 0  F T .  
Q LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC ROD 95 ORB. BlNbW1 ( B C 1 0 3 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  XWRP f .S8370X10+0i  IN. 
Y LSUT 223 1.819 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHB'f3 ( B C l D J l )  28 JUL 7C! YHRP O.UOOOOX!O+ao IN.  
x LSUT 223 1.879 P c  #OD 95 ORB. B l N b V 3 W l  (FWD) f B C l F 2 O )  28 JUL 7 0  ZWRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 f ~ ~  IN. 
-5 SYMBOL CO?dFIOURATIOBI DESCRIPTION DATA SET DA?E WACN 
SCALE 1 , 8 7 5 O O X l O  SCALE REFERENCE F ILE  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA DEGREES 
S7WBOL COWFXCURATION OESCRlPTlOfd OATA SET DATE MACH REFEREWCE I N F O  MATIOW 
rP LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 4  PC Uo9 S I  ORB. BP ( A C l O O I J  28 JUL 7 0  0 .240 REFS 3 . ~ 0 6 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  Sa.F?.  
x LsW? 223 1 . 8 T 9  PC MOD 95 ORB. BlWS ( A C l O l O )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 i J O ) o O  F?. 
Q LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 1  PC MOO 55 ORB B l V 3 W I  ( A C l O S l I  28 JUL 7 0  REF8 1 . 5 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  FT. 
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC 1100 S5 ORB. BlHdWl (AClOSOJ 28 JUL 7 0  XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 r g X l U  _ _  IN .  
V LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO 5'3 ORB.  B l H 6 V 3  ( A C 1 0 3 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  
I LSWT 223 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOO SS ORB. BlHBV3Wl (FWD) ( A C l F l O >  28 JUL 7 0  
REFERENCE F f L E  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 4 0  
i N ;  
I N .  
SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK' ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COHFlOURATlON DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INF$%yATrOX 
# LSWT 9E3 1.679 PC MOD 95 ORB. 61 (BC lOO2)  28 JUL 70 0 . e 5 0  REFS 3.C0800X10 S Q . F T .  
X LSYT 923 1.BPS PC MOD SI ORB. B l W l  ( B C l D 1 3 )  P8 JUL  70 REFL e. 3f+00X10'0z i f .  
o LSWT 223 1 . ~ ~ 9  PC noo s5 ORB. Bindwi ( B C l O S 3 )  &a JUL 70 REF6 1.50000X10+ff0 FT. 
0 LSWT 223 1.879 PC MOD S5 ORB. 61HbV3 ( B C i 0 3 2 )  L8 JUL 70 XMRP 1 . 3 B 3 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  I N .  
Y LSWT 223 1.811 PC MOO SI ORB. BiHb63W2 (FWDI ( C C l F O l )  29 JUL 7o YMRP 0 OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZURP 2 : 4 0 0 0 O X ! O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 9 0 0 X l O  SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SUY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COWFXGURATXOW DESCRIPTIOW DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOR?~ATION 
LSClT 2 2 3  1.875 PC MOD Sf ORB. B I  ( B C 1 0 0 2 )  E8 JUL 7 0  0.P50 REFS 5.t?0800X10-01 S 8 . F T .  
X LSWT 223 1.615 PC MOO S5 ORB. BIW1 ( B C I O I J )  28 JUL 10 REFL E.S1700X10-0 '  F'. 
Q LSWT 229 1.87s PC M O D  SS ORB. B l f l 6 W l  ( B C 1 0 5 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 ~  FI. 
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD 99 ORB. B i H d V 3  ( B C 1 0 3 2 )  28 JUL 90  XWRP I . 3 8 3 9 0 X 1 0 + 0 '  I N .  
Y LSWT 2 2 3  1.819 PC HOD 4 5  ORB. BlH683Wl  (FWD) ( C C I F O I  1 29 JUL 9 0  YMRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP t ? . 4 0 0 O O X l O * ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.81SOOXlO SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 3::00:53 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
S Y W t 3 8 1  CONFXCURATXON DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFORMAT1ON 
X LSWT 2 2 3  1.675 PC MOD 33 ORE. SlWl ( ~ c i o i 3 )  2s JUL ro REFL ~.317OOXlO F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.8?5 PC HOD 53 ORE. B l H d W l  ( B C t D S 3 )  28 JUL 70 REFB 1 .30000X10*00  C T .  
0 LSWT 2 2 3  1.873 PC W O O  S I  ORB. ElH6V3 ( E C 1 0 3 2 )  28 JUL 70 XHRP 1.38370X10*01 I N .  
Y LSWT 2 2 3  1,675 PC WOP 93 ORE. BlHbB3Wl (FWD) ( C C I F U I )  29 JUL 7 0  YHRP O.OBOOOXIO*oO I N .  
ZHRP 9 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 O X i O  SCALE 
L LSMT 2 2 3  i .873 PC no0 95 ORB. ~i (ECIOOP) JUL 70 o . e m  REFS 3 . E 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ :  SII.FT 











x .9  
2 . 0  
0 . 9  
4 0  - 0 *-e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
STUBOL COMFICURA T I O N  DESCRlP I IOW DATA SET DATE u b c n  REFERENCE XNFORWATLON 
X LSktT e 2 3  1 . 8 7 9  PC MOD SS ORB. B 1 W l  ( B C 1 0 1 3 )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL i ? . 3 1 7 0 0 X I O  F T .  
D L s w r  223 1.87s PC #OD 55. ORB. Binebli ( B C 1 0 5 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB ~ . 5 0 Q O O X 1 0 + o o  F T .  
Q LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 3  PC W O O  S9 ORB. B l H I V l  ( B C t 0 . 3 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  XWRP 1 . 3 8 5 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
Y L s w r  2 2 3  1 . 6 ~ ~  PC UOD 235 ORB. B l H b B 3 V l  (FwD) ( C C l F O l )  29 JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  II4. 
SCALE 1 . 8 1 S 0 0 X i O - o L  SCALE 
LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 6 7 9  PC UoD SI ORB. B l  (BCIOOZ) 28 JUL 7(I 0.250 REFS 3 . t 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 I ~ :  SQ.FT. 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFI CURA T I  ON OESCR I P T I O H  OAT& SET OATE MACH REFERENCE I NFetMA TXON 
4 LSWT Z L 3  1 . 8 7 4  PC MOO 95 ORB. 81 ( B C 1 0 0 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  ff. i?50 REFS 3 . Z 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 ~  SP.FT. 
x LSWT e23 s . 8 ~ 5  PC MOD SI ORB. eiwi ( B C 1 0 1 3 )  E8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 1 0 0 X i O  C T .  
0 L5WT L Z S  1.87) PC MOO S9 fX6 .  B f H B Y i  (BC1033) 28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 D X 1 0 ~ 0 0  F T .  
Q LSWT 22s 1 . 8 7 1  pc MOD 55 ORB.  B i H 5 V 3  ( B C 1 0 3 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  EN, 
Y LSWT Z 2 3  1 . 8 7 1  PC MOO S I  ORB. BlH5BJWi (FM)  f C C l F O 1 )  2 9  JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OUOOOXIO~oo i N .  
ZMRP E ! . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  50Y 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORWATION 
LSUT 22s 1 . 8 1 3  P C  M O D  5 4  ORB. BZ ( A C I O O E I  28 JUL 7 0  0.250 REFS S . Z O a O O X % O ~ ~ :  SP.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 1 5  PC MOO S3 ORB. B i W l  (ACIOIJ) 2a JUL TO REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
a LSUT 22s 1.815 PC nm s5 ORE. mnewi C A C 1 0 5 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  REF6 1.50000X10+oo FT. 
Q LSWT 2e3 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO S5 ORB. B l H b V 3  ( A c t 0 3 2 1  28 JUL IO XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
I LsWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. 61H683Wl  (FMI  ( O C l F O l l  29 J U L  7 0  7NRP t7 .00000X10*oo I N .  
ZMRP C . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 1 ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 1 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 311 oai 3 o 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYHBOL C6fdFI(iURATIO% DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE lNFORWATION 
X LSWT e 2 3  1.875 PC MOD 55 ORB. BlHBV3Wl (FWO) ( B C l F l O )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL i ? . 3 1 7 0 O X l O  F t .  
0 LSUT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC W O O  55  ORB. BSHBV3Wl ( F W )  ( B C l F 0 4 )  28 JUL 70 REF5 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  FT. 
ZWRP 2 . 4 0 O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC Mae) S5 ORB. B l H 6 V 3 W l  (FWD) ( B C l F O 5 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS J . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 O I ~ ~  SP.FT.  
0 LSWT P23 1.875 PC HOD S I  ORB. BlHdV3Wl ( F M )  (BCSF06) E8 JUL 7 0  xnw i . a 8 3 7 0 x ~ o + ~ ~  IN. 
Y LSUT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD S5 ORB. B lHBV3Wl  (FWD) ( B C I F O I )  28 JUL 7 0  YnRP o.oooooxio+oo rn. 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION OESCRZPTION OAT). SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LSWT 223 1.675 PC H W  SJ ORB,  BIH(iV3W1 (FWD) ( B C l F 0 9 . )  28 JUL 7 0  0 .250  R E F S  3.20800X10::: SB.FT.  
L s u T  22s 1 . 8 7 5  PC W O O  S I  O R B .  B l H S V S W l  (FWD) ( B C I F I O )  e8 1 U L  I O  REFL P.StIOOXI0 F T .  
( B C l F O 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  R E F S  1.50000X10+00 F T .  LSUT 223 1.895 P C  MOD 55 ORB. B I H S V 3 W I  (FUD) 
L S U T  223 1.675 PC NO0 S5 ORB.  B l H B V J W l  (FUD) ( B C i f O S )  28 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1 . 3 8 S 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO 59 ORB. B l H 6 V 3 W P  (FWO) ( B C l F O I )  26 JUL 70 YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+ou I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 .6?500X10 SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 3 5 0  
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c9 P 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COWFIOURATIOPI DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO_%PITION 
4 LSWT 223 1.875 PC WOD SJ ORB. BlHBV3W.1 (FWD) ( B C I F O I )  28 JUL YO 0 . 2 I O  REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 ,  S P . F T .  
x LSWT 223 1.875 PC m o o  55 ORE. B I H I W ~ Y ~  (FM)) ( B C I F I O )  t 8  JUL 2 0  R E F L  2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 2 4  PC MOD 9 4  ORB. BlHCW3Wl (FWD) ( B C L F 0 4 )  28 JUL YO R E F 6  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  
0 LSUt 223 1.875 PC HOD S I  ORB. BIHBW3W1 (FWD) ( B C I F O B )  28 JUL 70  XMRP i . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
Y LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD $35 ORB. BlHBV3Wl (FWD) ( B C l F O Y )  28 JUL 7 0  YHRP O . O O O O O X I O * o o  I N .  
ZHRP 2 . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 1 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 3?:00?50 
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ANGLE CfF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
S r m O L  COPIFIBUUATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORWATION 
X LSUT e23 L . 8 7 5  PC MOD SS ORB. BlH5V3Wl  (FWD) ( B C I F I O )  28 JUL 70 REFL &.31?00Xf0-o'  F T .  
0 LSWT E23 1.875 PC MOD 95 ORB. BlH5V3Wl  LFUDJ ( B C l F 0 4 )  Z6 JUL YO REF6 1.50000X10~oo F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC WOO 55  ORB. B I H I V 3 W l  (FWO) ( B C l F 0 5 )  e8 JUL 70 XWRP 1 . 3 8 f Y O X 1 0 + 0 1  IN .  
V LSWT 223 1.875 PC W O O  S5 ORB. BlHBV3Wl (FWO) ( B C I F O T J  2$ JUL 70  YWUP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X ! O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i . e i s o o x i o  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC #OD S5 ORB. BlH6VSWi  ( F M )  ( B C l F O I )  28 JUL 70  0 . Z 5 0  REFS 3.20800Xi0-0' SP.FI .  




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATIOW DESCRIBTIOH DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 LsWT 223 1.875 PC W O D  95 ORB. BlH5V3Wl (FWD) ( B C l F O 5 )  26 JUL 7 0  0 .250  REFS S . 2 0 8 0 0 X l O ~ ~ :  S e . F T .  
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC #OD 95 ORB. BlH6W3WI (FWD) ( B C i F 1 0 )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL ~ . ? i l 7 0 0 X 2 0  F T .  
5 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 4  PC Wm S5 ORB. BlH6W3W5 <Et#) (BClF0 .5 )  26 JUL 7 0  REF6 l . 5 U U U U X i O ~ o o  F T .  
0 LJWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD S5 OWB. B.lHBVSW1 ( W D )  t B C l F O 6 )  28 JUL 7 0  XWRP 1 . 3 8 5 7 0 X t 0 * 0 1  I N .  
I LSWT 223 1.1375 PC W O O  S5 ORB. BIHGWJWI (FWD) ( B C l F 0 7 )  26 JUL 70 YMRP O.OOOOOX~O*oo I N .  
ZMRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 6 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY I f i t G l d i ?  
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SYMBOL COIiFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LSW? 223 1.875 PC MOO 55 ORB. 
X LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO 55 W B .  
D LSWT 2 2 3  1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. 
Q LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD 95 ORB. 
V LSWT 223 1.879 PC MOO S I  ORB. 
REFERENCE Fl L E  
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BlHBV3W: (FWD1 ( B C l F O 5 )  28 JUL TO 0.250 REFS 3 . t 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  Sa .FT .  
BlHBV3W2 (FWDI ( B C f F 0 4 )  28 J u t  7 0  REFB l . S O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
B l H B V 3 Y l  (FWO) ( B C I F O I )  28 JUL 70 XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 '  I N .  
B l H B V 3 U l  (FWOI  (BCSFO7) 28 JUL 7 0  YMRP 0.00000XlOf~! IN. 
81XBV3Wl (FWD) ( H C l F 1 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 2. 31?00X10-01 F T ,  
SO: 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 U X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  i N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COMFlCURATlOPI DESCRIPTION DATA sEr DATE MACH REFEREffSE INFORMATION * LSWT 223 1.871 PC MOD S I  ORB. B l H b V 3 W i  (FWD1 ( A C I F O S I  20 JUC 7 0  0.250 REFS 3 . 2 0 0 0 0 X I 0 1 ~ :  Se.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1.675 PC W O O  S I  ORB. B l H B Y l W l  (FWOI ( A C l F I O l  28 J U L  70 REFL 2.31700XPO FT .  
I LSWT e23 1.675 PC no0 S9 ORB. S i H B V 3 W 1  (FWD) ( A C l F 0 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB l.JOOOOXtO+OO F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC #OD 55 ORB. B l N 0 V 3 W l  (FW) ( A C I F O I )  28 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1.38310X10+01 I N .  
Y L s w l  e23 2.815 PC MOD SS ORB. 61H6V3Ui (FWD1 ( A C i F O 7 1  20 J U L  7 0  YURP O.OOOOOXIO~oo If. 
LURP e . 4 0 O Q t l X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 .0YSOOXlO SChLE 




LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD SS ORB B l H l 2 V 9 W i  
LSUF’ P23 f.875 PC HOD 93 ORB 61UlZV3111 
L S W  223 1.875 PC #OD S5 ORB B l H t Z V 3 W l  
LSWT 123 1.874 pc noo $5 ORB ~ i n i z v ~ w i  
LSUT 223 1.875 pc HOD ss ORB B i n i i v w i  
REFERENCE FILE SDY 3??FV!5Q 
ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
4 B C 1 0 7 3 )  28 3UL 70 0.e50 
REFERENCE INFO_%?IIATION 
REFS S.ODBOOX10 SS.FT.  
REFB l.SOOOOXIO~Do F T .  
XHRP 1.3BS70X10+o’ I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOX1O*Oo IN. 
ZMRP L.40000X10:00; IN. 
SCALE 1.87SOOXtD SCALE 
REFL 0.31 POOX1 0”’ F T .  
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SO 100 
ANGLE OF ATTACKs ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL CONFICURATXOFI DESCRIPTION D A T A  SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S LSWT 223 1.075 PC MOO 95 ORB B l H l Z V 9 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 3 )  e8 JUL 7 0  0.250 REFS 3.e0000X10::: Se.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1.675 PC MOO $5  ORB B l H l Z V 3 V l  ( B C 1 0 7 2 )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2.31YOOXlO FT. 
0 L S W  223 1.815 PC MOO S5 ORB BdHlZVSWl ( B C ~ O T O )  ee JUL T O  REFB 1 .50000X10*00  FT. 
Q LSWT 2 2 3  1.675 PC MOO S I  ORB B l H l Z V 3 l d l  (Bc ior i )  28 JUL 70 XMRP 1.383Y0X80*0 '  IN. 
I LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD $5 OR0 B l H l 2 V 3 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 4 )  28 JUL 70  YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZMRP $ 5 . 4 O O O O X l O f ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 .81500X iO SCALE 






ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA DEGREES 
S Y W l O L  CORIFXGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFE%qATION 
e LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 1  PC MOD 51 ORE B l H l 2 V 3 W I  I E C 1 0 7 3 )  28 JUL T O  0.250 REFS 3.P0800X20-01 SQ.FT .  
X LSWT 229 1 . 8 7 5  PC HM) SS OR6 E l H l 2 V 3 W l  ( B C l O 7 2 )  28 JUL TO REFL ~ . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
D LSWT 223 1.87s PC WOO SS OR5 E l H l Z V l W l  ( E C l O T O )  28 JUL 7 0  REF8 l.SOOOOX%O~oo F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD Sd OEE B l H l ~ V 3 W l  ( ~ c i o ~ i )  ea JUL 7 0  XMRP 1 . 3 8 9 7 0 X % O ' o '  IN. 
). LSUT 229 1 . 8 7 s  PC HOD S5 ORE E l H l Z V 3 W l  CEClLT74) 28 JVL 7 0  YHRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo  I H .  
ZHRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 T 5 O O X l O  sc p. LE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 l O O l S O  
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ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL C W F l O U R A l I O N  DESCRIPTXW D A T A  SET DATE M A c n  REFEREMCE INFe%WATION 
x LSWT 2 ~ 3  1.871 PC MOO ss me B i n g z v S w i  ( B C l O 7 2 1  26 JUL 70 REFL i?. Sl lOOXIO-o '  FT. 
R i s w r  221 1.875 P c  MOP S I  O?IB B l H l Z V 3 U l  ( B C 1 0 7 0 1  E8 JUL 70 REF8 1 .50000X10*00 f 1. 
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS ORB B I W ~ L V 3 W l  (ElClO71) 98 SUL 70 XMRP l.S83YOX10*01 I N .  
v LSWT e23 1.875 P E  w o o  s5 ORB i t n i z v J w i  ( B C 1 0 7 4 )  26 JUL 70  YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
LMRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  I N .  
LSWT 223 2.875 PC woo s5 ORI ~ i n i t w ~ w t  ( B C 1 0 7 3 )  28 JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0  sa.fT. 
SCALE 1 .87500X10-°C S C l L E  




ANGLE OF ATTACKe ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COWlci i 'RATIOW DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MA& REFERENCE INFCL%#IATION 
I LSWT 2 2 3  l . 6 l S  PC W O O  5 5  025  B l H l Z V 3 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 3 )  28 JUL 70 0.850 REFS 3.20100Y10-0t S Q . F T .  
X LSWT 223 1.871 PC MOD 5 5  ORB B I H l Z V S W I  ( B C l O 1 2 )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2.31700XlO F T .  
D LSWT 2 2 3  1.675 PC #OU $9 ORB B l H l 2 V 3 W l  (BClOPO) 2 8  JUL 70 REFB l.SOOOOXIO*oo F T .  
o LSWT 223 1.67s PC MOD 5 5  ORE BIHIZVJWI ( B C f 0 7 1 )  2 8  J J L  10 XURP 1.38370Yi0*01 I N .  
Y LSWT 2 2 3  1.815 PC noo ss oxe B ~ H ~ P V ~ W ~  ( e c i o w )  e8 JUL ZD YURP 0 O O O O O X I O * o a  IN. 
IMRP 2 : 4 0 0 U O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 2 5 l l O X I O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDI 3210(1150 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFXCORATION DESCRIPTIOEI DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE T N F ~ f & ~ A T I O N  
LSWT 223 1.87'3 PC HOD 55 OR6 B l N l Z V 3 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  0.PSU REFS 3.P0800X10~01 Sff .FT.  
x LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 6  PC HOD ss ORB ~ i n i 2 v 3 w i  ( B C l O ' Z l  28 JUL 7 0  REFL e.3tIOOXlO F T .  
o LSWT 223 1.8~5 PC HOB s5 ORB B l H l L ? V J V l  f B C 1 0 7 0 )  ZP JUL 7D REF6 1.58000X10*oo F T .  
Q LSWT 2e3 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO SS ORB B l H l Z V 3 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  XNRP 1.S8370X10*0i I N ,  
V LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 s  PC MOD $5 ORB B l H l Z V 3 W l  ( B C 1 0 7 4 )  e8 JUL 10  VURP O.OOOUOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP t . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.87SOOXlO S C A L E  




LSWT 223 1.879 P t  W O D  S5 ORB.  B l H 6 V 3 W l  (FWO) 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC WQD 95 ORB B l H 1 2 V 3 U l  
LSWT e23 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB B l H 1 2 V J W l  
LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC W O D  55 ORB BI t412VJWl  
LSUT 223 5 .815  PC W O D  SS ORB B l H I 2 V S U l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 i i W ; S a  
ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO&eATION 
( A C I F O S )  28 JUL 7 0  0 .250  REFS S . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ u '  SP.FT.  
( A C i D 7 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 , ~ ~  F T .  
( A C l O 7 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  REF6 l .SOOOOXlO. - .  FT. 
I A C l ( I 7 1 )  28 JUL 70  
( A C 1 0 7 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 * u '  I N .  
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo IN. 
ZMRP 2.40000X10+!! 1N. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 S 0 0 X 1 0 - U L  SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFICURATIOW DLSCRIPTlON DATA SET DATE MACH REFEREWCE INFO_%W1ATION 
* LSWT 2 2 3  1.615 PC W O O  $3 ORB. B l U O l J V 3 W l  ( E C l G 0 7 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS 3.P080OXlO S O . F T .  
0 LSWT PZJ 1 . 8 1 5  PC MOD S5 O R B .  EIHOO3V3WI (BClGO5) 26 JUL 7 0  REF6  1 . 3 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  F T .  
0 LSWT P 2 3  i . 6 1 3  PC MQD 95 ORB. B I U O I 3 V 3 W I  ( B C l G O t I  28 JUL 70 XNRP 1.383?0X10*0i I N .  
V LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD S5 ORB. E1H013V3WI  ( B C I G O J )  28 .!UL 7 0  VNRP 0.00000XlOf!! I N .  
x LSWT ea3 1.em PC nw ss ORE. BXHOISV~WI ( E C l t U 8 )  E8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2. SI roaxi 0-O' F T .  
I LCWT 2 1 3  1.813 PC HOD S5 ORB. B l H O l S V 3 W i  ( 8 ~ 1 ~ 0 4 )  98 JUL, 70 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
ZNRP P . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 6 1 5 0 0 X i O  SCALE 
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ANGLE 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION * LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC H O D  4 1  ORB. B l H O I 3 V 3 W l  
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 T S  PC ROD S5 ORB. B l H O l 3 V J W l  
0 LSWT 2 2 3  1.8PS PC MoD SS ORB. BlHOS9VYWl 
0 LS#T 221 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOD S3 ORB. B 1 f l O l l V l W t  
Y LSWT 2 2 Y  S.875 PC WOD SS ORB. B l f l O l 3 V 3 W l  
I LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 9  PC WOO 5.5 ORB. B l H O I 3 V 3 U l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
[IF ATTACK9 ALPHA DEGREES 
B A T A  SET DATE MACH REFERENCE I NF?%?A 1 I ON 
(BClGO7) 28 JUL 7 0  0 .250  REFS 3 . ~ 0 B 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SQ.Fl. 
(BClGOB)  e8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1  7 0 0 x 1  0 FT. 
( B C l C O S )  26 JUL T O  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o o  F T .  
( B c r c o z )  ee JUL ro XMRP 1 . S 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 i  I N .  
( B C l G O 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
(1BClGG4) 28 JUL 7 0  ZHRP &?.40OOOXlOf~~ I N .  







SYWSOL C W X 6 U R A T I O N  O E S C R I P T I M  
r~ LSUT 223 1.87~ PC MOD S?I om. ~ i x o i 3 w 3 w i  
X LSMT 223 1.679’ PC MOD 95 ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 W l  
0 LSWT 223 1.875 P f  W O O  SS ORB. 81HOi3V3W1 
0 LSWT 2Z3 1.8YS PC W O D  53 ORB. B f H O l 3 V 3 W l  
Y LSWT 223 1.875 PC NQD 95 ORB. BlUOl3W3Wl 
H LSUT 223 1 .87s  PC MOD SS ORB. B l H 0 1 3 V 3 W i  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOI 3 l l O i i i 3 6  
OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE IWFORHATION 
CBClC.08) e8 JUL 70 REFL t : . 31?OOXIO Pl. 
(BC5609  ) 28 JUL 70 R@FB l.50000X10*oo FT.  
(BC lGOZ)  2 8  JUL 7 0  XWRP l .S8370X10*01  I N .  
( B C t G 0 3 )  -08 JUL YO YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN .  
(BC lGO4)  B8 JUL 7 0  ZWRP t . 4 0 0 0 O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I W .  
( B C ~ G O T )  ee JUL 70 0 . 2 ~ 0  REFS ~ . ~ O B O U X ~ O ~ ~ ~  s e . v i .  
SCALE 1.8rSOOXlO SCALE 
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0 u 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CODIFICURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH. REFERENCE INFORWATION 
x LsWT 223 1.875 PC UOD $4 ORB. B l H O l J V 3 U l  I B C l G 0 6 1  28 JUL TO REFL 2 . S l I O O X l O  F T .  
G, LSMT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC W O O  SS ORB. B l H O l J V 3 W l  IBClG02) 28 JUL Y O  XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X $ 0 + 0 1  IN. 
Y LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO 55  ORB. BlHO13V3UX C B C I G C ~ S )  28 JUC PCI YHRP 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 X 8 0 * o o  I N .  
H LSUT 2 2 3  1.825 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 W l  ( B C I G O 4 )  28 J W  VLI ZURP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
LSMT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD $5 ORB. BIHOIFVSWI  I B C l G O 7 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS s . o o 8 o a x s o I ~ ~  SQ.FT.  
I3 LSWT 223 1.815 PC MOO S5 ORB. B ik013V3W1 ( B C l G O 5 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB i .soaooxio*oo FT.  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE F l L E  SOY 31100150 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA QEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X L5WT 223 1.875 PC WW 53 ORB. B l M O l 3 V S W l  ( B C l C O 6 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 8?.317OOXlO F T .  
0 LSWT 293 1 . 8 7 9  PC WOD SS ORB. BZHO13V3Wl ( B C l G 0 1 )  26 JUL 70 REFS l . S O O O O X f O * O O  CT.  
0 LSWT 223 1 .879  PC MOD S3 ORB. BfHOi3V3WI. (BClE02) P8 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1 . S 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
Y L 5 U T  223 3.815 PC MOD S 5  ORB. Bl I4013V3W1 (BClGO3) 28 JUL 7Q W R P  0.00000X20*00 IN .  
I LSYT 223 1.81% PC MOD S 5  ORB. BSHOS3VSWl ( B C I G 0 4 P  28 JUL 7 0  ZMRP 2.40000XlO~~~ I N .  
SYMBOL CONFXCURATXON DESCRIPrZON DATA SET DATE WICH * LSbJT 2 P 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC W O D  S I  ORB. B l t i O l 3 V 3 W l  ( B C ~ G O P )  es JUL 70 0.950 REFS ~ . ~ O S O O X I O : ~ ~  SQ.FT 
SCALE 1 . B 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE F ILE  SOT 31iOOlJO 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SrMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INFORHATION * LSWT 22s 1.875 PC MOO S5 o ( l B .  B i H O l J W 3 W l  ( A C l G O 7 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SB.FT .  
X LSWT 223 1.8tf PC MOD 95 ORB. B lHOl3V3b ' l  f A C l t O 6 )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2.31700X1ff+00 FT. 
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC UOO 95 ORB. B f M 0 1 5 V 3 W l  ( A C l b O S )  28 JUL 70 REF8 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X l O  F T .  
4 L S Y T  223 1.875 P C  NOD S I  ORB. B 2 H O l 3 V 3 W l  (AC lGf f2 )  28 JUL 7 0  XURP 1.38370XS0+01 rN.  
v LSWT e ~ 3  i . 8 ~  PC MOD s5 ORB. BlMOl3W3Wl  ( A C l G 0 3 )  28 JUL 70 YURP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
I LSWT 223 1.875 PC UOD S 5  ORB. B lH013V3Wf  ( A C l G O 4 )  28 JUL 70 ZURP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X l l l f ~ ~  IN .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 S o o x 1 0  SCALE REFERENCE FILE SDV 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONE I G UR A T I OM OESCR I P T I  ON DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* LSWT 223 1 . 8 1 5  PC NOD S5 ORB. B l H i S l J V 3 W l  ( B C l H 1 2 )  28 JUL T O  0 , ! 7 0  REFS 3 . e 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 '  SB.FT .  
x LSWT 223 *.e75 PC MOD 55 ORB. BPWiSi3V3Wt  (Bciiiia> 28 JUL 7 0  REFL Z . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 '  F T .  
D LSWT 2a3 1.875 PC HOD SJ ORB.  B I H I 5 1 3 I 3 W I  ( B C l H O l )  e8 JUL 7 0  REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o o  C T .  
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD S 9  ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C I H O 6 )  28 JUL 70 XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
v LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD 8J ORB. B l H f S l 3 V 5 W l  (EC!HO7) 28 JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OUOOOXIO~ou I N .  
ZWRP P.40000X1Qf~~ I N .  
SCALE i.eFsooxio SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
PAGE 01 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET O A l E  HAEH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X LSWT 2E3 1.875 PC MOO 55 b R B .  B1Hl593V3Wl  ( B C l H l O )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 .31700X lO FT. 
e LSWT 223 1.875 pc MOD ss ORB. ~ i m i 5 1 3 ~ 3 w i  1BC lHOP)  28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1.5R000X10+a0 FT.  
Q L IWT 223 1 .871  ? E  HOD S5 bRB. B l H i 5 1 3 V 3 W l  (BC lHOB)  28 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1.38370X10+01 I N .  
Y LSWT 223 1.879 PC MOD 55 ORB. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H O 7 )  28 JUL 7 0  YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZMRP e . 4 0 0 O O X l O * ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i.8rsooxio SCALL 
LSUT Z23  1.815 PC MOO S I  CTSRB. B l H l S 1 3 V S W l  ( B C L H l 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  0.170 REFS 3 . Z 0 8 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  S8.FT. 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COSFIGURATXON OESCRIPTIOM DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORWATION 
4 LSUT 223 1 . 9 7 5  PC #OD S 9  ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H 1 2 1  28 JUL ?‘O 0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3 . P 0 8 0 0 X I O I ~ :  5 e . F ~  
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC M W  95 ORB. 8 1 H l S 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H l O )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL &?.3t?00X10 F T .  
Q LSWT 823 1.675 PC MOO 55 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  (BClHOl) 28 JUL 7 0  REFB l.SOOOOXIO*oo FT. 
8 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 4  PC W O O  SJ ORB. B f H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  l B C I H O 6 )  98 JUL 70 XHRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 9 0 1  I # .  
v LSWT 223 l . B Y 5  PC WOO S I  ORB. B l H 1 4 1 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H O 9 )  28 JUL 7 0  YURP O . Q O O O O X 1 O * ~ ~  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SDI 3 Y l O O l S B  
PAGE a3 
c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
4YUaoL CORlFIGIJRATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE I NFo_%nlA T I  ON 
si LSWT 22s 1 . 8 J I  PC HOD 5 5  ORB. B ln ls~3w9W1 (BCIHIZ) 28 JUL 70 0.170 REFS 3 . t o e 0 0 ~ 1 0  SP 'FT .  
X LSWT E23 1.879 P i  HOD 53 ma. B l H 1 3 l S V 5 W 1  ( B C I H I O )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2. SI 700X10'01 C T .  
t LSWT 22s 1.879 PC W O O  95 ORB. R I H 1 5 1 3 V J W I  ( B C l H O l )  28 JUL 70 REF% 1.30000X10+00 F T .  
o LSWT e23 i.er5 PC uoo SI ORB. ~ i n i i i 3 w 3 ~ i  ( B C l H O B I  28 J'JL 70 XMRP l.S8570X10+01 I N .  
y LsWT 223 1.873 PC UOD S5 a%. B1HlSI3W3Wl ( B C l H O 7 )  28 JUL 70 YURP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZURP t . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.873QOXlO S C A L E  REFERENCE FILE SDY 32: 00?30 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL CONFI OURATION OESCRI PTEON * LSUT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS 3R6. B f H i 3 1 3 V 3 W f  
X LSUT 223 1.B73 PC MOD SI ORB. B I H l I l I V 3 U I  
D LSWT 223 l . ( f l S  PC UOD SS ORB. 61H1513V3W1 
0 LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 s  PC UOD S I  ORB. 81HlS11V3W1 
I LSUT 223 1.875 PC UOD S I  ORB. B l H l 3 1 3 V 3 U l  
REFERENCE F I L E  sor 3 7 1 0 0 1 1 0  
UACW 
0 .170  
SO 100 
REFERENCE I N F ~ ~ ~ A T I O N  
REFS 3.L0800X10-01 S O . F i .  
REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFB l . S O O U O X i O ~ o o  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 *  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 l l O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 .8Fi IOOXiO SCALE 










LSWT 2 2 3  1.875 PC MOD 95 ORE. ElH1513W3Wl 
LSWT 225 1 , 8 7 1  PC M O D  SI ORE. E l H l 5 1 3 V 3 W l  
LSWT 2 2 3  1.875 PC M O D  S5 ORE. E l H l I l S W 3 W I  
LSWT 22s 1.879 PC NO0 5 5  ORB. E l H l 5 1 3 V 9 W l  
LSWT 223 1 .875  PC M O D  SS ORB. E l H l 5 I 3 W 3 W l  
REFERENCE FXLE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
Of ATTACK0 ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET OATE MACH 
( E C l H l 2 J  26 JUL 7 0  0 .170  
( E C l H l O J  28 JUL 70 
( E C l H O l J  28 JUL 7 0  
i 8 C l H O b J  E8 JJL 7 0  













I N .  
I*. 
XN. 














LSWT E23  1.675 PC #OB 95 9 R B .  BlH1513V3W9 
LSWT 223 %.ST§ PC UOD 55 ORB. BlUl513V3Wl 
LSW? 223 1.675 PC UOO SI ORB.  BlHl513V9Wl 
LSUT 223 1.675 PC UOD S5 O R B .  BlHlfl3VaWI 
LSWT 223 S.875 PC UOQ S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37100150 
ATTACK, ALPHA D E G R E E S  
DATA SET DATE MACH 
(BClHlZ) Zd JUL 70 0.170 
( B C l H l G )  28 J U L  7 0  
( B C t W l f l )  28 JUL 70 
C B C l H O l i )  2 8  JUL 90 









3.  eo6oUXlo-0: sa. ~ r .  
F T .  
F T .  
IN. 
IN. 
I f f .  
SCALE 
P A G E  87 
c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COPIFIWRATION DESCRIPTION * LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO 55 ORB. B l H l S l 3 Y 3 W I  
x LJWT ens i . e 7 i  PC MOD s 5  ORB. BSMIS~SV~WI ~ _ _  .
b iiwi 223 i.811 PC WOD ss ORB. a i n i s i s v 3 w i  
0 LSWT 223 1,875 PC WOO 55 O R B .  BIHlS13V3lr '3 
V LSWT 2 Q 3  1.875 PC MOO 85 ORB. E I H i 5 1 3 V 3 W l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 J  
DATA SET DATE 
I A C I H I Z )  28 JUL 7 0  
( A C l H l O )  28 JUL 7 0  
I A C I H O 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  
( A C l H O 6 )  28 JUL 7 0  




REFS 3 . Z 0 6 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  S P . F T +  
REFL 2 .31 lOOXlO F T .  
REFB l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + o o  F T .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
SCALE 1 .87500X10  SCALE 
XURP 1 . 3 ~ 3 7 o x i a + ~ ~  IN. 


















ANGLE OF hTTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COPdFiCURATlO(t OESCRII'TIOW DAfA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORWATION 
e L S W  223 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD S5 ORB. B I H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  I B C l H l I B  28 JUL 7 0  0.250 REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  s e . ~ ~ .  
X LSUT 223 1.875 PC UOD S I  ORB. 8 1 H 1 5 f 3 V 3 U l  I B C I H O S )  e8 JUL 7 0  KEFL 2.31 7 0 0 X l ~ l - ~ ~  F T .  
B LSHf 223 1 . 8 7 5  F C  HOD 85 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 Y 3 W 1  ( B C I H O O I  28 JUL 70 REFB 1 . 5 U 0 0 0 X 1 0 c 0 0  F T .  
0 LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W 1  ( B C l H O S l  28 JUL 7 0  XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
V LSUT 223 1,871 F C  MOO S5 ORB. B i H l 5 i S V 3 W l  I B C i H O 8 1  28 JUL 70 YURF 0 OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZWRP 0 : 4 0 0 0 O X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE f . 8 7 5 0 O X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE F ILE  531 rr?ZSQ!i5" 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFEREnCE INFORMATION 
t LSUT 2 2 3  1.6T5 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 I 3 V 3 W I  ( B C l H l l )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . e 5 0  REFS S.I?OCOOXlO:~: SQ.FT. 
x LSWT 2 2 3  i.8~1 PC ROD s5 ORB. ~ i n t ~ i 3 ~ 3 w i  ( B C l H 0 9 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL L.317OOXlO F l .  
D LSWT 223 1 .875  PC #OD 95 ORB. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 U l  ( B C l H O O )  28 JUL 20 REF8 l.SOOOOXIO*oo FT. 
0 LSYT 2 2 3  1.875 PC MOO S I  ORB. BlH1513W3Wl ( B C l H 0 5 )  28 JUL 7 0  XMRP 1.383?0X10*01 I N .  
ZMRP L . J O O O O X I 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.874OOXlO SCALE 
y LSWT 223 1 . 8 T S  PC MOD $5 ORB. B lH1513V3Wl  (BClHO8) 28 JUL T'J YMRP a.oooooxio*oo IN. 










LSWT 223 1.675 P C  W O O  55 ORB. B I H 1 5 1 3 Y 3 W I  
LSYT 223 1.875 P C  UOO S5 - 8 .  8 1 W 1 9 1 3 V 3 W l  
LSWT 223 1.675 PC MOO 55 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  UOO S I  ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V J W l  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  Moo 95 ORB. BIWI~IJWSWI 
REFEREMCE F I L E  SOY 37100150 
ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE UACH 
( B C l H l l )  26 JUL 70 0.250 
f B C l H O 9 1  26 J U L  70  
( B C I H O O I  28 JUL 70 
( B C l H 0 5 1  28 JUL 70 
CBCZHO8) 28 JlJL 7 0  
REFERENCE INCORUATION 
REFL ~ . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  f T .  
R E F B  1.50000X10*00 FT.  
XMRP 1.38370X10*01 I N .  
YMRP O.OOODOXIO+oo I N .  
ZMRP E.40000X10+00 I N .  
SCALE 1 . 6 7 3 0 0 X f O - 0 p  SCALE 
R E F S  3 . ~ O b 0 0 X S 0 - D 1  se.fT. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCKIPTPON DATA SET DATE WACW REFERENCE INFORWATION 
* LSWT 223 1 . 8 1 5  PC WOO S I  O R B .  B l W i 3 1 3 V 3 U l  ( B C S H i l )  28 JUL 70 0.250 KEFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  S P . F T .  
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO S I  ORB. B t H l S l J V 3 W I  ( B C I H O P )  28 JUL 70 REFL & . S l ? O O X I O  F T .  
D LSWT 223 2 . 8 7 5  PC W O O  5 5  ORB. B ~ H S S I 3 V 3 W l  (BCIHOO) 28 JUL 70 REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.675 PC HOD I 5  ORB. B l H l S l 3 V S W l  ( B C l H O I )  28 JUL TO XWRP 1 ~ 5 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  I N .  
Y LsUr 223 1.871 PC #OD S I  ORB. B l # l S l S V 3 W l  ( B C i H O 8 )  28 JUL TO YWRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZWRP 2 . 4 0 O O O X l O f ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 T I O O X l O  SCALE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SIWBOL COhlFIGURBTIOW DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE When REFERENCE I N F O  Y h T I O N  * LSWT 2 2 3  1 . ~ 7 ~  PC WOD SI ORB. B ~ ~ I ~ S ~ V ~ W I  ( B C l H l l )  26 JUL 7 0  0.050 REFS 3 . t0800X10- '1  S e . F T .  
x LSWT 2 2 3  1 . w ~  PC HOD ss ORB. ~ i n i s i s v 3 u i  ( B C l H 0 9 )  28 JUL 7 0  , REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOO S9 ORB. B l H 1 9 1 3 V 3 W l  (BCIHOO) 28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + o o  F l .  
0 LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD SS ORB.  B l H i 5 1 3 Y 3 W 1  ( f I C l H 0 4 )  26 JUL 70 XWRP 1 . 3 6 J P O X 1 0 ~ 0 1  IN. 
I LSUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD ss ORB. l 3 l ~ l S l 3 V 3 Y I  ( B c z n o 8 )  26 JUL 70 YWRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZWRP ~ . L O O O O X 1 0 + 0 6  IN. 
SDY 3 7 1 0 V l S O  SCALE 1 . 8 1 5 0 0 x 1 0 - ~ ~  S t h L E  






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
9Y.WBQL C W F I G U R A T I W  DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE WbCH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
% LSWT 223 1.871 PC #OD S I  ORB.  B l H l 3 1 3 V 3 U l  (BClHil) 28 JUL 7 0  0 .250  REFS 3.e0800XlO:;: SQ.FT. 
X LSWT 2 2 3  1.b7S PC MOD SS ORB. B 1 H l 5 1 3 V 3 U l  ( B C l H O 9 )  28 JUL 7 0  REEL 0 . 3 i r o o x : o  FT.  
D LSWT e23 1.873 PC NOD S5 ORB. B l H l S l 3 V 3 U l  (BClHOO) 28 JUL 7 0  REFB l .SOOOOXIO~oo  C T .  
0 LSVT 223 P.875 PC MOP 5 5  ORB. B l H I S I 3 V 3 W l  (BClHO-3) E8 JUL 70 XMRP 1 . 3 1 5 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X l O I ~ ~  IN.  
SCALE 1.87SOOX10 SCALE 
I LSWT E 2 3  1.875 PC MOD S I  ORB. BlH1513V3Wt  ( B C l H O 8 )  28 JUL 70 YnRP o.oooooxio+oo rw. 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
COF(PI&URATIOM OESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE. MACH 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC W O O  SI ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  ( A C l H l l J  26 JUL 7 0  0 .250  
LSWT 2223 1.875 PC ROO SS CRB. B l H l S f J W 3 W l  ( A C l H O 9 )  28 JUL 7 0  
LSWT E 2 3  1.875 PC NOD S5 ORB. B 1 ~ 1 5 1 3 W 3 W l  (ACIHOO) 26 JUL 7 0  
LSW? 223 1.874 PC ROO SI ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 t l l  ( A C I H O S )  28 JUL 70  
LSUT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC ROD 55 ORB.  B l U i S l J Y 3 W l  ( A C l H O 8 )  28 JUL 70 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
REFERENCE INFORHA 
REFS 3 . 2 O I O O X l O ~ ~ ~  
REFL ~ . 3 1 7 O O X l O  
REF6 l.50000X10*oo 
XHRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  
SCALE S.8750OXlO 





I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
97M50L CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE I N F O  NATION 
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC HOD S5 ORB BlHll13V5 t B C l O & + I  2 8  JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
0 LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PE HOO SS OR5 B l H 1 5 1 3 V f  I B C l O 6 1 1  28 JUL 7 0  REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + o o  F Y .  
YHRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP P . 4 O O O O X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE l . r ) 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC W O D  95 ORB B I H l S I I J V 3  ( B C 1 0 6 2 1  2 8  JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3.2OBOOXlOr%Q: S 8 . F T .  
XWRP : . 3 e 3 ? o x f # * o ~  IC). 
REFEREWCE F I L E  SDY 37lFDl50 
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c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL C O N F I 6 U R A T I W  O E S C R I P T I W  DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE I N F O  MATION 
x Lswr e23 1.875 PC HOD s5 ORB 8 1 ~ 1 5 i ~ v 3  ( B C 1 0 6 4 )  28 JUL 70 REFL e.~itnoxio-~~ F T .  
XMRP 1.38370X10*01 rN. 
ZMRP P.40000XS0*00 I N .  
* LSVT 223 1.875 PC MOD 55 ORB BlH0519V3 ( B C f 0 6 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  0.170 REFS I.EO8OOXlO Se . FT . 
L3 LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO 93 ORB BIH1513V3 ( 6 C t O Q l  1 28 JUL 70 REFB i . ! s o o o o x ~ o * ~ ~  Fr. 
YMRP o.ooonoxio+oo IN. 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA REGREES 
SYMBOL CONPI GURATION DESCR I F  TIOH DATA SET DATE nicn REFERENCE I N F O ~ M A T I O N  
e LSWT 223 1 . 8 ~ 5  PC HOD ts ORB B Z H I ~ ~ J V I  ( B C t O b Z b  26 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3 . 9 0 8 0 0 X l O I ~ :  3 P . F T .  
X LSMT 2W 1.875 PC MOD S I  ORB 6 1 # 1 5 1 3 Y 3  ( B C I O B I )  e6 JUL 70 REFL 2 . S 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
t LSWP 2 2 3  1 . 6 7 5  PC HOD $5 ORB 8 1 H 1 5 1 3 V 3  ( Q C l O b t )  2 8  JUL 7 0  REF6 f.fOOOOX1O+OO F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YMRF O.OUOOOXIO*oo I N ,  
L M R P  Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  IN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COHFI GUR A TloW OESCR I P T I O N  DATA SET OhTE nAcm REFERENCE I N F ? p T I O N  
LSWT 223 1.879 PC 100 S I  ORE 6 1 H l S 1 3 V 9  (BC1062)  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3 . P 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 ~  S e . F T .  
X LSWT 223 f . 8 7 5  PC NOD S I  ORB B l H l S l 3 V 3  t B C 1 0 6 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T ,  
Q LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  FC WOO SS ORB E l H l S l 3 V 3  ( B C l O 6 1 )  28 JUL f O  REF6 1 . 5 0 0 D O X I O * o o  F I .  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YHRP O . O O O O O X I O ' o ~  PH. 
ZHRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 T i j O i 5 0  
PAGE 1 0 1  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE I N F O  MATION -% 2 SYMBOL CONFI OURBTION OESCR I P T I O N  DATA S E T  DATE MACH LSWT 223 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOO 54 OR6 B l H l S l 3 V l  ( 6 C l O I L I  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  R E F S  3.L0800X20-01 S 4 . F T .  
x LSWT ees i . e 7 5  PC MOO SI ORB ~ 1 ~ 1 5 1 3 ~ 3  ( 6 C L 0 6 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL e.sitooxio F T .  
B LSWT 221 1.875 PC MOO S I  OR6 6 1 H 1 5 1 3 V f  ( 6 C 1 0 6 1 )  26 JUL 7 0  R E F 6  l . l O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
XMRP 1 . ~ 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
LMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 5 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COMFICURATION DESCRXPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INCORNATION 
x LSWT 223 i . s i i  PC MOD ss m5 ~ i n i s i i v 3  ( 8 C 1 0 6 4 )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 O X I O  F T .  
0 LSWT 223 1.fi15 PC M O D  95 OR8 8 1 H i 5 1 3 V 3  ( B C l O & l J  26 JUL 70 RLFB l . 5 0 0 0 0 X i O + o ~  F T .  
XMRP 1.383J0X10*01 I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo IW. 
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCkLE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
* LSYT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD 9% OR8 8 1 H l S 1 3 V S  ( B C I O ~ Z J  28 JUL 70 0 .170  REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 x i o I z :  se.Fr. 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 D 1 5 0  
PAGE SO3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
sy HBOL CONFICURATION OESCRI P T I  OM 0111 SET DATE UACH REFERENCE I N F ~ $ ~ A T I O 1 Y  
X LSWT 223 1 . 6 7 1  PC UOD 55 ORB 6 1 H i 1 1 3 V 3  ( A C I 0 6 4 )  28 JUL Y O  REFL P.31YOOX10 F T .  
0 LSWT Z 2 3  1.875 PC HOD 95 OR6 6 1 H 1 5 1 3 V 3  f A C l 0 6 1 )  28 JUL 7 0  REFB ! .50000X10*oo  PT .  
XURP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YHRP O . O ~ u O O X I O * o o  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 6 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD $5 OR6 6 t H 3 5 1 3 Y 3  ( A C 1 0 6 2 )  28 .lUL Y O  0 .110  REFS 3 . L 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  se.FT. 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37LCPEIO 
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sywaoL COS~FICURATIOP~ OESCRXPTION 
* LSWT 223 1 . 8 1 5  PC UOD S5 O R B .  
X LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 6 7 3  PC MOD SJ ORB. 
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  Pt HOD S5 ORB. 
REFERENCE FILE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFCS?ATION 
81H6VJWI 4FWD) ( B C l F O O )  28 JUL 70  0.230 REFS J.i?0800X10-01 SP.FT.  
BlHbV3Wl (FUD) ( B C l F 0 2 )  28 JUL 70 REFL i?.317OOXlO F T .  
B l H l V S W i  (FMI  ( B C l F 0 3 )  28 JUL 10 REF& l.SOOOOXIO*oo F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 C 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O.ODOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZHRP i ? . S 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  TN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE SUI J 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFXCURATIUN DESCRIPTIOM DATA SET DATE MAC* REFERENCE INFORHATION 
dz LSWT 223 l.Ol5 PC MOD 54 ORB.  B l R I W J V l  (FWD) (BCIFOO) 28 JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3.i?0800XlOI~: s0.F~. 
X LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHbV3Ul (FYD) (BClFOZ) 28 JUL 70 REFL 2.31700X10 FT. 
5 LSUT 223 1.875 PC MOD S I  ORB. BtH6W3Ul (FUD) (BClFO3) e8 JUL 70 REFB l.JOOOOXIO*oo F T .  
XMRP 1.36370X10+01 IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXiO*oo IN. 
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.87500X10 S C h L E  REFERENCE FILE SDY 37: IO1SL!  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION O l T A  SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INF~%TATION * LSWT 223 1.871 PC UOO S I  OSB. B l H G V 3 U I  (TWO) LBCIFOO) 26 JUL 70 0.e50 REFS 3.Z08OOXlO SQ.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO SS ORB. B t H 6 V 3 W l  (FM) (BClFO2) 26 JUL 70 REFL 2.31700X10-01 FT. 
13 LSWT 223 1.875 PC UOD SS ORB. B l H 6 V 3 W l  (FWO) (BClF03) 26 JUL 70 REFB l.SOOOOXIO+oo FT. 
XWRP 1.36370X10+01 IN. 
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X i 0 1 ~ 9  IN. 
SCALE 1 . b 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE REFERENCE FILE SDY 37100150 
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ANGLE OF ATTACKs ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFI CUR A T  ION OESCRIPTI ON OATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE I N F O R l A T I O N  
X LsUT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H I V 3 W l  (FUD) (BCIFOP) e8 JUL 70  REFL 2 . 9 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
D LsWT Z 2 Y  1.875 PC UOO S I  ORB. BlHsVSWi (FWD1 ( B C S f 0 3 1  28 JUL 7 0  REF6  1.50000XIOf!! F T .  
LSWT 223 1.875 Pc MOD s 5  ORB. BlHIVJWl (FUD) (BCIFOO) 28 JUL 7 Q  0 . t S O  REFS S . C O 8 O O X l O I ~ :  S 8 . F T .  
XMRP l . 3 B Y 7 0 X 1 0 ~ U a  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOX1O*OQ IN. 
ZMRP C . 4 0 0 0 O X 1 0 * ! ~  IW. 
SCALE I. 87SOOX10-Uh SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE so Y Y 7 1 am s o 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL COP1FI OUWATION OESCR I PTIOfl  0ATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INFORUATION * LSWT 223 1.875 PC NOD SS O R B .  BlHBV3WI (FUD) (BCIFOO) 28 JUL 70 0.258 REFS J.&?0800X10-01 S4.FT. 
n LSMT 22s 1.875 Pt W O B  95 O R B .  6 1 ~ 6 ~ 3 ~ 1  ( F W O I  IBClF02) e8 JUL 70 REFL &?.31700X10-01 FT. 
D LSWT 225 1.811 PC UOIt Sf ORB. BlHBV3Wl (FUO) tBClFO3) 28 JUL 7 0  REFB 1.50000X10*oo CT.  
XMRP 1.363YOXlOf!I IN. 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 
YNRP O.OOOOUXIO~uu IN. 
ZNRP ~.40000X10*oo IN. 








LL w a u 
w u e 
Q 
lL  







SYWEOL C O N F I W R A T I O W  DESCRXPTION * LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 8 7 3  PC W O O  S J  ORB. 
X LSWT e 2 3  l . b T 3  PC MOD S% ORB. 
0 LSUT 223 1 . 6 T S  PC W O D  9 5  ORB. 
REFERENCE F I L E  
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE WACH REFERENCE INFORNAPlON 
B I H B V J W I  (FUD) f A C l F O O )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  EEFS 3 . L 0 5 0 0 X I O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT .  
E I H d V f W i  (FWD) ( A C l F O 2 )  2 8  JUL T O  REFL 2 . 3 1 1 0 0 X l O  F T .  
E l H 6 V S W I  (FWD1 ( A C l F O 3 )  2 6  JUL 7 0  REF6 l . S O O O O X l O ~ ! ~  f ? .  
XWRP l.J8S70X10~"z 1N. 
YHRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ! ~  I N .  
SCALE l . 5 7 S O O X 1 0 - " c  SCALE 

















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREE§ 
7- 
I 100 
SYMBOL CCHPI OURA T I  ON D E S C R I P T I O N  DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE IHFORHATIOIN * LSWT 223 1.1379 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH6V5W1 I A F T )  ( B C I A O Z )  2 6  JUL 70 0.250 REFS 5.ZOBODXiO::: SQ.FT .  
Y LSWT 223 1.819 PC MOD 95 ORB BlHBY3Wi ( 1 F T t  ( f K l A O S 1  28 JUL TO REFL 2.31700X10 F T .  
a LSWT 223 1.815 PC M O D  55 ORB BlH6VSW: (AFT) ( B C I A O O )  28 JUL 7 0  R E F 6  l.SOOOOXIO*oo F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 9  XN. 
YMRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP Z . 4 0 0 U O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  

























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYNBOL COMFIGURATXON DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* LSWT 223 1.875 PC UOD 9 5  ORB BlHGV3Wl (AFT) ( B C l A O 2 1  28 JUL 70 0 . 2 5 0  REFS 3.r?0800XS01~: SB.FT.  
X LSWT 223 1 . 6 7 5  PC HOD S5 OR% B i H d V 3 W l  (AFT) ( B C I A D l )  28 JUL 7 0  REFL ~ . 3 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
3 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD S5 ORB B I H S V J W I  (AFT1 ( B c i A a o )  P B  JUL 70 REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o ~  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 1 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YHRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
Z M R P  L . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SrIli3OL CONFIGURATIOK DESCRllP TlOPi DATA SET DATE m c n  REFERENCE INFORt4ATION 
X LSWt 2 2 5  1.875 PC MOD 55 ORB BlHBVJUl  (AFT) ( B C l A O l )  h8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
a LSWT 223 1.871 PC MOD SS ORE B l H B V 3 Y l  (AFT) ( E C l A 0 0 )  P8 JUL YO REFB 1 . 3 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
IMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
EWRP & . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.8?SOOXlO SCALE 
LSVT L Z ~  i.0~1 PC urn s5 ORE SIHbV3tfX (AFT) C B C ~ A - O L )  2s JUL 70 0 .250  REFS S . L O ~ O O Y I O ~ ~ ~  se.m. 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 T i G J t 3 D  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COW16URATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO_%nlAfION 
x L s u T  225 1.875 PC W O O  S5 ORB BlndVJYt (AFT) ( B C I A O l )  2 8  JUL 70  REFL e.31700X10 F T .  
0 LSYT 2 2 3  2.875 PC MOD S I  ORB B l H 6 V J W l  (AFT7 CBCIAOO) e8 JUL 7 0  REFB l.SOOOOXlO~!!~ F f .  
LSYT 2 2 3  1.075 PC Woo 8 5  ORB BlHdVJWl (AFT) ( ~ c t c 1 0 2 )  ee JUL 7 0  0 . 2 5 0  REFS ~ . ~ 0 6 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY JTlOO150 
XMRP 1.56S70XPO*u1 I N .  
YHRP O.OOOOOXSOcoo I N .  
ZMRP Z . 4 O O O O X i O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 9 0 0 X i O  SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
STWBOL COWFISURATION DESCRIPTXON DATA SET DATE WACH REFERENCE INFORWATION 
LSWT 2E3 1 . 6 7 1  PC W O O  S I  ORB BlHBV3Wl (AFT) (BCIAOZ) e 6  JUL 7 0  o.210 REFS ~ . e o ~ o o x i o I O g ~  s a . c i .  
X LSWT 223 1 . 6 7 5  PC W O O  S I  ORB BlHBVSWi U F T )  ( B C f A O l l  Z 8  JUL 70 REFL ~ . s i ~ a o x r o  F T  . 
D LSWT 2 2 3  1 . 6 7 1  PC W O O  SJ ORB BiHBV3Wl (AFT) ( B C l A O O )  28 JUL 70  REF6 l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YHRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZWRP L . 4 0 0 O O X l O * ~ ~  i M .  
SCALE L . 8 7 1 0 0 X l O  SCALE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFX GURA 1 I ON D E  SCR I P TIOn DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X LSUT Zi23 1.673 P C  MOO S5 OR8 8 1 H 6 V 3 U l  (AFT)  ( B C l A 0 1 )  28 JVL 70 REFL 2 . 3 1 1 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
0 L S U T  223 11871 P C  MOD S3 ORE B l H 6 V 3 U l  (AFT) ( B C l A 0 0 )  28 JUL 7 0  R E F 8  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  
YMRP O.O0000X10*!! I N .  
LSUT 223 1 ,WI  P C  UOD S5 ORE 81H6V3Wl  ( I F T I  ( 8 C l A 0 2 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 .230  REFS 3 . e 0 8 O O X l O I ~ :  SQ.FT. 
XNRP I . ~ B J ~ O X I O + ~ ~  I N .  
ZWRP ~ . 4 O O O O X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 1 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYU80L COWFIGURATION D E S C R I P T I O N  DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION * LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 3  PC NO0 53 ORB B*HBV/3hlX (AFT) (BClA02) Z 8  JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3 . e O 8 0 0 X l O ~ ~ :  SP.FT. 
X LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD S I  ORB BIH6VL)WL (AFT) f B C l A O l 1  28 JUL 7 0  REFL Z . 3 l 7 O O X l O  FT. 
0 LSWT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC Urn SS ORB BlHSVIUf (AFT) (BClAaO) 28 JUL 7 0  REF6 l . S O O O O X i O f ~ !  CT. 
XNRP l . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 T y '  IN. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZNRP E.40000X10*!!! I N .  
REFERENCE FILE SPY 37l00130 SCALE 1. S7SOOX10-u1 SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET OATE WACN REFERENCE I N F O R I A T I O N  
X LSYT 223 1.675 PC W O D  91 088 6XH6V5Ul (AFT) ( A C l A O 1 )  28 JUL 70 REFL L.31YOOXlO F T .  
f3 LSUT e23 1.021 PC MOD S I  ORB 6 lH6V3Wl  ( A F T )  ( A C l A O O )  28 JUL T O  REFB l.SOOOOX~O+oo F T .  
XURP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  I N .  
YURP O . O O O O O X t O + O O  IU. 
ZURP t ? . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  XU. 
SCALE 1 . 8 Y 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
synrjor C O N F I C U R ~ T I O N  DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACM REFERENCE INFORWATIOIV * LSWT 223 1.819 PC MOD S5 ORB,  B l H 6 V S W l  (FWD) ( B C I F I O )  28 JUL 70 0.e50 R E F S  S . L O 8 O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  S B . F T .  
X LsWT 223 1.07.9 PC MOO 95 OR8 S l M S V S W i  (AFT) ( B C l A 0 2 )  28 JUL 70 REFL 2 . S 1 7 0 0 X l O  PT.  
REFB f . 5 0 0 C O X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZWRP L . 4 0 0 0 O X ~ O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFEREWCE F I L E  SDr 3 7 i t i G i 3 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SrU8OL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPFIm DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X LSWT ee3 1.815 PC HOD 95 ORB BlHdV3Wl (AFT1 ( B C f A O 2 J  28 JUL 7 0  REFL ~ . 3 1 T O O X ~ O  F t .  
REFB I.50000X10~oo F T .  
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo f N .  
ZHRP 2 . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE i.a~sooxio SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.675 PC MOO S5 ORE. B l H b V 3 W l  (FWD) ( B C I F I O J  28 JUL TO 0 . 2 S O  R E F S  3 . ~ 0 8 0 O X l C t ~ ~ ~  S P . F l .  
RtIFERPNCE FILE our 3?i@0!50 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SyWBOL COMFICURATION OESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE WACH REFERENCE INFORMATLON * L W T  223 1 .815 PC NO0 SS ORB. BiHSVSWl (FUO) ( B C l F I O J  E'S JUL 70 0 . 2 5 0  REFS S.&?OROOXlOI~: SO.FT. 
X LSWT 2 P J  1.675 PC MOD S5 ORB BlHSVSWl  (AFT) (ECIAOP) 28 JUL 70 REFL ~ . S l 1 O O X l O  F l .  
XMRP l.S8370XfO+01 I N .  
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 I S O O X 1 0  SCALE 
REFB i .saoooxio+oo FT. 
YMRP o.oaoooxio+oo IN. 
SDY 37100150 REFERENCE FILE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL C O N F I C U R A T I W  D E S C R I P T I O N  DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INFORHATlON 
X LSUT 913 1.675 PC HOD S I  QRB BLH8V3Wl (AFT) ( B C l A O 2 )  18 JUL 70 REFL 1 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFB 1 .SOOOOXIO+oo F T .  
X#RP l . 3 B 3 T O X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
ZURP E . C O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE i . e r s o o x i o  SCALE 
LSUT 9 P 3  1.675 P C  MOO S I  ORB. BlN6V3Yl (FWD) ( B C I F I O )  e& JUL 70  0 . e S O  REFS 3.tOBOOX%O1;: S e . F T .  
WRP o.oooooxio*oo I N .  
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL COMFI6URATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE nACn REFERENCE I N F O  MATION 
* LSWT Z 2 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD 95 ORB. BlH6W3Wl (FWDJ (BCIFIOJ 28 J U L  70 0 .e50  REFS 5 . E 0 8 0 O X 1 0  -" SP-FT. 
x LSWT 223 1 . ~ ~ 5  PC WOD ss ORB B ~ H ~ W J I I ~  (AFT) ( B C I A O Z )  28 JUL 70 REFL I?.31700X10-01 F T .  
REFB l.SOOOOXIO*ao F T .  
W R P  O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 p  SCICE 
XIIRP I . S ~ ~ ~ O X I ~ * ~ ~  I w .  
znw e . 4 a o o o x 1 o * ~ ~  IN. 
KEFEREWCE FILE SOY 5 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFXCURATION DESCRIPTION DATL SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFCI&TA 
LSUT e23 1 . 8 7 s  PC MOD IS ORB. BlUbV3Wl (FUD) ( E C l F l O )  2 8  JUL 7 0  0 .2SO REFS s.LoIOoXIO-O, 
REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  
XMRP 1 . S 8 3 ? 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  
YMRP ~ .OOOOOXIO*oo  
ZMRP L . 4 0 O O O X I O * ~ ~  
SCALE 1.87SOOXlO 
X LSWT Z 2 3  i . 6 7 5  PC MOD S I  6RB BltlOV3Wl (AFT) ( E C l A O 2 )  Z e  JUL 9 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 9 0 0 X 1 0  
REFERENCE F I L E  SDT 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
PAGE 
I OM 
S 0 . F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
I N .  
I N .  






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SVWBOL CONFXGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE nAcw REFERENCE 1NFCt$ATI.ON 
X LSUT 223 1.819 PC WOD 55 CFS 81HbVS.Ul ( A F T )  ( B C 1 1 0 2 )  E8 J V L  Y O  REFL P . S l P O O X I 0  FT. 
REF6 l.SOOOOXIO*oo FT.  
XWRP 1.S8370X10*01 IN. 
lWRP O . O O O l l O % l O * o o  IN. 
ZWRP 2 . 4 B O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  TN. 
SCALE 1.82JOOXlO SC*LE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD $5 ORB. BlHbV3WZ (FWD) (BCIFID) 28 JUL Y O  0 .250  REFS S.20SOOX10-OI 6P.CT. 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100140 
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z u 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE I N F O  M A T I j N  * LSUT e23 1 . 8 7 5  PC HOO S5 ORB. B l H d V l U l  (FUD) C A C I F I O )  28 JUL 7 0  0.850 REFS 3 .?0800X10-0:  S P . F T .  
X LSUT ZL3 1 . 8 7 6  PC MOO 95 OR6 B t H I V J U l  (AFT) ( A C l A O 2 )  e8 JUL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
XHRP 1 . 3 B 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
LHRP P . 4 U 0 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 t  I N .  
SCALE 1 .b75OOXlO SCALE 
-% SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
REFS : . ~ o a ~ a x ~ a + ~ ~  FT. 
YMRP o . o o o o a x i a ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SOY 37 i !3??150  REFERENCE F I L E  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFZOURATION D E S C R I P T I O N  
* L W T  225 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOO 55  ORE B l V I W l  
x LSWT 223 1.071 PC noo ss ORB BIVIWI 
DkTA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE IHFORWATIOH 
( B C 1 0 4 1 )  28 JUL 70 0.e50 REFS 3 . E B 8 O O X I O ~ ~ ~  SO.CT. 
( B C I D I O )  28 1UL 70 REFL 2 . S I F O O X 1 0  F T .  
REF6 l.50000X10~00 F T .  
YMRP O.OOOOOX1ff~oo I N .  
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  XN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X I O  SCALE 
XHRP 1 . 3 B 3 7 0 X 1 0 + c ~  I N .  
REFEREMCE F I L E  sor 17:50:sc 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYNBOL CONFXCURATION DESCRIPTION OATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO_%:ATlON 
# LSMT 923 1 , 8 7 5  PC MOD 95 ORB B I V 3 W l  I B C l O 4 1 )  98 JUL 70 0.950 REFS 3.90800X10-01 pP.FT. 
X LSUT e23 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB B l V S W l  ( B C 1 0 4 0 b  28 JUL 7 0  REFL Z . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
R E F 6  l.50000XtO*oo F T .  
XMRP l . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YWRP Q.OOOOOXIO*OO 8N. 
ZMRP Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  1N. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 








ANGLE OF AOTACK. ALPMA DEGREES 
OAT& SET OATE LHACW MFERENCE I NFOtYA T I O N  
( B C 1 0 4 1 1  26 JUL 2 0  0.250 REF4 p + 2 O e O O X l O I ~ ;  S Q - F T .  
( # C 1 0 4 0 )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL .$?.$ltOOXlO FT. 
REF.6 1.50000X10?!? FT. 
SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE r NFO MA TION 
I L a w  e23 1 . ~ 7 ~  PC MOD SI ORB e t v ~ w a  ( B C 1 0 4 0 )  e8 JUL 7 0  REfL L . S l ? O O X l O  CT.  
-% 1 SYWBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH * LSYT L23 1.875 P C  MOD SS OR6 B l V 3 W l  ( 6 C 1 0 4 1 )  e8 J U L  70 0 .L50 '  REFS 5 . t060UX10-01  SP.FT .  
REF6 I .  50000x1 0*Oo FT. 
XNRP 1 . S ~ S 7 0 X l O c o 1  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+Bo I N .  
ZMRP i ? . 4 0 0 O O X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 U O X l O  SCALE 







ANGLE IF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DESCRS#TXON OATA SET DATE MACH WERENCE I N F O ~ T I O W  
PC nm ~ 5 5  ORB m v a w  (L)CIOII i  98 JUL t o  o.eso a e ~ s  S . ~ O Q O O X I O I ~ ~  s e . c i  
PC nop 5 5  ORB BIVSWJ (BC1040> P$ JUL 70 9.~17ooxlo F T .  
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 X i O ~ 0 0  Cl. 
1.18$70XZ0+0i I N .  
O.DOOOOX1O+OO I N .  
mP L.40000X30+00 I N .  
&&LE 1.87500X10-0E SCALE 
REFERENCE kXLE 801 57100130 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFXCURATXON DESCRXPTXOH DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE I MF%F#A T I O N  * LSUT 223 1.675 PC M O D  55 ORB B l V S W l  ( ~ ~ 1 0 4 1 )  ze JUL 7 0  o.eso REFS 3 . z o e o o x 1 0 - 0 1  6 e . c ~ .  
x LSWT 223 i .wi  PC MOD s5 ORB ~ iwri  ( B C 1 0 4 0 )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL P . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
YMRP O.O~OOOXIO*oo  IM. 
SCALE. 1 .enoox io  SCALE 
XMRP i . 3 e 3 7 0 x i o + ~ *  I N .  
ZMRP t . ~ o o o o ~ a o ~ ~ ~  IN. 
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REfERLNCE R L E  SOY 371001JO 
ANGLE M; ATTACK. ALWA DEGREES 
D A M  567 DATE MACH fiERENCE I N F O p l  I ON 
d A C t O 4 0 )  EA 3UL FO P 3 1 t O O X l O  *l. 
(AC104-1 )  Ze 3UC 7 0  Q.250 *. comoxia:o: se.rr . 
i : ~ o o o ~ x r o + ~ ~  FT. 
(I oooooxio+oo ria. 
~ : 4 0 o o a x i o + ~ ~  XN. 
h. 8t500X10-02 SCALE 
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I .3L310X10+01 fN. 
WF&€@@E FXLE SOY 37100lSO 








L5UT 003 1 . 0 7 5  PC UOO S5 ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 U l  
LSWT 003 S.875 PC MOO S5 ORB.  B l H l 5 1 3 V W l  
L W T  005 1 . 0 7 5  PC NO0 J5 O R B .  B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 U l  
LSWT EL3 1 . 0 7 5  PC MOD 95 ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 U l  
L S U ~  203 1.875 PC uca s 5  ORB. B I H O ~ J V S U ~  
~ 5 u r  sea i .ar5 PC noo ss ORB. B ~ H I ~ I ~ V J W :  
REFERENCE FILE SOY 39100150 
DATE 
28 JUL 7 0  
4d JUL 7 0  
08 JUL 7 0  
48  JUL 7 0  
48 JUL 7 0  
2s JUL ro  
MACH 
0 . 0 5 0  
l T I O N  
s e . w .  
FT, 
F T .  
IN. 
IN. 









QF ATTACK, ALPW DEGREES 
DATA SET BATE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE I N F O  HATION -% SYWEOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIOH DATA SET DATE MACH * LSUT &?e3 1.075 PC MOD $1 ORB. E I H O l l V 3 U l  ( B C l G O l )  26 JUL 70 0.950 REFS 3 . e 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 :  9 8 . F T .  
CI LSUT e63 1.075 PC MOO S5 ORB. B l H D 1 3 V 3 U f  ( B C l G O S )  e6 JUL 70 REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X t 0 + 0 0  F T .  
0 LSUT PP3 1.875 PC MOD 85 ORB. B l H l S l 3 V 3 W l  ( B C l H O S )  28 JUL 70 XWRP 1 . S 8 3 T 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  f N .  
Y LSWT e23 1.671 PC MOD 55 ORB. B1-:013VJUl  ( B C l G 0 4 )  28 JUL 70 YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
I LSUT ee3 1.675 PC MOD SI ORB. B l H i 1 1 3 V 3 U l  CBClHO6)  98 JUL 70 ZWRP i ? . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  I N .  
n LSWT e m  1.875 PC MOD ss ORB. B l H l 1 ? 3 V 3 U S  ( B C l H l l )  28 JUL 70 REFL e.31700X10 C T .  
SOY 37100150 SCALE l.87300X10-oL SCALE REFERENCE FXLE 
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ANGLE aF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SVWBOL CONF E.DURb FXQN OESCR gal fW DATA SET DATE cI* CH @WERENCE 1 NFOR WA T I ON 
PC N m  $3 ORB. BIH1413V3Y1 (ecinsi) w JUL t o  Z.3llOOX10 FT. 
PC WOO. 12: ORB. BlHOl3V3U1 (BSlb-OS) iW JUL 70 1.90000X10+oo F l .  
PC W O a  &S ORB. BIHlblSV3VI ( B C ~ H O S )  &le, JUL 7 0  1. 38370X10+0f IN. 
PC urn kJ; ORB. BlHOlSV3Yf fBCS6D4)  La JUL 7 0  O.OOOOOXIO~'* XN. 
(BCIHOb) 2 6 3 U L  f0  Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X 3 0 ~ ~ ~  IN. PC NQD S I  ORB. BlHl913V3Wl 
* LSUT ZZ3 t .WI  PC NOD 85 ORB. BtH013V3Wl CEC'10061 28 JUL 70 0 .eSO 3 . 0 0 ( 1 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  sa. FT. 
l.(17SOOXlO SCALE 
REFERENCE FlLE say f7't",OL$O 
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SYMBOL C O N F  f GUR A T I  ON O E S C R  I P TI ON DATA S E T  DATE MACH * LSUT 223 1.87s PC W O O  S I  OR6. B I H O l I Y I Y l  
x LSUT e23 1.875 P C  MOD $5 ORB. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 U l  ( B C l H l l )  28 J U L  70 R E F L  E . 3 1 Z O O X l O  F T .  
o LSYT 223 1.875 PC W o o  ss ORB. ~iwoi3vsui ( B C I G O S )  28 J U L  70 R E P B  l . S O O O O X l O i O O  F T .  
Y LSUT 823 1.87S P C  WOO SS ORE. ElHOlJW3Ul ( B C l 6 0 4 )  28 J U L  7 0  YMRP O . O O O O O X I O i o o  I N .  
U L$VT ZZ3 1 . 8 7 1  P C  MOD $5 ORB. B l H l S l I V 3 Y f  ( B C l H O 6 . )  P3 JUl  7 0  ZMRP I . 4 0 0 0 O X l O + ~ ~  I N .  
0 i a U T  i?+s 1 .871  P C  HOD S I  ORE. BlHISlJY3Ul ( B C l H 0 9 )  e6 J U L  70 XMRP i . s e ~ ~ o x ~ o i o l  Z N .  



















F T .  
F T .  
IN. 




SYWBOL CONFIGURATION D E S C R I P T l O N  * LSWT 293 1.873 P C  UOD S I  ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 W l  
I LSWT 223 1.87s P C  W O O  (15 ORB. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 U l  
B LSWT 223 1.875 P C  W O O  95  ORB. B l H O l 3 V 3 W l  
Y LSWl 293 1.675 P C  MOD 55 ORB. B l H O 1 3 V S U I -  
X LSWT SO3 1 .873  P C  UOD S5 ORB. 6 l H 1 3 1 3 V 3 U I  
o LSWT 203 1.17s PC WOD ss ORB. ~ t n i 5 i 3 v 3 w i  
REFEREHCE F I L E  SDY 37100150 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE XNF~!j,UATXON 
( B C l G 0 6 )  98 J U L  70  0 .950  R E F S  3 . ~ 0 B 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 ~  S P . F T .  
f S C l H l l l  P8 J U I  70 REFL &?.51100XlO F T .  
( B C l G 0 3 )  28 JUL 7 0  R E F B  1.50000X10*00 F F .  
{ B C I H O S )  98 J U L  7 0  XURP 1 . 3 ~ 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IM. 
( B C l G O 4 J  26 J U L  70 VWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
( B C l H f f 8 )  P B  JUL 7 D  ZWRP 2 . 4 O O O O X l O f ~ ~  IN. 
S C A L E  1 . ~ 7 S O U X l O  S C A L E  
PAGE 143 
ANGlE QF ATTACK. &%A DEGREES 
SYMBOL CO)(FXGURATIQM DESCRIP FIPN DATA S E T  OAK€ H A W  * LSUT eer Z . B ~ S  PC woo 35 ORB. B I H O I ~ V ~ Y ~  ( A C l G O 6 )  28 J U L  7 0  0.250 
S5 QUE. B l H l 5 1 3 V 3 Y l  CACJH11) P8 JUL 7 0  
s3 QgB. B l n o l 3 V 3 W l  C A C l G O 5 )  28 JUL 70 
S5 @B. B l W l S 1 3 V 3 U l  ( A C l H O 9 )  E& JOL 70 
93 *e. B l H O 1 3 V 3 W l  C & C l C O 4 )  28 M.'L 10 
sS &B. ~ a n i s i i ~ v 3 ~ 1  (AClHO8) 26 2 U L  70 
SUY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 C  
PAGE 144 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL, COHFIGURATIOW OESCRfPTlON DATA SET DATE urcn REFERENCE I NFet;A TXON 
x LSUT 223 i . 8 7 ~  PC uoo 55 ORB. B 1 ~ 8 S Z V S W l  t B C l O B 3 )  e8 JUL 70 REFL t . 3 S 7 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  F T .  
ai LSWT eer i.sm PC woo 95 ORB. ~ i n s s ~ v 3 w i  ( B C 1 0 8 4 )  e# JUL 70  REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XURP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 * J 1  IN ,  
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo IW. 
ZMRP L . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  IN. 
LSWT 023 1.675 PC UOO S I  ORB. B l W B V I U I  fFM1 ( B C t F 1 7 )  Z8 JUL ?O 0.170 REFS 3.ZOBODX10 SP.PT. 
SQt 37100110 SCALE 1 .87SOOX10-02 SCALE REFEREN€€ F ILE  
PAGE 145 
c3 z 





PAGE 1 4 7  
ANGLE M' ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SWROL CQ#FICURITTON D E S C R V J I Q N  mra ssi MTE MACH k E F W E N C E  INCORWATION 
* LSUT 223 1.~d7.f bC MOO 55 QRB. 81H6V3WS ( F M T  ( B C l F l 7 )  26 JUL 10 0 . 1 7 0  R E F S  J . % ? O I O O X 1 0 1 ~ :  SP.Ft. 
X LSWT Le?) 1&75 P C  MoD SS ORB. B l H 6 9 2 V 3 W I  (.BCL083) e6 JUL 70 REFL 3 ? . l l 7 0 O X l O  F t .  
CI LSUT 229 1.071 PC MOO SS ORB. BlH5SJY3Wl ( B C i O 6 4 )  98 J1)L 7 0  REF8 1.50000X10*00 FT. 
XWRP 1.383?OX1Q*01 IN. 
YMRP 0. d O O O O X I O * o o  I*. 
ZMRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  XN. 
SCALE 1.875OQXl0 SCALE 
REFERE# CE F I LE SDr S 7 l O U I f O  
PAGE 148 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE I N F O  t p T X O N  * LOUT e m  1 . 8 ~ 5  PC w o o  $5 ORB. ~ i n e v ~ u i  (FUD) ( 3 C l F l l )  i?8 JUL 70 0.170 REFS 3.tU800X10-01 SP.FT.  
X LSUT EL3 1.875 PC MOD $5 ORB. B l H 8 S P V J U l  (8C1083)  JUL 7 0  REFL ~ . ! J 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
o LSUT ZPJ t.875 PC UOD 95 ORB. BEWIQJVJV~ ( B C l D 8 4 l  28 JUL 7 0  REF8 1 50000X10*00 F T  
XHRP 1 : 3 6 3 ? 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  1N: 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 O X l O  SCALL 
-5 SYMBOL C O N F I W R A T f O N  DESCRXPlSOEl DATh SET DATE MACH 
ZWRP t . ~ o o o a x s ~ f ~ ~  IN. 
REFERZNCE F I L E  SOY 3 l l 0 0 1 5 O  
PAGE 149 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
REFEREMCE INFO MATION 
IN L9WT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 O R B .  E t H G V J U l  (FUD) ( E C l F I 7 )  28 JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  RCFb 3 . Z 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - o ~  SQ.FT.  
x LSWT z23 i . e m  PC MOD 55 CRB. BIHGSZVW~ (BCIOSS) ee JUL t o  REFL I.SllOOXl0 F l .  
0 LSUY P23 1.81s PC MOO 5 )  ORB. ElH6S3VJWl  ( B C 1 0 8 4 )  28 JUL 7 0  REF@ l .SOOOOXIO*oo  F T .  
XHRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X f 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YURP O.OOOOOXfO+o~ I N .  
ZNkP ~ ~ 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  I N .  
-% SYMBOL CONFXCURATLdPl DESCRIPTXON D A T A  SET DATE MACH 
SOY 3 7 1 O O t 5 0  SCALE I .  8 7 3 0 0 X 3 0 - 0 L  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL CONFICURITTOP( OESCRIPTION 
LSWT e23 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD $ 5  ORB. B IHCV3Wi  (FWD) 
x LSWT et3 1 . ~ 5  PC UOD SI ORB. B I H S S Z V ~ U ~  
Q LSWT 923 i . B Z 3  PC W O O  $5  ORB. BlH6S9VSWl 
REFEREMCE FILE SDI 3 7 1 0 0 2 1 0  
D A T A  SET DATE W A C ) ,  REFERENCE ZNFORWATION 
C B C l F l 7 )  28 JUL 70 O.lt0 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  SO.FT. 
t e c i o ~ a i  28 JUL 7 0  REFL L . 3 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
( B C 1 0 8 4 )  e6 JUL 70 REFB l . S O O O O X i O ~ f t ~  F T .  
XURP i . ~ 8 s ~ o x i o Z ” ’  IN. 
YURP U.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRf 2.40000XIO*!?! IN. 
SCALE l.8?SOOXtO-yc SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK# ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFr6URATM)bl DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORNATION 
x LswT ezs a.um PC noo 95 QRB. ~ i u e s e v ~ w i  ( A C 1 0 6 3 )  A8 JUL 7 0  REF4 2.31YOOXlO FT. 
Q LSW eea i.aic,s PC w o o  ss ORB. ~ i n e s ~ v ~ w i  (AC1lJ64J e8 JUL 70 REF@ I.SOOOOXtO?!? Fl. 
LSYT e25 5.97s PC MOO $5 ORB. Binswui (FM) I A C 1 F I T )  e@ JUL 7 0  0 . 1 7 0  REFS 3.208OOXiO~~: S(L.FT. 
XNRP l . 3 8 S 7 0 Y 1 0 ~ y A  IN. 
ruep o . o o o o o x ~ o + o o  IN. 
z n w  c.~oooox10+00 IN. 
SC&E I .87SOOX10-yc  SCALE 





1 .  
x 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
LOUT L2J 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOD 95 ORB. E l H 6 V 3 W l  (FUDI ( R C S F f l t  Z6 JUL PO D . 2 5 0  
LSVT te3  1 . 6 7 5  PC MQD $5 ORB. B l H 6 V 3 W l  (FUD) ( R C l F I 2 )  P8 JUL 7 0  
LSUT L e 3  1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD S5 ORB. B l H 6 V 3 W l  (FWD) ( R C l F L 3 1  #!8 JUL 7 0  
I.SUT 223 1 . 8 7 5  PC MOD 95 ORB. E i H d V S Y f  (FUO) ( R C l F l 6 )  28 JUL 7 0  
CSUT Zi?3 1 . 6 7 5  PC MOO 55 ORB. E l H 6 V 3 W l  (FUD) ( R C l F l 4 )  Z8 JUL 7 0  
LSUT Le3 i . d 7 5  PC UOD 95 ORE. E i n 6 V 3 W l  fFWD) (RClFlS) 2 8  JUL It0 
CONFICURATXQN DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE w c n  
REFEREWE F I L E  SOY s 7 i a u t ~ ~  
REFERENCE INFOI?UArION 
REFS 3 . E 0 6 0 0 X I O - U a  SP.FT.  
REF8  1.50000X10*o" CI. 
YWRP 0.00000XlOf!! I N .  
REFL E .31700X10-0 i  F l .  
xnRP 1 . l 8 l i o x ~ 0 * ~ ~  IN, 
ZURP E . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. GEGREES 
DATA SET 0ATE r*cn REFERENCE I N F O R U A ~ I O N  
B1w0vsul (FW)& ( R C l F l l  J e8  JUL 70 O . t b O  REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SB.FJ. 
BlH0VSUl  (FUD) ( R C l F l P )  P8  JUL 70  R E F L  0.3L700X10-01 F T .  
B i n 0 v I W i  WUD) ( R C l ' F 1 3 )  98 JUL 70 REFB ~ . S O O O O X I O * o ~  C T .  
BlH6V3Ul tFUD) ( R C l F l 6 )  e6 JUL 70 XMRP X .  38370X10*01  I N .  
B l H d V I U l  (FUD) ( R C l F l 4 )  e8 JUL 70 VMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
BXW6VSU1 (FUDJ ( R C l F l I J  e6 JUL 70 ZMRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.675OOXlO SCALE 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYWBOL CONFI6URITION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE XNFORMATXOM 
* LSYT Z23  1.671 PC W O O  S I  ORB. BlW&V3W1 (FWO) ( R C l F l l J  28 JUL 7 0  0 .250  REFS 3.90800X10-01 S0.FT .  
X LSYT L e 3  1 .871  PC HOD 81 ORB. BlHdV3W1 (FWD1 ( R C l F 1 2 )  98 JUL 7 0  REF L 9.S1700X10-01 FT. 
0 LSUT 2 0 3  1 .871  PC HOD 81 ORB. BlH8W3Wl (FWJ t R C l F 1 3 )  28 JUL 70 REFB l . l O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
0 LSYT 2 2 3  1 .671  PC HOD S I  ORB. 81H6W3Wl (FYD) ( R C l F i b J  96 JUL 70 XMRP l .3B3?OX10*o f  I N .  
v LSYT 923 1 .671  PC HOP S I  ORB. BlH IVSWf  (FWUJ ( R C I P I I I  28 JUL TO WRP O.OOOOOXiO*oo I N .  
it LSUT PO3 1 . 6 7 1  PC WOD S I  ORB. BlWdW3W1 (FWDJ ( R C l F l I )  28 JUL 70 LMRP 9 . 4 O O O O X l O f ~ ~  I N .  




XU&’ 1.!J8570X10*u1 IR .  
YUeP Q.OOOOOXIO+oo IN. 
ZUgP #.4000OXlO*!!! I N .  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAs DEGREES 
SYUBOL CONFlbURATfOW PESCRXPTION 
LSUT Zi?3 1 . 6 7 3  PC HOD S5 ORB. B l H 6 W l  
X LSWT 223 1.67s PC koO SS ORB. B l H 6 Y l  
0 LSYT Le3 1 . 6 7 3  PC NOD S5 ORB. E l H 6 M l  
REFERENCE F l L E  SOY f 7 i O O T S O  
DhrA SET DATE UAcn 
( R C 1 0 5 7 1  Z8 JUL 7 0  0.e30 
( R C l O S 6 )  28 JUL 70 
I R C l O S 5 )  26 JUL 7 0  
.TION 
F l .  









SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA8 DEGREES 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURITXON RESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INPORWATXON 
X LSWT e23 1.871 PC Woo $1 3R6. 8 1 H B U l  C B C l O f 3 I  2?C JUL 70 REFL ~ . 3 1 7 O O X l O  CT.  
o bsui O P ~  1 . 8 ~ 1  PC MOD 95 ORB. stn6wi f 6 C 1 0 5 4 )  e6 JUL 70 R E F 6  l . S O O O O X I O ~ o o  P T .  
XURP l . 3 6 S 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YWRP O.OOOO~XIO+ao I N .  
ZWRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  XN. 
SCALE l . d 7 S O O X I O  SCALE 
L S Y T  Le3 1.875 PC M O D  $5 ORB. 6 l H d U l  ( 6 C 1 O S O f  e6 J 9 L  70 0 . e S O  REFS S . E O 8 0 O X I O ~ ~ ~  SO.CT. 







I N .  
S(CALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
8rI)BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE I N F O  MATION 
x LSUT ee3 ;.a75 cc noo ss ORB. B IH~WI  (Bcioss) ee JOL 7 0  REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 O X l O  F t .  
0 L S U l  Zi?3 1.075 PC HOD 55 ORg. BlH6W1 (BC1054) 96 JUL 70 REF8 l.SOOOOXIO*oo I r l .  
XMRP 1.3&37OX1Oco1 i N .  
YMRP O . O O O O O X I O * a a  I N .  
ZWRP P.40000XlOf~~ I N .  
SCALE i . e r s o o x s o  SCALE 
* LSUT em 1.87S PC moo SI ma. BLHIWI t B c i o 5 0 )  ze JuL 70 o.em REFS s.eoeooxioI\: s n . n .  
REFERENCE Fr LE SDY 37100150 
PAGE 161 
ANGLE W ATTACK, ALPW DEGREES 
PAGE 162 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA DEGREES 
SrnBOL COHFICURAlZON DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH RCFERENCC INFCt&MATION 
IP L W T  La3 1.871 PC MOO 85 ORB. 81H6W1 t E C l O S 0 )  e8 JUL 70 O.i?50 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X l O  I SP.FT. 
X LSUI Z L 3  1 . 6 7 5  PC MOD SS ORB. ElHSWl f B C l C S 3 )  e8 1UL 70 RFSL P.31700X10.u' F T .  
a LSYT ea3 i . e r s  PC noD ss ORB. ~ i n 6 u i  ( B C 1 0 5 4 ?  26 JUL 70 R t '  1.50000X10*00 FT. 
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo IM. 
Z W P  ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  I N .  
SDY 37100110 SCALE t . 6 7 S 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 L  SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE 
PAGE 163 
ANGLE OF AJTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SVUBOL COIIFYCURdSTJW DESCRI.PTION DATA SET OATE wIcn WZFERENCE INFORMATION 
* LSYT 2ZZ i .WS F C  MOD S% ORB. B l H 6 U l  ( 8 C l Q S O {  e# JUL 7a O.i?Sa R W S  B . 2 0 6 O O X i O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT .  
x mu7 22s d.W?S P C  MOD S I  ORB. BlU6Ul C B C 1 0 5 3 .  Q@ JUL 70 REFL P . S ~ ~ O O X ~ O  FT. 
@ L W T  283 A A 7 3  PC W O D  SS ORB. BlHflWi (BC1054) *(I JUL 70 J . I O O O O I l O + n ’  FT. 
i . 3 8 5 T O X l  0 + O s  I N .  
Y M P  O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZHRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o o  I N .  
SWLE 1 . 8 ~ J 0 0 X 1 0 - o *  SCALS 
SeePSitFNCE F I L E  SBl 37L00110 
PAGE 164 
ANGLE OF ATTbCKe ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL C ~ F X C U R A T I O W  DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE INFe%tATXON * LSWT 993 L.071 PC UOD S I  ORB. 61H6Wl  ( B C l O I O )  Z 8  JUL 70  O.i?SO REFS S . & O I O Y ~ I O - , , ~  SP.CT. 
X LSUT 923 1 . 8 7 5  PC UOD S I  ORB. 61HBWl f B C l O S 3 )  P8 JUL 7 0  REFL &.SITOOXlO CT. 
e LSUT om 1.875 PC MOD 8 5  ORB. B i u s w i  f E C 1 0 5 4 )  P8 J U I  7 0  REF6 l . S O W O X I O * o o  F T .  
XURP l ~ 3 8 S 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YURP O.OOOOOXIO~oo IN. 
ZURP L . 4 0 O O O X l O f ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 r I O O X l O  SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SDY ~ 7 1 n o t s o  
PAGE 165 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SrWBOL COWFXCURATIQH DESCRXPTIOU BhTA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE I N F C R Y A f I O N  , * LYUT 223 1.675 PC UOD S I  ORB. B l H I W l  ( A C 1 0 1 0 )  P8 JUL 70 0.250 REFS S . L O I O O X l 0 ~ ~ ~  3P.FT. 
f3 LSUf 223 1.879 PC MOD 55 ORB. ElhdUS I A C 1 0 5 4 )  28 JUL 10 RERB 1 . 9 O O U O X f D ~ ~ ?  C f .  
X LSWT e23 Z.175  PC MJg 51 ORB. BtHdYl ( A C L 5 5 3 )  26 JUL 7 0  REFL g.31700Xl0 CT. 
XHRP 1 . ¶ 8 3 P O X 1 0 1 Y z  IN. 
YWRP O . . O O D O U X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZYRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * ~ ~  I N .  
SCALR 1.87550%10-YL SCALE 
RVEREXCE FiLE s3v l . r O 0 1 5 0  
PAGE 266 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAUETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 0.000 W A l L  0.000 
ELLVTR 0.000 PHX 0.000 
WINGLO IL.PJ1 
, 

















LSWT 223 1.675 PC MOD S5 ORB. BIH6V3W1 6F'vcDl iRCiF031 28 JUL 70 PAGE 167 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA DEGREES 
srnsoL WACH PARAWETRIC VALUES 
8 9.170 BETA 0,000 H T A I L  0.ooff 
ELEVTR Q.000 P f l I  0.000 
WINGLO 1e.e11 
RBZCRCNCE FILE SDY 3 7 i U O j f t ?  
REFERENCE IMFORWATION 
REFS S.ZO800YlO:~: SB.F?.  
REFL ~ . S l ~ O O X l O  F T .  
REF@ 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 O f o 0  F ? .  
XMRP 1 . 3 B S  I O X  10"' I M . 
YMRP O.OOOOOE1OfOO I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X P O + ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 O O X l O  SCALE 
LSWr 223 1.875 PC MOB S5 ORB. B l f iGV3Wi  CFVDl CRClFOSI 28 3UL 70 PAGE 169 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA CEGREES 
s r l i B o L  mat PA*AWE?RI C VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA lt.000 HTAtL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 Pnr  o.oon 
WINGLO lP.Bl1 
REFERENCE I NFCR M A ?  ION 
REFS s.eomoxioI:: se.Fr. 
REFL ~ . Y 1 7 0 O X l O  FT. 
REF* I.~OOOOXIO+oo F T .  
XHRP I . S B J 7 0 X P O * 0 f  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXPO*oo EN. 
ZHKP 2 . 4 O O O O X Z O ~ ~ ~  I W .  
SCALE 1.O7SOOXlD SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlH6V3Wl CFWDI LRClF091 28 JUL 70 PAGE 170 
SVYBOL YACH 
0.170 BETA 
L L C V l R  
U I N C L O  
REFERENCE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
P&RAUElRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNAlIOtJ 
o.ooo n n r L  0.000 REFS 3.OO800XlOI~: SO.Fl. 
0.000 P H I  0.000 R E r L  P,SS?OOXJO Fl. 
ZMRP F . ~ O O O O X I O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
MOD S5 ORB. BlHGV3iiJi CFWDI iRClF091 28 JUL 70 PAGE 171 
REF6 t.SOOOOXIO*oo F l .  
12.211 XMRP 1 . S 8 S 7 0 X % 0 * u a  I N .  
W R P  O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
SCALI? 1 . C I L O O X 1 0  SCALE F ILE  SOY S7100llO 
SVHBOL HACH @:&AM TRI c v u  u ~ s  
* 0.170 BETA * . D O 0  H T I S L  0.000 
ELEVTR @.MOO P H I  0.000 
YlNCLO @.,el 1 
+=FEU E NCE I NFOR MA T I  ON 
REFS 3 . P O b O O ~ S O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT .  
REFL P J 1 7 0 0 X l O  F l .  
REFS l : ~ O O O O X t O + O O  F T .  
XHRP 2 .  S S 3 f  O X I O * o '  I N .  
YHRP I I I . O O O O O X I U ~ o o  I N .  
ZHRP P . J O O O O X f O + o o  I N .  
.SCkLE X .87500XIO-02 SC*LE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PCM@O S5 ORB. BlH6V3W1 CFWDJ CRCIFOSI 28 3UL 70  PAGE 172 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES * 0.170 E I T L  - 3.00a H T A I L  0.000 
LLLVTR 0.000 PHX 90.000 
UXWGLO 10.LiI 











F T .  
F l .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
W A L E  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS ORB. B1H&tf3Y1 CFVDI CRC1Fl83 28 JUL 70  PAGE 173 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
M M E O L  MACH P h R A W T R I C  VALUES 
* 0.110 BETA - S.0610 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR a.000 PHI so. 000 
UXNOLO le.811 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 1~100110 
ttEFCRENCE INFOR#ATION 
R.EF$ S . L O ~ O X ~ O I ~ ~  s e . F T .  
REF* ~ . s o o o o x ~ o + ~ ~  F Y .  
REFL t.SlFOOXl0 F T .  
XMRP I.S8J+OX10+01 I N .  
YMRP ~ .60000X10*oo  I N .  
ZMRF 2 . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I & .  
SCACE' ! . ( I ~ S O O X l O  SCALE 






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
avwBoL wxn  PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
* 0.170 BETA - 5.000 H f A f L  u. 000 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SP.FT. 
REFL P. S 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  F T .  
XNRP l . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 *  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZNRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 a  SCALE 
ELLVTR 0.000 P H I  90.000 
w r w L o  iz.zis 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDI 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  




ANGLE QF ATTRCKt ALPHA UEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PMI~ICTRIC VILUES REFhltENCE INPORHATXON 
* o . i ro  Bias - S A W 0  ~ t r t t  o*imo REP& t . C 0 6 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 *  SP.FT.  
LLEVTR a.6bO PHI 90.000 L ~ F L  e. $1 700x1 0-O' FT.  
Rtek S YOOOOXIO*oo FT.  
UIRCLO te.et1 XRRP I : J 6 3 7 0 X 2 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YRRe O.OOJOOXIO*oo IN. 
Z l R C  L ~ l O O O O X l O * O O  IN. 
& A t &  3 .@7500X10-0e SCALE 
REFERENCE et&% SI)Y % t d O O l Y O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC PIm S5 ORB. BlH6V%l CFWBI CRG1Fl81 28 JUL 70 PAGE 176 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlHW3'ril CFWDI CRCIF181 28 JUL 70 PAGE 177 
B u 
ANGLE OF ATT’KGK, &LPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH n#iWltETRIC V M U E S  R#ECENCE I NFORRA T I ON 
0 ; a l O  P H I  90.000 REFL, 0 . 3 1 7 O O X i O  F T .  
* 0.170 BETA - SrQb&G HT*rL  O.dO0 REFS 3.2080fJXlOI~: SB.CT.  
REF5 €.501700XlO*~~ CT. ELEVTR 
WINCLO 1S.Pil XkRF 1.38J10X10+01 I N .  
ZNRI‘ YWWP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o u  ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
scr is -  e. b ? S O O X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE Prf.6 SDY sWiooiso 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC M&IB S5 ORB. B lH6V3l  [FWET. CRC1F183 28 JUL 76 PAGE 178 
. . .  
. .  . . .  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SWBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORUATXON 
o.mo BETA 1.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS 5 . t U B O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
0.000 REFL P . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  I T .  
REFB l . S O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
XURP 1 . 3 L 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZURP L.40000X10*00 XN. 
SCALE 1 . 6 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 ~  SCALE 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI  
YXNCLO 14.1ST 
REFERENCE FXLE SOY 5 7 1 0 0 t 1 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB B I H W W !  CAFTI fRCtA033 28 JUL 70 PAGE 179 
' ANGLE OF KTFhcK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srneo~ wicn FVRAMETRIC VALUES &WRENCE INFORMATION 
R e. 31 r o o x i  0 PT.  
R 1.50000X10*00 CT.  
WIHGLO w.137 X 1.3 83PUXl 0 + O 1  I N  . 
z P. 4 O O O l l Y l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
S 
* 0.250 BETA f.aoe nYhx a. 000' R 3.2OBOOHl 0::; SQ.P T.  
ELEVTR ~ . O O O  cw 0.000 
Y O.O~OOPXIO~oo I N .  
SCA LE 1 . 8 t S O O X 1 0  
REFEREHCe && SD-P 3710015d 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMEOL MACH P ARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION * O . t S 0  EETA 5.000 M A I L  0.000 REFS S.00800X10-01 SQ.FT. 
ELLVTR 0.000 Pur a. 000 R E F L  Z.S1700X10-01 FT. 
R E F 6  1. 50000X10*0u FT.  
WIMCLO 14.157 XMRP 1 .3B370X10*01 I N .  
YURP O.ODOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZURP 1 . 4 0 0 O O X i O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 .07SOOXlO SCALE REFERENCE F ILE  SDY S 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 OR6 BlHGV3bJ! ( A F T )  CRCIA031 28 JUL 70 PAGE 181 
SYMBOL WACW PARAHETRIC VALUES 
* 0.+50 BEtA $;boo ktnfr. 0.000 
L L E V T R  t.000 pili 0.000 
W I l l t L O  f# .15+  
~ C ~ E R E N C E  INFORMATION 
REP$ $.Z0600X10-01 SP-FT. 
kE$L i . S 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
REW ~ . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
Xl@c 1 . 3 8 S 7 0 X i 0 * 0 1  Ik. 
YHIlP ~.OOOOOX1O*oO I N .  
ZNk@. k . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 3 ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE l . B t 5 O O X l O  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC k%@ S5 ORB BlH6V3Wl (AFT1 CRClA031 28 SUL 70  PAGE 182 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL MACW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMATION 
ELEVTR 0.000 PNX 0.000 REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  FT. 
RECB l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  
XMRP I . 3 8 3 ~ O X I O * 0 1  I N .  HINGLO l 4 . 1 S 7  
ZMR? Z . 4 0 0 0 O X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 O O X I O  SCALE 
* 0.Z50 BETA 5.000 WTAIL 0.000 REFS S.EO800X30:~: SB.FT. 
YMRP o.oooooxia*oo IN. 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 S O  



















SYMBOL MACH PARAWETR I C  VALUES 
* 0.e50 BETA 9 .000  H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
WINGLO 14.157 










C T .  
F t .  
1 Y. 
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
T 223 1.875 PC HOD S5 ORB BlHGV3idi CAFTI  CRCIh031 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 184 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL U A C H  PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . 2 5 0  BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0,000 
ELEVTR 10.000 PHI 0,oon 
WINOLO 1 4 .  t 5 7  














F T .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
T 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH6V3W1 CAFTI CRCiAG41 28 JUL 70 PAGE 185 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL UACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.L50 BETA 9.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR ~o.oao PHI 0.000 
(JINCLO 24.151 
REFERENCE F ILE  SDY 372001S0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E F S  3 . 0 0 8 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT .  
REFL P . 3 1 7 0 0 X I O  Fl. 
R E F 6  2.SOOOOX10'oo F T .  
XHRP 1.S8370X10'01 I N .  
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO'oo I N .  
ZMRP Z.~OOOOXlO'~~ 111. 
SCALE l .b7500X10-uc SCALE 
T 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB B l H 6 V 3 V 1  ( A F T 1  CRC!A@41 28 JUL 70 PAGE 186 
o 
U 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACH FARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INCORUATION 
* 0.250 BETA 5.000 HTAXL 0.000 R E F S  3 . P O 8 U O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT.  
0.000 R E F L  2 . 3 2 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  ELEVTR 10.000 F H I  
U I N 6 L O  1 4 . 1 5 7  XURF 1.38S70X20+01 I N .  
Y U R P  O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I h .  
LMRF L . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 S O Q X l O  SCALE 
REFE i,sooooxia+oo F T .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37100110 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH6V3'i;l CAFYI CRCiAb41 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 187 







ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BE TA 1.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 10.000 PHI 0.000 
WINGLO 14,157 
REFERENCE F X L E  sor s ~ i o o f 5 0  
REFERENCE lNFORMATION 
.$&l.Fr. 
F T .  
F T .  
IN. 
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
T 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlHGV3V1 EAFTI CRC!A041 28 JUL 70 PAGE 189 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.250 BETA 5 . 0 0 0  H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 10.000 PHI 0.000 
WINGLO 1 4 . 1 5 7  
REFEREWCE FILE SDY 3 7 1 0 0 1 3 0  
REFERENCE INFORM# 
REFS 3 .20800XIO-! !~  
REFL 
R E f B  
XMRP 
YMRP 
I M R P  
SCALE 
( T I O N  
SQ.FT. 
F T .  
FT. 




LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH6V3W: C A F T I  CRC!A041 28 JUL 70 PAGE 190 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES 
* 0.170 BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
WIN6L 12.211 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37100150 
so 100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3. tO8OOXlO-!i sa. F l .  
REFL L.S1700X10-"L FT. 
REFB l.50000X10+oo F T .  
XNRP 1.3d310YlOf!~ I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIOcuy I N .  
ZMRP L.40000X10*00 IN. 
SChLE l.87500X10-0z SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOB S5 ORB. B l W i  CRCi0123  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 191 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0. t70  BETA 3.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . # ! O S O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP-.CT. 
ELEYTR a.ooo P H I  0.000 R E F L  f . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
R E F B  t .SOOOOXiO*OO FT. 
WI NGL 12.211 XWRP 1 . 3 S 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  8 N .  
Y M R P  O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
ZWRP 2 , 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i . s ~ s o a x i a  S C A L E  
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 3 7 1 0 0 l 3 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlWl [ R C 1 0 1 2 3  28 J U L  7 0  PAGE 192 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlWl  CRC10121 28 JUL 70 PAGE 193 
S3WBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 I iTAlL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  a. 000 
V I  NOL 12,211 
REFERENCE FZLE SOY S7lOOlSO 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB, B l W l  
REFERENCE I N F O R I A T I O N  
REFL Z . S i 7 O O X i O  F T .  
REFB l.SOOOOXtO*OO #l. 
XWRP 1. l SS ?OX1 Oio l  IN .  
Y I R P  O.OOOOOXIO*oo  IN. 
ZMRP L . 1 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
REFS s.meooxioIE:  SP.FT. 
SCALE 1 .07SOOXiO ~ C A L E  
CRClQl21 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 194 
a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYW(801 NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 H T A l L  0.000 REFS 3.L0600Xi01:: SP.FT.  
0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL L.317OOXlO F T .  
REF8 l . S O O O O X I O + o o  F T .  
XWRP 1.38370X10+0’ I N .  
YMRP O.OQODOXIO~oo I N .  
LMRP L . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.87100X10 SCALE 
ELEVTR 
U! NGL 12.211 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 371~oaso 
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. BlW! CRC10121 28 JUL 70 PAGE 195 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARA NE TRI C VALUES 
* 0.1FO BETA 5 . M O  HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
VI NGL lP.211 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.008OOXlOI~: SS.FT .  
REFL L 31700XlO F t. 
REFS i:50000X10*00 FT. 
XNRP 1.383T0X10*01 IN. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
ZNRP 0 , 4 0 0 D O X I O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.U~50OXlO SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1Wi C R C l O 1 2 1  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 196 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYHBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
8 0 .250  BETA 0.000 HTAXL 0.000 
ELEVTR - 20.000 PHI a. 000 
UIMCLO 12.211 
REFEREMCE FILE SOY 37100150 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.t0800XIOI~: S%.TT.  
REFL 0.31700X10 FT. 
REF6 ~ . S O O O O X I O ~ o o  F T .  
XMRP 1.38370X10+01 K?t. 
ZMRP t.4000OXlO*~~ XM. 
SCALE 5.873OOXlO SCALE 
YMRP o.oooooxaa+oo IN. 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlHI2V3Vl  PAGE 197 CRC!0?53 28 JUL 70 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUEOL w c n  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREMCE INFORWATIOW 
* 0.260 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3 .zoeooxi 01:; s e . r t .  
ELEVTR - 90.000 PHI D.000 REFL r.siiooxio F T .  
REFB l . S O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
WINGLO 19.21i  XMRP 1 . 3 8 S ? ( l X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O . O O O O O X ~ O * o o  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O * ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 S O O Y 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE FXLE SDY 3 7 S O O i S O  





























40 - - .;-e 
SYMBOL n A c n  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.950 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR - 90.000 PHI o.oao 
Y I N t L O  14.211 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
REFL Z . 3 1 7 O O X l O  FT. 
R E F 8  1.50000X10*00 F T .  
XURP 1.36370X1C+0i I N .  
W R P  O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZURP e . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 1 ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i . ~ 7 s o o x z a  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS ORB BIH12V3W1 CRC10751 28 JUL 70 PAGE 200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK& ALPHA DEGREES 
STWBOL WACU PARAHETRlC VALUES 
* 0 .2SO BETA 0.000 H A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR - za.ooa PHI 0.000 
UINGLO 1 2 . 2 1  1 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 37100150 
REFERENCE INPORWATTOn 
REFS S . t O 8 O O X l O ~ ~ :  S 4 . F T .  
REFL E . S l 7 O O X l O  F T .  
REF6 l.50000X10+oo F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
IWRP P . 4 0 D 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 0  SCALE 
YWRP o.oooooxio+oo In. 













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARA?#ETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMLTION 
* 0 . W O  BETA 0.000 H T A l L  0.000 REFS 3. I O d O O X 1 0 1 8 :  Sa .  F T .  
ELEVTR - 20.000 P H I  0.000 REFL P.Sl70OXlO F T .  
REF6 l.SOOUOXIO~oo C T .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZNRP P ~ 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  IN .  
SCALE l.dZSOOXIO-OE SCALE 
Y INCLO 12.2Ll xnw I .  3 ~ ~ r o x 1 0 + ~ ~  IN. 
REFERENCE F1 L E  SOY 3 I f  OOiSO 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH12V3WI CRC10751 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 202 
7 
I 100 
SYMROL UACX PARA WETR I E VALUES 
* 0.250 BETA 0.000 H r A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 2U.000 PHT O . P O 0  
WINOLO 1Z.Zll 













I N .  
IN. 
SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC SYlClD S5 ORB BlH12V3WI CRC10761 28 JUL 70 PAGE 203 
ANGLE O F  ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRfC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.250 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS ~ . L O ~ O O X I O - ~ '  se . rT .  
R E F L  e. 31 7 0 0 x 1  0-O' F T .  
R E F 6  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXIC*OO I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN, 
SCALE 1 .87500XlO SCALE 
ELEVTR 20.000 P H I  , 0.000 
UINCLO lZ.211 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH12V3Wl CRC10761 28 JUL 70 PAGE 204 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOW 
* 0.250 BETA 0.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFS 3.L0800XZO1~: SQ.FT. 
ELEYTR 20.000 PHI 0.000 REFL P.31700XSO F T .  
REFS 1.50000X10*00 FT. 
WINGLO S2.211 XMRP 1.38370X10*0t IN. 
YWRP O,OOOOOXiO*oo IN. 
ZWRP 2 . ~ 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.87300XlO SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BIH12V3W1 CRCI0761 28 JUL 70 PAGE 205 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
STWBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . 2 J O  BETA 0.000 H T A I L  o.oon 
ELEVTR 20.000 PHI  O.OG0 
YIN6LO le.i?lt 
REFERENCE FILE S D Y  37100150 
m 60 eo roo 
REFERENCE INPORWI 
REFS 3.  ZOdOOXl 01:; 
REFL Z . 3 1 7 0 0 X i O  
REFB 1.50UOOX10*oo 
XURP I.36J?UXIO*01 
VMRP 0 .  O O O O O X l  Oioo 
ZMRP Z.400OBXlO~:~ 
SCALE 1 6 7 L O O X l O  
# T I O N  
Sa.FT. 
PT. 
CT .  
t N .  
J * .  
I N .  
SCALE' 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD $35 ORB BlH12V3Wl CRCI0761 28 JUL 70 PAGE 206 
LSVT 223 1,875 PC MOR S5 ORB BIH12V3W1 CRC10761 28 JUL 70 PAGE 207 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARA WETR IC VALUES 
0.250 6FTA 0.000 W A I L  0.000 
E L L V T R  ZO.000 PHX 0.000 
UINCLO S 2 .  f l l  













I N .  
I N .  
GN . 
SCALE 
ISWT 223 1.875 PC MQD S5 OR8 BlHl2V3Wl CRC10762 28 JUL 70 PAGE 208 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACH PARAWETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0 . 0 0 ~  
ELEVTR - 20.000 P H I  o.uoa 
WlNQLO 0.000 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37100150 









F T .  
F T .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
CRC10603 28 JUL 70 PAGE 209 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWSOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
* O . f 7 O  EETA 0.000 H T A I L  o.ooa REFS 3 . 2 O B O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT.  
ELEVTR - EO.000 PHI 0.000 REFL 2 . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFB 1.50000X10c00 CT. 
W l  N6LO 0.000 XMRP 1 . 3 B 3 ~ 0 X i 0 * a 1  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X l O + : ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
I YHRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
REFERENCE FfLE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
T 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH1513V3 CRC10601 28 JUL 70 PAGE 211 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARbHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
* 0.170 BETA 0.000 HT&lL 0.000 REFS S . 2 O e O O X l O ~ ~ :  S P . F l .  
O.QO0 REFL t? .31700XIO FT. 
REFB l .SUOOOXIO*oo F T .  
ZWRP E.40000X10*00 I W .  
ELEVTR - Zb.000 PRI 
UXNCtO O.bO0 XnRP 1 . 3 4 3 s 7 0 x 1 0 + ~ J  I N .  
t n R P  O.OOOOOxiO+OO I N .  
SCALE l r 4 3 t ~ O O X 1 0 - o ~  SCkCE 
REfERENCE flLE SDI S 7 1 0 0 1 S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO SS ORB BlH1513V3 CRC10601 28 JUL 70 PAGE 212 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL WACH PAIAI IE?RIC VALUES CEFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  * 0.170 BETA 0.000 W A I L  0.qoo R E F S  3 . P 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ :  Se.FT. 
0.000 REFL i!.317OOXlO FT.  
REFB l . S P O O O X l d o o  F T .  
ELEV?R - Z O . 0 0 0  PHf 
WXNCLO 0.000 XMRP 1 . S b S 7 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 1  IN. 
YMRP O~OOOOOX1O+OO I N ,  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X # O f E 9  I N .  
SCALE i . e 7 s a o x i o  SCLLE 
REFERENCE F ILE  SOY 3 7 1 O O i S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB BlH1513V3 CRC10601 28 JUL 70 PAGE 213 
srMa0L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES * 0.170 BETA 0.000 WtAfL 0.000 
ELEVTR - ZO.#OU PHI a. 000 
UI NCLQ o.ov0 
RECEREWCE F I L E  SDY J T i O O l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO 55 ORB BlH1513V3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS S.EOOOOXIO::: ~ 0 . ~ 1 .  
REFL E.311OOXlO F T .  
REFB i.lOOOOXiOf!?I) F T .  
YWRP 0.00000X10*”” I N .  
ZWRP P . 4 0 0 0 O X ~ O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.81LOOXlO SCALE 
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PIRAWETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 6ETA 5.000 H T A l L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 Pnz 0. oori 
WlMGL 0.000 
REFEREMCE F I L E  SDY 37100!.5U 
ISWT 223 1.875 PC MOU S5 ORB BlH1511j/3 
REFERENCE 1NFORNATlON 
REFS 3 . t 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  se.ri. 
REFL P . 3 1 1 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
REFS 1. 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 . 5 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IM. 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
ZWRP P . I O O O O X ~ O + ~ ~  In. 
CRC10631 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 215 
















40 - SO - L O  -s .,o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MICM PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 1.000 WAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
UXNCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FXLE SOY fr100130 
REFERENCE XNFORWATION 
REFS f.LO8OOXiOI~: Se.FT. 
REFL i?.Sl?OOXlO F T .  
REF6 1.50000X~0*oo F T .  
XMRP 1 58370X10*0f I N .  
YHRP O:OCOOOX~O*ao I N .  
ZWRP L . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.8T5OOXIO SCALE 
lSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3  [RC!0631  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 216 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.170 BETA 1.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . 0 0 L 3 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT.  
ELEVTR 0.000 P I I I  o.ou0 REFL 9 . 3 1 1 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFS 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ o o  F T .  
UfNCL 0.600 XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 S O O X 1 0  SCALE 
REfEREllCE F I L E  SOY f7100150 
CSWT 223 1,875 PC NOD S5 ORB BlH1513V3 c R C i O B 3 3  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 218 
0 a 0  26 a0 4 0  SO $0 re 80 00 106 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SIMBOL MACH FARAME?RlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
* 0.170 BETA 5.600 H T A I L  0.000 REFS ~ . Z O B O O X I O ~ ~ ~  Se.Fr .  
0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL P . 3 i 7 O O X l O  F T .  
rum= o.oooaaxio*oo IN .  
ZMRP e ~ o o o o x i o ~ ~ ~  rw. 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB 81W1513V3 ERC10631 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 219 
REFB l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  ELEVTR 
VIPISL 0.000 XHRP 1 . 5 8 3 7 0 X i 0 * 0 1  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 





















THE 1.875 F 
0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.110 BETA S.000 HTAXL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
Y I N C L  0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3 . 2 0 6 O O Y l O ~ ~ ~  SP.FT.  
REFL P . S l 1 O O X l O  F T .  
REFB 1.50000X10*oo F T .  
XHRP 1 .38SFOX10*01 I M .  
YMXP O.OOOOOX1O*OO I N .  
ZMRP ~ . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 T I O O X 1 0  SCALE 
CRC10631  28 JUL 70 PAGE 220 
SYMBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 HTAXL 0.000 
ELEVTR 2.000 P H I  0. oao 
wmcL 12.211 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 
REFERENCE INFORYATtQN 
REFS S . L O 8 O O X l O I ~ :  S P . F T .  
REFL L.Sl7OOX10 F T .  
REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  FT. 
XMRP t . S 8 3 7 0 X 2 0 + 0 1  IN. 
YMRP O . O Q O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 1 ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE l . € t 7 5 0 O X l O  SCALE 



























ANGLE OF ATTACK,  ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACH PARAUETRlC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 *TAIL  0.000 
ELEYTR L.000 PHX 0.000 
YINOL ie.eta 
REFERENCE FILE sor SYIOOISO 
bCWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BIH1513V3W1 
0 so loa 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SQ.FT. 
REFL 2 . 3 1 1 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X i O * o o  F T .  
XURP 1 . 5 8 3 1 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 O X l O  S C I L E  
CRClHO21 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 222 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SVMBOL MACH PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORUATION 
* 0,170 BETA 5.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3.P08OOXlOI~: S e . r T .  
ELEVTR Z.000 P H I  0.0JO REFL 2.S190OXlO C T .  
REFS X . S O O O O X I O * O a  FT. 
W I  MDL lt.211 XURP 1.38370Xi0*01 I N .  
YURP O.OOIJOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZURP P.40000XIOf~~ r N .  
SChLE 1.b7SOOXlO SCALE 
REFERENCE F ILE  SOY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  C R C l H 0 2 1  28 JLlL 7 0  PAGE 223 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
5YNBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
* 0.170 BET4 s.000 n i A i L  0.000 REFS S . Z O B O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SQ.FT.  
LLEVTR e.000 PH1 0.000 REFL O.Sl7OOX10 F T .  
REF6 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 5 0 ~ 0 0  F T .  
Y l  NCL 1e.et1 XNRP l . J B S ? O X I O ~ o l  I N .  
YNRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ u o  I N .  
ZHRP 2.40000XlO~~~ I N .  
SCALE l.b?500XlO SCALE 
REFLRENCE FlLE SDY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC PlOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl CRClH021 28 JUL 70 PAGE 224 
. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SIWBOL MACH PARAMETRlC VALUES REFERENCE IHCORYATION 
* 0.170 BETA 1.000 H T A I L  o.ou0 REFS S.ZO~OOX~OI~~: SB.FT.  
0.000 REFL 9 . 5 1 7 0 0 X l O  F T .  
R E F 6  1 .50000X10+0ff  F 1. 
ELEVTR 2.000 PHI 
wx M6L l 2 . Z l i  XWRP I . S 8 ~ 7 0 X I O * 0 '  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo IN. 
ZHRP i ? . 4 0 0 O O X S O * ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 1 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFfEENrE F I L E  SOY 57100150 
LSWI 223 1.875 PC MOD 55 ORB. ETH1513J3W1 iRClH021 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 225 
SYHBOL MASH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.110 BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 2.000 P H I  0.000 
w r w L  L & ? . Z i l  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3 . 2 0 6 0 0 X l U ~ ~ ~  S a .  F l .  
REFL P . 5 1 7 O O X l O  F Y .  
REF8 1 . 5 0 0 ~ O X 1 0 ~ o o  F T .  
XMRP 1 .SB5T0X10+01  I N .  
YHRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP & ? . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.BIIOOXlO SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. Blkif513V3Wl CRClH02.l 28 JUL 70 PAGE 226 
SVMBOL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . 2 S O  BETA 5.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELCVTR e.000 P H I  0.000 
UIMGL re.tt1 
REFfREhCC F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 3 5 0  
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHA DEGREES 
LSkT 223 1.875 PC M3Cf S5 GRB. BTHi5i3V3WI 
REFERENCE I NFORWA T I O N  
REFS 3 . 9 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SB.FT.  
REFL ~ . 3 1 9 o o X i a  F T .  
REF8  1.50000X10*~o C T .  
XHRP 1 . J 8 3 7 0 X I O * 0 1  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXiO*oo I N .  
ZMRP 9 ,40000X10*00  I N .  
SCALE 1 .89500X10-0g  SCALE 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.??080OXlO~!~ SP..fT. 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . P I O  @Ell 5.000 WTAIL 0.000 
ELLVTR e.aoo PHI 0.000 REFL P.S1700X10-Y1 C T .  
REF@ 1.50000X~0*00 FT. 
UXNCL 12.ei1 XHRP 1.381 7OX 1 0 * O 1  I N , 
YHRP O.OOOOOXIO~Oo IN. 
ZHRP L . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.87500XiO SCALE REPZREWE FILE SOY S7100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD ss me. m:1513v3wi CRC1HO31 28 JUL 70 PAGE 228 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srneoL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R W A I I O N  
* O.P?10 BETA 5.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFS 3 . t O d O O X i O ~ ~ ~  SQ.FT. 
ELEVTR P.000 PWl o.mo REFL P . S 1 7 0 O X l O  F T .  
REF6 l . S O O O O X I O ~ ~ o  F T .  
U INGL 12.2li XYRP 1 . S 8 3 7 0 X S 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YHRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZYRP 9 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  IN. 
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 L  SCALE RE*EREIlCC F I L E  SOY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORE. EiiHISi3V3Wl CRClH031 28 JUL 70 PAGE 229 
Z 
3 u . 
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA DEGREES 
s w s o L  MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION * 0.250 BETA 5.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS S .EOBOOX101~:  SQ.Ct.  
ELEWTR e.000 PHX 0.000 REFL i ? . 3 l 7 0 0 X l O  CT.  
REFB l.SOOOOXlO*OO F T .  
U I N C L  1 2 . Z 1 1  XMRP 1 ,36S70X10*01  IN.  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
ZMRP P . 4 0 O O O X l O + ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . B 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE Rrl iROWc'E FILL SOY 371001:O 
LSjJi 223 1.875 FC Ma0 55 ORB. B!Hl5i3V3W1 CRClH031 28 JUL 70 PAGE 230 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.250 BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . t 0 6 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SP.FT. 
ELEVTR e.000 PHI 0.000, REFL e. 3 t 7 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  F T .  
REFB 1 . 5 0 f f O O X 1 0 * o o  F t .  
V INGL 1e.211 XMRP 1 .36S70X10+01  I N .  
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 D O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE I .BZtOOXlO T C l L E  
WEFETEHCB F I L E  SDY STlOOiS3 



















* O.PS0 BETI 
ELEVTR 
U I N C L  
LSWT 223 1.075 PC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IHFORWATION 
S.000 U T A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  SP.CT. 
0.000 P H I  0 .  000 REFL L.31IOOXLO CT.  
se.ril XWRP i . s a s ~ o x i o + ~ ~  IW. 
REFB 1. SOOOOXIO+oo Fl. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZNRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
i.arsooxio S C I L E  
FILS SOY 3710013U 
M(3G S5 ORB. E:i-!15f3V3Wl CRC:M031 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 232 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
svmoL w x w  PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . 2 5 0  BETA 10.000 W A I L  0.000 







eZFEii+lYiC r l L f  SOY S i i O O l C O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1W1513V3Wl 
‘ERENCE INFORMA 
S.eoBooxlo-~~ 
e. 1 1 1 0 0 x 1 0 - ~ ~  
1 . 5 0 0 0 0 x 1 0 ’ ~ ~  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 x 1 0 + ~ ~  
1 . 8 1 5 o O x 1 0 - ~ ~  
1 .38310X10*0 ’  
0.40OOOXl  0400 
T I O N  
SQ.FT.  




I N .  
SCALE 
C R C l H 0 4 1  28 JUL 70  PAGE 233 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYNBOL MACH PARAYETRIC VALUES 
* O . t l O  BETA 10.000 HTAXL 0.000 
ELEVTR P.000 PHI 0. 000 
YIN6L I P . P l 1  
REFERENCE F i t C  S a #  S ? i 3 8 1 5 C  
ISWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl 
REFERENCE INFORYATION 
REFS S . L O B O O X ~ O ~ ~ ~  sa.FT.  
REFL e.s:rooxro F T .  
REF8 1.50000X10+00 FT.  
XYRP 1.~1370X10*01 I N .  
'IYRF O.OOOOOXIO*oo I Y .  
I Y R P  P . 4 0 0 O U X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 1 5 0 0 Y 1 0  SCALE 
CRClHO41 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 234 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
aYngoL MACH PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORl4ATION 
* O.230 BETA 10.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS S . P O ~ O O X ~ O : ~ :  Se .FT .  
P.000 P H I  0.000 RECL P . S l 7 0 O X 1 0  F T .  
R E F 8  l.SOOOOXIO*oo F T .  ELEVTR 
g r  N G ~  .Z.P-il XYRP 1 . S 8 5 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YURP 0 .  OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZURP P a 4 O O O O X J O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE l . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFEREI)<E v * Z l Z  SC" b 7 1 0 O l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BIH1513V3Wl CRC1H041 28 JUL 70 PAGE 235 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC'MOO SS ORB. RlH1513V3Wl tRClHO41 28 JUL 70 PAGE 236 
40 - 30 
SYMBOL MACH 
* 0.250 BETA 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 W A I L  0.000 
ZLLEVTR P.000 PHI 0.000 
YINGL 12.e11 
REFS J . P O B O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SP.FT.  
REF1 P . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  FT. 
REFE 1 . 1 0 0 0 0 X l O f ~ ~  FT.  
XMRP t . 3 6 S 7 0 X 1 0 ~ U ’  I N .  
YffRP U.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP L . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  I N .  
SCALE ~ . e ~ s o o x i o ~ ~ ~  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MZ3D S5 QRB. BlHi513V3Wl CRCiH041 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 237 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srnsor. m c n  ' PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.250 BETA 10.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 2.000 P H I  0.oIIo 











F T .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. B 1 6 1 5 i 3 V 3 W 1  tRCIHO4Q) 28 J U L  70 PAGE 238 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL wcn PARAWETRIC VALUES 
c 0.170 BETA 5.000 HTAXL u.000 
ELEWR - 40.000 P n i  0.000 
Wl NGL 12.211 
REFEREWCE FILE SDY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3W€ 
REFERENCE INFORWATION 
REFS S . P o s O o x i o ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
REFL g . S l 7 0 0 X l O  PT .  
REFB 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X i o * o o  FT. 
XURP 1 .38370X10*01  IN. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZNRP ~ . *OQOOXIO+oo I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 f f X 1 0 - o e  SCALE 
!RClH!51 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 239 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES ' 
SYMBOL MhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* G.LI0 BET* s.000 W A I L  a. 000 
LLEVTR - 40.000 PMX 0.000 
WINCL lZ.Pl1 
REPERENCE FILE SOY 371001SO. 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB, BlH1513V3Wl 
REFERENCE INFORMATXON 
: REFS S.LOBOOXl0~~: SP,CT. 
. REFL L.Sl7OOXlO FT. 
REFB 1.50000X10*oo FT. 
, XMRP l.SCSIOXIO*ol 1M. 
YYRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
LMRP 9.40000X10*00 IN. 
SCALE l.07SOOX10-01 SCALE 
CRCIHLJI 28 but 7 0  PAGE 240 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SIWBOL WACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.110 BETA 5.000 W T * I L  0.000 REFS 3 . L O B O O X l O ~ ~ ~  Se.FT. 
0.000 REFL 2 .S17OOXlO F T .  
REFS l . S O O O O X I O + o o  F T .  
ELEVTR - 40.000 PHI 
UINGL 1 2 . P l l  XWRP 1 . 3 6 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 *  I N .  
ZWRP t . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 .67SOOXlO SCALE 
YMRP a.oooooxio+oa IN. 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDI 3 7 1 O O i f O  
LSWT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl iRCiHI31 28 JUL 70 PAGE 241 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl CRCIH131 28 JUL 70 PAGE 242 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F ~ R M A T I O N  
* 0.170 BETA S.000 M'TAIL 0.000 REFS 3 .~0eoox10  O1 SO.FT. 
ELEVTR - 40.000 PHI 0.000 REFL P.11 rOOX:O'O' F T .  
R E F 6  1.50000X10+00 FT. 
UINGL 1a.Pll XWRP 1 . S 8 3 Y O X 1 0 ~ 0 5  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo IM. 
ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  XN. 
SCALE i . e r s o o x i o  SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 3 7 l O O l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl CRClH131 28 JUL 70 PAGE 243 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
8YWBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.110 BETA 1.000 W A I L  0.000 
E L f V T R  - 40.000 PHI  0.000 
V I  NCL l Z . L l l  
REFERENCE FILE SOY S 7 l O O l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 1 3 V 3 W l  
REFERENCE I N F O  UA 
REFS 1. CO8OOXi 
REFL 2 . S 1 1 O O X I O  
REF@ l.JOOOOXIOcoo 
YURP O.OOPOOX1O*OO 
K A L E  1.67J00XtOro'  
XURP l . s c 3 1 o x 1 o + ~ ~  
znw o.sooooxio*oo 
T I O N  
$P.FT. 
F T .  
FT .  




C R C l H l 3 1  28 JUL 70 PAGE 244 
J 
0 












ANGLE OF'ATTACKI ALPHA DEGREES 
WWBOL WACU PARAHETRIC VALUES 
* 0.Z30 BETA 1.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR - 40.000 P H I  0.000 
UINGL 1e.211 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 37100150 
REFERENCE INFOR#ATIOCI 
REFS 3 . 2 0 8 0 O X l O ~ ~ :  SQ.FT. 
REFL 2 . S 1 7 0 O X l O  F T .  
REF8 l.SOOOOXIO~oo F T .  
XWRP 1 .3B370X10'0 '  IN. 
7HRP O.OOOOOXIO~uo I N .  
ZHRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X % O + ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.87SOOXlO SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MQD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3Wl CRClH141 28 JUL 70 PAGE 245 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . e S O  BETA 5.000 H T * I L  0.000 
ELEVTR - 40.000 P H I  0.000 
WXNOL s e . t i 1  
REFERENCE F r L E  SDY 3llOOlSO 
LSWT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 ORB. EflH1513V3WI 
REFERENCE INFQRMAI fON 
REFS S .20800X10-0 '  SP.CT. 
REF6 l.sooooxlo*~~ F T .  
REFL P. 31?OOX10'01 CT. 
XMRP 1 .S6310X10*01  IN. 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
EMRP C . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.8t100XlO SCALE 
ERClH143 28 JUL 70  PAGE 246 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.e50 BETA 1.000 M A I L  0.000 REFS S.LOBOOXl0~:: Se .FT .  
ELEVTR - 40.000 PHI o.mo REFL 9 . 1 1 7 O O X l O  F T .  
REFB L.50000X10*00 F T .  
W N C L  12.PLl XWRP 1 .S8370X10+0r  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
ZWRP Z . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 ~ 5 0 O X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE FfLE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SIHBOL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INCORWATXON 
O . L I 0  BETA 1.000 H T A I L  a. 000 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ :  S8.Fl. 
E L E Y I R  - 4 0 . 0 0 0  P H I  o*ooo REFL E . f l F O O X i 0  PT. 
WINEL l & ? . Z i l  XMRP 1 . 3 ~ 3 r o x i 0 * ~ '  IN. , 
R E F 6  l.SOOOOXIO+ao F l .  
YMRf O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN .  
I M R P  2 . 4 O O O O X I O f ~ ~  !N. 
SCALE 1. e 7 s o o x i  o $CALL REFERENCE F I L E  SOY I 7 l O O t S O  




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL NACH PARANE TR I C VALUES REFERENCE XNFORMATION 
* 0.950 BETA 5.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3. Z0600X10-0i s a . n .  
0.000 R E F L  Z. 3 1  700X10-01 FT.  
RECB l.50000X10+00 F T .  
ELEVTR - 4 0 . 0 0 0  P H I  
VI ncL l 9 . Z t l  XWRP 1. 3 8 3 ? O X l  F*O1 I N . 
YMRP O.EOOOOX1O*OO I N .  
ZMRP Z . 4 0 0 0 0 X I O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 3 O O X l O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
L S W T ' 2 2 3  1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513V3W1 IRCiHi43 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 249 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAUETRXC VALUES * 0 .2SO BETA 5.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR - 40.000 Pl4X 0.000 
UXNCL 1P.211 
REFERENCE FXLE SOY 57100150 









70 PAGE 250 
sa.tt. 
Fl. 
F T .  
t N .  
I W .  
f N .  
SCALE 
SYUBOI UACH PARAMBTRLC VALUES 
* 0.170 BET& 5.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
UfNGL 0.000 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6V3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.L0600X10-01 SQ.FT.  
REFL e. Si 7 0 0 x 1  0-O' F T .  
REFB 1.30000Y10f!!? FT. 
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 O T " '  I N .  
YMRP O . O O O O O X I O ~ o o  I N .  
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O 1 ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 0 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
CRCt0331 28 JUL 70  PAGE 251 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DE 
SVWEOL WACH PARAMElRlC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORUA T I  ON 
* 0.170 BETA 1.000 HTAXL o*ooo REFS S .2000DXtO-01  q$P.FT. 
REFL ~ . s s ~ o a ~ : a - ~ ~  , I T .  
SCALE 1 . 8 ? 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 2  SCALE 
REFB l.SOOOOXLO*oo X T .  
UlWCL 0.000 XNRP 1 .S8SFOX10*01 I N .  
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*Qo I N .  
LWRP X . 4 0 0 0 0 X f O + 0 0  I W .  
ELEVTR o.000 P H r  0.000 
REFEREWCE F I L L  SOY S?lOOi10 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SlMBOi. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 n . 1 ~ 0  BETA 6.000 HThIL 0.000 REFS S . ~ O ~ O O X I O I ~ :  sa.Fr. 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 REFL Z . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
REFB l.SOOOOXIO+oo F T .  
WlNOL 0.000 XNRP 1. S83TOX10*0i I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
ZHRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X I O  SCALE 
REFERENCE F ILE  SDY 3 1 1 0 0 1 5 0  










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA OEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAUETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* O.tl0 SETA s.000 n w r L  0.000 REFS s. toaooxio+'l S9.*T. 
ELLEWTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL E. S ~ 7 0 0 X J O - 0 1  *l. 
RECU l . l O O O O X I O * o o  Fl. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN,. 
ZMRP Z . l D O O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN? 
SCALE 1 . U l S O O X l O  SCALE 
wna. 0.000 X ~ R P  i.aanrox:o+ol IN, 
REFERENCE F X L f  SDY lll001sO I 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS ORB. B1H6V3 CRCE0331 28 J u t  7 0  PAGE 254 
c 
. 
I- m w 
ANGLE QF ATTACKS ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUSOL MACH P A R 4 U E T R I t  VALUES REFERENCE INCORYATKON 
* 0 . 1 7 0  BETA 5 . 0 0 0  H T A l L  0.000 REFS 3.LOBOOX10-01 SP . F T .  
REFL P .  317OOXS 0-" F T .  ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
Y I  NCL 0.000 XURP 1 .S83?OXiO*01 IN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZYRP L.40000X10*a0 I N .  
SCALE 1.B7SOOXIO-5E SCALh 
REFB :.sooooxia*oo FT. 
REFERENCE F l L B  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH6V3 CRC10331 28 JUL 70 PAGE 255 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMEOL MACH PARIMETRIC VALUES * 0.17U BETA 1.000 HfY IL  0.000 
ELEVVR 0.000 PHI 0.OOO' 
UI NCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SOY S71001fO 
LSW 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l H f i V 3  C R C l O 3 3 1  28 JUL 
REFERENCE XMFQRMATION 
REFS S,20800X10-a* Sa.FT. 
R E F 8  1 .50000X10*00  FT. 
XMRP I.S6370X10+01 IN.  
YMRP O.OOOO.OXIO*oo JN. 
ZllRP 2 .40000X10*00  I N .  
SCALE 1.67S00X10-0t *CALE 
REFL t . S 1 7 0 0 X 1 0 - o s  F T .  

















SYMBOL MACH PARbMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 . Z 5 0  BETA 10.000 HTArL  0.000 
ELEVTR a.ooo PHI a. aoo 
UINGL 0.000 
REFlERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 f f f b O  










C T .  
F f .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 
CRC10341 28 3UL 7 0  PAGE 257 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
8YMBOL MACH PARAMETRlC VALUES 
* 0.Z50 BETA 10.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
UIMCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 1 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHGV:! 
REFERENCE INFORUATION 
REFS 3 . 2 0 6 0 0 X l 0 1 ~ ~  SP.FT.  
R E F L  2 .317I1OXlO F T .  
R E F 6  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + o o  F T .  
XMRP 1.56310X10+01 IU. 
YURP O.OOOOOXIOcoo IN. 
ZMRP 9 . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + o o  I N .  
SCALE 1 ,  ~ 1 S O O X 1 0 - 0 2  SCALE 






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SlUEOL UACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.250 BETA 10.000 HTAXL 0.000 R E F S  3.20800X10-01 9 e . w .  
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL e.31 700X10-01 FT.. 
REFB l.SOOOOXIO*oa F T .  
XRRP 1.58320Y10*01 I N .  U I N C L  0.000 
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP 2.40000X10*oo IN .  
SCALE 1.87S00XIO-iD2 SChLE 
REFERENCE FILE SDY 17100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH6V3 C R C 1 0 3 4 1  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 259 
z w 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SVRBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VaLUES REFERENCE INFORWATilOM 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 REFL t,S1700XlO F T .  
REF6 l.50000X10+oo FT. 
US NIX 0.000 XWRP 1.S6S70X10+01 IN .  
YNRP O . O O O O O X ~ O * o o  IN. 
ZNRP t.40000X10*00 I N .  
4 @.e50 BETA. 10.000 WTAIL 0.000 REPS 9.10dOOXlO:~~ SP.FT. 
8CILE 1.. r o o x ' o - a ~  SCILP 
REFERENCE FILE SOY S1100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH6V3 CRC10341 28 JUL 70  PAGE 260 
ANGLE OF ATTACK‘ ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.eSO BETA 10.000 H T I I L  0.oou 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
U I N t L  0.000 
REFERENCE F I L E  SDY 1 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHSt‘3 
REFERENCE I N F O R _ ) A l I O N  
REFS 3 . ~ 0 8 0 0 X i 0 - p ’  SP.fl. 
REFL C.S1?OOXIO-ol F T .  
XURP i . ~ e s r o x i o + ~ ~  IN. 
REF8 l . 5 0 . 0 0 0 X I O * o o  F T .  
YMRP O~OOOOOXlOf!~ I N .  
ZMRP E.40000X10TUU I N .  
SCALE 1 . 6 1 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 t  SCALE 
CRC10341 28 JUL 70  PAGE 261 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
8VNEOL UACH PARAUETRIC UALUES 
* g.esa n E n  lO.OP0 W A I F  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
UINCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SI?* 8 7 1 O O I l O  










CRClO343 28 JUL 70 PAGE 262 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL w e n  PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* O.LSO mrA 10.000 HTAXL 0.otJu 
ELEVTR t .ooo  P n r  0.000 
UINGL 1 t . t l l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SDV 57100150 









s. t~eooxiu-O? sa .IT. 
I T .  
FT. 
t N .  
rti. 
I N .  
W A L L  
I 
C R C I G 0 0 1  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 263 
i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
LII~SOL nlicn P A R C W T R I C  VALUES 
* 0.910 BET* m.uoo n m w  0.000 
ELEVTR 2.000 P H I  0.000 
YJ ncL 1 2 . O l i  
REF&REMCE FILE COY 371OOl50 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SW6OL HhCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORMATXON 
* 0.250 BETA 10.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFS 3 . 2 0 C 0 0 X 1 0 * a 1  sa.m. 
R E F L  ~.Sl?OOXIO’ol F T .  
REF6  1.50000X10*00 VT.  
ELEVTR L.000 PHX 0.000 
WIHCL 10.211. XMRP 1 . 3 C 3 ? 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN.  
VWRP O.OOOOOXIO*ao I N ,  
ZWRP 2.10000X10*oo IN .  
SCALE l.C~SOOXiO-ot SCALE REFERENCE FXLE SOY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD SS ORB. BiHOi3’43WI SRCIG001 28 JUL 70  PAGE 265 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- hLPHA DEERfES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMSTRIC VALUES * 0.gSO BETA 10.000 N T A I L  ** 000 
PLEVTR 8.OOU P H I  0.006 
UINCL 1e.er1 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY STlOOlSO 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOT] S5 ORB. &lWG13V3W1 c RCLGO 0 I 28 JUL 
. 
J 
ANGLE OF ATTACK' ALPHA DEGREES 
IIVMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A t l  ON * O.LS0 BEtA t O . 0 0 0  M A I L  O.OO0 R E F S  3.Z0600XtO-01 a0.m. 
REFL Z . S l ? O O X I O ~ o l  FT. 
RETO l . I O O O O X 1 O * O O  F l .  
ZMRP 1.4000BX10*00 IN. 
ELEVTR t .000 PHl  0.000 
YlNCL I + . t l l  YMRP : . a e s t o ~ i o * ~ '  IN. 
VWRP o.aooooxio*"" YN. 
8CALE l .67SOOX10-Qc S C I L L  REFERENCE. FILE SOV 371001SO 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH013v3W1 CRCIGOOI 28 JUL 70  PAGE 267 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL * 
LSW 
MACU PARAMETRIC VliLuEs 
0.1110 BETA 10,000 HTAXt 0.000 
ELEVTR 11.000 PHI 0.000 
WIMCL li?.z?t¶ 
llIlFERSUCE F f L E  $01 lTlOOi50 
'T 223 1.875 PC MBO S5 C.3RB. BlH013V3Wl ERC 1 GOO 1 28 JUL 70 PhQE 268 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SVWDOL UACH PARAWETRIC VALUES 
V O.2SO @ET* l.000 W A I L  0.OOD 
L LEVTR 2.000 PUS 0.000 
Ul NCL 1r.tii 
REFERENCE FILL SOY I7100150 
REFCRENCE XNFORWATKON 
REFS t . t 0 8 0 0 X l p - 0 1  sa,Cf. 
wn. r. t i  ~ o o x i o - ~ ~  v i .  
REF# a.sooooxtp*OO FT. 
XWRP 1. s m ~ o x a o + ~ ~  IN. 
YWRP O.OOOOOXiO*oO I N .  
LWRP' 2.40000X10*00 IN. 
SCALE l .CFIOOXIO-Or SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlWO13V3Wl CRClGOlI 28 JUL 70  PAGE 269 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
srneoL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* Q . Z l 0  BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0.000 
LLI?VTR Z.000 PHI 0.000 
wrna LZ.211 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 f O O l S O  
REFERENEL- XNFORHAtION 









I ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srMeoL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RLfLRENCE INfORNATIOH 
LLEVTR 2.000 rnr 0.000 RWL 2.11100X10-0a I T .  
REF@ l.~OOOPXIO*oo F t .  
XMRP l.SSt~OXIO*oa IN. YIMCL 12.tll 
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*op IN. 
ZYRP ~.lOOEOXIO*oo IN, 
L 0 . t S O  BETA 5.000 U t A l C  0.000 RCf8 3.LOIOOX10-01 8a.n.  
REfLRENCE fILb I D V  SFtOOlSO m l L g  l.Sr500X10-C2 SCALE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, kLPHA DEGREES 
P A R A e T R I C  VALUES 
BETA 5.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR r.000 PHI 0.000 
UINCL 1 2 . Z l l  
RLfERmCE FILE $111 STfO~lSO 
LSWT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHOIJV3lill CRCiG61)  28 3UL 711 PAGE 2?2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
(IrWBOL YACu PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORNL T I  OM * 0.#!50 BETC S.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS 3. 20800X10-01  8O.FT. 
RIEfL t . 1 ~ 1 0 0 X l 0 - ~ ~  1 7 .  
RCFE &.SOOOUX1O*OO F l .  
UXNCL lL.211 XWRP 1 . t61?0X10*01  1N. 
VMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I M .  
LMRC ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 1 .81SOOX10-oe SCALE 
CLLVTR 2.000 rnr 0.006 
RLIERLWCE FlLL SDI S7t00110 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MQD S5 ORB. BlHO13V3Wl [RClGOtI 28 JUL 70 PAGE 273 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHh DEGREES 
$111841 HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* a,t10 SETA 1.000 W A I L  0.000 
E t E V T R  0.ooc PHl 0.000 
YXNGL 1 2 . ~ 1 1  
REFERENCE FILE SOY 31100150 










F f .  
CIS 




CRCIGOlI 28 JUL 70 PAGE 274 
'HE 1,875 PERCEN 
1 . 1  I -  
I 0 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAWETRXC VALUES 
c 0.170 BETA 5.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 RMX c.000 
ulna  L2.211 












f t .  
f T .  
1: 
tN 
S C I L X  
CRCIO521 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 275 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SIW0OL WACH PARAWErRIC VALUES 
f 0.110 BETA 1.000 M A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
WINOL 1e.e;: 
REFERENCE FfLE SOY 11100110 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlHBWl 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




ANGLE OF ATTAGKs ALPHA DEGREES 
svnooL nAcn FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ~NFORMATIQN 
0.S7O EEIA 1,000 @+TAIL 0.000 REFS S . ~ O ~ O O ~ l d O '  $@.FT. 
RZVL r.~s700xio-"~ V T .  
SCALE 1. ~?500X10-Qt M I L E  
RCFE l.SOOOOXlfl*oo F T .  
WI NCL lL.i?lL XMRF I.S$S70X1U*01 IN. 
Y'WRP O.OO~OOXIO*oo IN. 
E'WRP 2.40000X10*00 IN. 
ELEVTR 0.000 rns 0.090 
REFEREYCE FlLE 801 S71O0150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlHGW1 CRCL0521 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 277 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DES'REES 
STMBOL b c n  PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* ii.iro 0Era 9.0110 H T A I L  0.000 
LLEVTR 0.000 PHX 0.000 
UXNCL 1P.P;: 









d O N  
rY4.. CT. 
F T .  
FF. 




iRCL0521 28, 3UL 7 8  P'XBE 2'78 
ANGLE OF ATTACH, ALPHA DEGREES 
8VIBOL UACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORUA TKON 
* o.aro BETI 1.000 HTAXL 0.000 $ t F S  S.S0800X10-01 S0,CT. 
ELLVTR 0.000 pH1 0.000 REFL ~ . b 1 1 0 0 X s o - 0 1  ft. 
REF6 l . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  Ft. 
VNRP O.OOOOOXIO+oc 111. 
LURP L.4Q000X10*00  t N .  
XWRP l . t U S ? O X  1 O* ” t N .  
SCALE 1 .Q1500X10-02  aCALE 
UINCL a t . t i s  
REFERENCE FILE say it:ooiso 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1HGV1 tRCt0521 28 JUL 70 PAGE 279 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
svuaoL wcn PARAMETRXC VALUES 
* 0,410 BETA s.ooo m A r L  o.ooa 
ELEVTR o.ooo pur 0.000 
UIWGL. 1e.211 
REFERENCE FILE SDY sr iooiso 
LSVT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHGWi 
T l O N  
W . t T .  
Ft . 
C T .  
m. 
I N .  
I N .  
W I L E  
CRC10521 28 JUL 70 PAGE 280 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.110 BETA S.OO0 NfAfL 0.000 REFS s . r o ~ o o x ~ o ~ ~ ~  s 0 . c .  
REPI, 2.S1700X10-01 F Y .  
YHRP O.PPOOOXIO~*o I N .  
ZHRP 2 . 4 0 0 0 0 X ~ O * 0 0  IN.  
RCPB a . s o o ~ o ~ i o + ~ ~  FT. 
UINCL 0.000 XWRP ~ . S B I I O X : O + ~ ~  In. 
REFERLNCE FILE SOY ttaoois~ 
E L W T R  0.000 PHl 0.000 
, 8ChI.E I . 0710MF10-02  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 CRC10221 28 JUL 70 PAGE 281 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYM0OL MAcn PARAUETRI C VALUES VEFERENCE INFORMATION * 0 . L 7 0  BETA 5.000 n l A I C  0.000 REFS S.LOOOOXI 0-O' sa. pi. 
ELEVTR 0.000 PYX 0.000 REFL E-. J1700X10-01 F T .  
REF6 l.~OOOOXIO*oo C Y .  
YWRP 0 OOOOOX1O*oo I M .  
UI N 6 L  0. 000 XWRP 1.s117Qx:o+~~ LM. 
ZMRP E-:maoowp:Z IN, 
SCALE 1 . C t S 0 0 X I O  SCLLC REFERENCE FILE sur ~ n o o i i o  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S-5 ORB. * ERC10221 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES 
svnaoL nrrw PARAWETRXC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORWATION 
0.170 OETA 1.000 M t l f L  0.000 i Rep$ s . 2 0 I 0 0 x 1 0 : ~ ~  S I . F T .  
ELEVTR o.uo0 Pi$! 0.000 (ILPL 2.SltOOXlO FT.  
YXNCL 0.600 XNRP t.S0!7PXSO:; I N .  
ZWRP t .40000Xi0*00  IN.  
8 C I L E  1 ~ 0 ? 5 0 0 X i O - ~ t  SOALE 
RLFB r . m  O O x l O * O O  FT.  
YWRP O.OOOOOXlO in .  
REFERENCE F I L E  IOI E t l O O 1 1 U  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BSH6 tRCS0221 28 UL 70 PAGE 283 
1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
svweoi. HACM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATIOH 
0.000 P H I  0,000 F T .  
F O .  
IN. 
I N .  
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 H Y A I L  0.000 R E F S  3.20800X10~~:  q@.FT. 
I ~ L E V T R  
UI NCL o.ou0 
ZUbP e. 1 
SCACC t .  s REFERENCE F I L E  JOY 171 00150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 C R C 1 W 2 3  2& JUL 7 Q  PAGE 284 
8'lMBOL WACW 




LSWT 223 1.875 PC 
ANGLE flF ATTACK, ALPHh DEGREES 
FARAUETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.000 NTAXL 0.000 REFS S 2 0 ~ O O X i 0 - u i  s e . F t .  
0.000 PHl 0 000 RWL r: SI r o o ~ i 0 - ~ '  FT.  
XMRP ~ . s ~ s ~ o x ~ o * ~ ~  xw. a. 000 
REFB L.IOOOOX~O*oa F T .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo XN. 
ZMRP 1,40000X10*00 € 0 .  
C C I L E  1 . ~ 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 L  SCALE F lLE  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
MQD S5 ORB. B1H6 (RCL0223 28 JUL 70 PAGE 285 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
s r m o L  MACH PAQAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0,170 BETA 1.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR Q.OOO P H I  0. P O 0  
W N C L  0. 000 















W 4 L C  
LSWT ?23 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. 61% (RC10221 28 JUL 70 PAGE 286 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES 
srnaoi. HACU PARAUETRIC VALUES 
* O . P l 0  BETA 10.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI  0.000 
WlNOL 0.000 











F T .  
F T .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
S I L E  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 CRC10201 28 JUL 70 PAGE 287 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0 .eSO BETA i O . 0 0 0  WTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
UI NCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SOY ~tiooiso 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. 81H6 
REFERENCE I N ~ O R W A T r O U  
REFS S.tPbOOXl0~~: S@.PT.  
REFL P. I i 7OUX10 F t .  
YNRP O ~ O f f O O O X I O + o o  f N ,  
ZMRP 8 ! . 4 P O O O X I O + ~ ~  in. 
&CALE 1.07SOOXlO SCALE 
RCFB i.ro~ooxia+~~ pr.  
XURP i + e ~ ~ c t x i ~ + ~ ~  in .  
iRC.10201 28 JUL 70  PAGE 288 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
ayIyooL mcn PARAMETRIC VALUES WE FERENCE INFORMATION 
* O.ZS0 BET4 10.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . t O C O O X l O I ~ :  SP.FT.  
0.000 PHX 0.000 REFL ~ . s : ~ o o x : o ~ o o  FT.  
LMRP P . ~ O O O ~ X : O * ~ ~  IN. 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. Bl l i6  ERCS0201 28 JUL 70 PAGE 289 
REFS 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 X l O  F T -  
(E. 000 XNRP i.SU3POX10*01 I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXfO*OO IN. 
ELLVTR 
UINCi. 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 SCALE 1. ~ ~ ~ O O X I O - ~ ~  SCALE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srmoL HACH P ARAMETR I C  VALUES 
* 0.Z50 SETA 1e.OaO H T A I L  0. 000 
ELEVTR o.ooo Pnr 0.000 
UI HCL 0.000 
REFEREMCE FTLG SOY 57100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOII S5 ORB. B1H6 
R€f&kRENCE INFORMATION 
REFS ?. tOBOOXlOIz :  S e . F T .  
REFL e . 3 1 7 0 0 X 1 0  F T .  
XWRP 1 .383?f fX9Q*01  IN. 
VWRP O.OOOOOYIO~oQ I N .  
EMRF E . 4 0 0 0 0 X l Q f ~ ~  I N .  
&CAI-€ 1 . 8 7 S O O X l O  SCALE 
REPB : . ~ o o o c x i o c o o  FT .  
(RC10201 28 JUL 70 PAGE 290 
ANGLE CIF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
srmoL PARAUETRI C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 O.LSO BETA 10.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFS ~ . 2 0 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~  sa .F i .  
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 R L F L  P.317OOXlO F T .  
R E F 6  l .JOOOOX1O*OO F T .  
XMRP 1 .36570X1OtoS I N .  YINGL 0.000 
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*oo  I N .  
ZWRP 2.40000X10*00 I N .  
SCALE 1.87S00X10-oL SCALE REFERENCE P I L E  SDY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 Oil@. BIHS CRC10201 28 JUL 70 PAGE 291 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYWBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.250 BETA 10.000 n r A u  0.000 
ELEVTR 4.000 PWI 0.000 
WXNCL 0.000 
REFERENCE F.SLE SD7 .i37LO0110 









s e . ~ ~ .  






CRC10203 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 292 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
8'IYBoL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.950 @E71 s.000 H T I I L  0.000 
LLEVTR o.000 P H I  0.000 
YXNQL 0.000 
REFLRCNCE FXiE SOY 3710G150 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.20800X10-01 SQ.FT. 
REFL P. 3 170'OX10-01 F 1. 
REF6 1 .50000X10*00 fl. 
XHRP 1 .S8370X10*01 IN. 
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
ZNRP L . 4 O O O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
S C I L E  L. 875OOXlO SCALE 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA QEGREES 
SV'YBOL WACH P A R M E T R I C  VALUES CEfERFNCE INFORUATION 
41 0.230 BETA 1.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFS # .POSOOX1 01;: Sa. FT.  
REFL $.Sl7OOXlO FT. 
ELEVTR 0.1100 P H I  0.000 1 . 6 0 0 0 0 X f 0 + 0 0  F T .  
WIWOL 0,000 %P" $ . 5 8 5 1 C X 1 0 + 0 '  I N .  
YURC ~ . O O O O U X I C + o o  I N .  
ZWRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 1 ~ ~  I N .  
SCALF 1 .L7SOOXlO SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE SOY ~ T l O O l f O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. 81% CRCt3211 28 JUL 70 PAGE 294 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SV'WBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* O.2SO BETA 1.000 WTAIL 0.000 
CLEVTR 0.000 PHX 0.000 
uxwcL 0.000 
RLCLRENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BIH6 
REFERENCE I N F O G A T I O N  
REFS 3.E0800X10-u '  s e . w .  
REFL 0 . 3 t 7 0 0 X i 0 - 0 1  CI. 
REF6 l .SOOOOXIO*ao FT. 
XURP 1 . 3 8 S 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N .  
YWRP Q.O000OXlOf!0 I N .  
IMRP E . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE i . 8 7 s o o x i a  SCALE 
CRC10213 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 295 
svneaL MACH SiARA METR I C #!*LUES 
* 0.250 BETA S.000 H1aI.L 0 * 000 
ELEVTR '0.000 PHI 0.000 
vi YCL v. aoo 
REFEREYGE iFJLE S D V  51100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC mo s5 ORB. eiH6 
REFERENCE I N F O R W T  ION 
RBFS J.2080OXIOI~~ SQ.FT. 
W L  2.319OOXlO FT. 
RSFB 1.50000X1U*oo FY. 
X W  1 . 3 8 3 9 0 X 1 O*' ' I N . 
ZWW l ? . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCWX 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  S C A L E  
r m p  o.oooooxio+oo i a .  
CRC10213 28 JUL  79 PAGE 296 
SYMBOL MACH * 0.290 BETA 
E L E V l R  
YXNCL 
REFERENCE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC 
ANGLE OF ~ T T A C K ,  ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.000 HTAXL 0.000 REFS S.LOBOOX*O$: se .F i .  
O.QOO PHI  
0.000 
0.000 REFL O . J l ? O O X 1 0  F T .  
R E F 8  l.SODOOXIO*oo F T .  
XURP I .383?OX10*0L I N .  
YURP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 I S O O X l O  SCALE FILE SDY 3?100150 - 
CRC10211 28 JUL 70 PAGE 297 MCJD S5 ORB. B1H6 
9YWBOL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES 
* 0.ZSO BETA 1,000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
WINGL 0.000 
REFERENCE FIL€ SDY P 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 
FEFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS U . i ? 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SO.FT. 
REFL ? . 3 1 7 0 0 X l O  FT. 
REF@ ~ . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 * o o  F T .  
XMRP S .SB370X10*01 I N .  
YWRP O . O O O O O X I O * o o  X I ) .  
ZMRP P . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCPFF 1 . 8 7 5 0 0 X i O  SCALE 
















LSWT 223 1.875 PC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
9.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . 0 0 6 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  S 0 . F T .  
0.000 PHI  0.000 REFL 0 . 3  1 7 OOX 1 0-o ’ FT.  
REF6 l . S O O O O X I O + O O  F T .  
XMRP 1 .3C370%10*01 I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOX1O*OO I#. 
ZMRP 2 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  rN. 
SCALE l . C t 5 0 0 X l O  SCALE 
a. 000 
P 
FlLF SOY Z 7 l O O l S O  
MOD S5 ORB. 82 CRC!QQ33 28 JUL 70 PAGE 299 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
S Y ~ B O L  MACH PARA WE TR ! C VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 9.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
Wl NGL 0.000 
REFERENCE PILE SOV 371001DO 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  SB.FT. 
dEFL e . 3 1 7 O O X i O  FT. 
RESB 1.50000X10'oo F T .  
XMRP l.S8S10XIO*01 I N .  
ZMRP 2.400DOX10+00 I N .  
SCALE 1.8TSOOXIO-oe SCALE 
XYLP 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 x 1 0 ' ~ ~  I R .  












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SrHEOL MACH PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
& 0.1ro mrh 5.000 W A I L  u.000 REFS S.~O~OOXIOI~: SP.FT. 
LLEVTR 0.000 PHI  0.000 REFL L . I l 7 O O X 1 0  F T .  
WXNbL 0.000 XHRP 1 . 3 8 5 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
YHRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP i ? . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SChLE 1 .87SOOXIO SCALE 
REFB l .sooooxio*oo FP. 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 37100150 - 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. 61 CRC10031 28 JUL 70 PAGE 301 
ANGLE .OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL rtrcn PIJZANETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR '0.000 PfiI  0.000 
WI NGL YI. 000 
REFERENCE T¶CE SO7 3 7 1 0 a l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC WOD S5 ORB. B1 
ITION 
S Q . F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
I N .  
1%. 
I N .  
S C I L E  
CRC10031 28 JUL 7B PAGE 302 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
IVUBOL YACH PARAUETRXC VALUES 
0.110 6ErA f.000 H f l l L  0.000 
ELLVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
Y l  MCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 51100110 
LSWf 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B l  
S T I O N  
se.Fi. 
FT. 
C T .  




CRCI 0033 28 JUL 70 PAGE 303 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREE§ 
SYU8OL UACW P M A U E T R I  C VALUES 
* 0 . 1 7 0  BETA 9.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
WINCL 0.000 
REFERENCE PILE env 37ioosso 
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. B1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a F k  S.ZO8OOXtO~:: Z . S f 7 0 0 1 0  FT. S Q . F f .  
P f @  t . 5 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  F T .  
MRP I . 3 8 S 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I N .  
O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  $$! Z.4000OXlOI:~ I N .  
$F&LE 1 . 8 7 S O O X 1 0  S C A L E  
CRC10031 28 JUL 70  PAGE 304 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREE'S 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
O.iI0 BETA 0.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
W N C L  12.211 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BISIV3VI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS S.LO~OOX~OI:: SP.FT. 
REFL 2.311OOXlO F T .  
REF@ 1.50D00X10*00 FT. 
XMRP 1. Sb3ZOX10*01 IN. 
YNRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I W .  
ZMRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE l . C I 5 0 0 X l O  S C A L E  
CRC10801 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 305 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES 
avwsoL MACH PSRAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETS P.UO0 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR O.000 CUI 0.000 
WINGL l i ? . Z l l  
REFER€NCE FPLE SOY ~ 1 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC Mob S5 ORB. BlSlV3Wl 
&+FERE NCE I NFOR WA 1 I ON 
RCFk ~.Z0800XIO-oi SP.FT. 
~kEpt, ~ , S l ~ O O X I O - ’ ’  F T .  
REF& ) . S O O O O X I O * o o  F1, 
XMk 1 . 3 8 3 2 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  IN. 
Y h P  O.QOOOOXIO+oo IN. 
Z$h$ L . 4 0 Q 0 0 X 1 0 + 0 0  IN. 
SCkf.E 1 . 8 7 5 = O O X 1 0 - 0 2  SCALE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATXON 
0.170 BETA 0.000 WTAIL 0.000 REFS S. COBOOXl 01:; se. FT. 
0.000 PHX 0.000 REfL &?.I17OOXlO F T .  
RECB : .20000X10*oo FT. 
XMRP 1 .38370X10*0 '  II. 
W R P  O.OOOOOXIO*oo IS. 
IURP Z.40OOOXlOf~~ IN. 
SCkLE 1 . 8 7 5 D O X l O  SCALE 
E L I V T R  
YIWCL 1e.T?11 
RLCEREMCE FILE SOY 17100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. EtSIV3Wl CRC10801 28 JUL 70 PAGE 307 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MUD S5 ORB. BISlV3Y1 CRC10803 28 Jut 79 PAGE 308 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.110 BETI 0.000 nTAlL 0.000 
ELEVTR o.ooo Pnx 0.000 
WXNGL lI.LL1 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlSlV3\JI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS S . I O ~ O O X : O ~ ~ ~  sa .F i .  
REFL E.31IOOXlO F?.  
REFB l .SOOUOX1O*OO F T .  
XMRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X l o * 0 1  IN. 
YMRP O.OOOUOXIO+oo I N .  
ZNRP t.40000X10*00 I N .  
SCALE l.blSOOXIO-or SCALE 
CRC10801 28 JUL 70 PAGE 309 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SIMBOL WICH 74W4IIETR IC VA%UES 
* 0.170 BETA id.000 ffT&lL 0.000 
ELLVTR u.0w PHI u.000 
mnGL IL-ZiI 
ReFEREUlCL F ? E  SOY 37100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC IWD S5 ORB. BlSlY3W1 
M?#ERENcE I NFORIIA T t O N  
*xr l . L ? I O O X f O - U C  SCALE 
iRC10801 28 JUL 76 PAGE 3 1 0  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
8YHllOL MACH PARAHETRXC VALUES 
* O. f?O BETA 0.000 HTAIC 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
WINCL i e . t i 1  









It( .  





F T .  




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL nAcn P*RWETRIC VILUES ERENCE INFORWATION 
* 0 . 1 7 0  BETA m.ao0 WA'IL 0. aoo 3. ~ O B O O X ~  01;: sa .FT. 
ELEVTR 0;000 PHL a. om ~ . s i 1 o o x l o  FT. 
+,.5OOOOXt 0+Oo F T .  
UbNCL 1k?.z:1 1 . S 0 3 ~ 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I S .  
L. 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ 0 0  I It. 
f . 6 7 5 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 E  SCALE 
a.  oooooxi o+O0 fN. 
REFERENCE f t L d  ID7 ~ 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0 . S 7 0  BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 3 . 2 0 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  Sls.FT. 
0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL i ? . l l 7 0 O X l O  F T .  
REFB 1 .50000X10+00 F?. 
XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 + 0 1  I t&.  
YWRP O.OOOOOXSO+OO I N .  
ZWRP 2 . 4 O L l O O X t O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 .87SOOXlO S C A L E  
eLEVTR 
WINCL 12.211 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37SOOlSO 
LSWT 223 1,875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlHfSI3SlV3Wl cRCid8fl 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 313 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL NACH PARAMETRXC VALUES 
* m.170 BETA B.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHf 0.000 
WSNCL ??.ell 
REfERENCE F4Lh SOY 3 7 1 0 0 1 4 0  
'ERENCE XNfORMA TXON 
S Q . F T .  




I N .  
SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD S5 ORB. BlH1513SlV3WI CRC10811 28 J U L  70 PAGE 314 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
PARA WETI IC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR_MATION 
o.ooo n n n  u. 000 
0.000 P W I  0.000 
1P.?11 
ZWRP ? . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE REFEREMCE F I L E  SDY 31100lSO SCALE l . b l l O O X 1 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlWIS13SiV3WI iRCl02il 28 JUL 70  PAGE 3i5 
0 so 100 
SYWBOL UACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* O.l?O BETA 0,000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H f  0.000 
WXNGL ie.i?11 
REFERENCE FILE SUY 3 Z l O O l S O  
PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3 . e o ~ o o x i o 1 ~ ~  se.Fi. 
XXRP I . ~ ~ ~ O X ~ O * ~ ~  i ~ .  
R E F L  ~.31?0OXlO F T .  
REFB l.SOOOOXIO+oo F T .  
YRYP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP e . 4 0 0 O O X 1 0 3 ~ ~  I N .  
SCACE 1 ~ 8 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC .MOO S5 ORB. BlHIS13SlV3WS ERC10811 28 JUL 70  PAGE 316 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
8YMl)OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 M T A  5.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR o.ooo PHI 0.000 
W N b L  l i ? , L l l  
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 37100150 
REFERENCE INFOR#ATION 
REFS 3, I0600X10'01 sct.Fr.. 
REFL &?.3170OXlO~!~ F T .  
REF6 1,50000X101yu F T .  
XMRP l.3837OX1Oto1 IN. 
W R P  O.OOOOOXlOf?? I N .  
ZMRP t . 4 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 1.S7500XlO SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. BlH1513SlV3Wl IRCiOb21 28 JUL 70 PAGE 317 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SV'WBOL UACH PMPINETRIC VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 H l A l L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
UI N6L le.elr 
REFERENCE F l L E  SDY 3710DlSO 
so S 00 
REFERENCE INFOXMATION 
REFS S . ~ O 8 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  S€?.FY. 
REFL 2.S1?0CX10,00 F T .  
REFB 1.5OOOOXIO F T .  
1. S6370X10+01  I N .  :$! O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZNRP 0 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  IN.  
SCALE 1 ~ 8 7 S 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlH1513SlV3Wl CRC.10823 28 JUL 70 PAGE 318 








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
a w B o L  uAcn PARAHETBIC VALUES REFERENCE X NFORWA T l O N  
0 . 1 7 0  BETA 5.000 W A I L  0 ~ 0 0 0  REFS S . O O d O O X 1 0 ~ ~ ~  SP.FT. 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHX 0.000 REFL t . S l F O O X l O  F T .  
YWRP o.oaoooxio+" IN. 
REFS l . S O O O O X I O * o o  F T .  
UIWCL i t . Z l 1  XMRP 1 . 5 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  1N. 
ZWRP t . 4 0 0 0 0 X l O + : ~  I N .  
SCALE 1. 8 7 5 0 0 x 1 0  SCALE REFEREHCE F I L E  SOY S 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. B l H 1 5 i 3 S S V 3 W 1  CRC10821 28 JUL 70 PAGE 319 
I 
. 
t z w 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACH PARhWE'fRIC UALUES &krERENCE INFORWhTION 
* 0.170 BETA 5.000 HTA.IL 0.000 L.LO600XlO~~: S O . F T .  
FT .  
O.OOOOOXIO*oo IN. 
Z.40000XlOf~~ IN. 
ELEVZR 0.000 P H I  0.000 E .  ~ . ~ o o o u x ~ o + ~ ~  3s roox10 I
VI NCL I L . L * i  1 . s 8 ~ 7 0 x 1 0 * ~ ~  IN. 
LE 1.6)13OOXIO SCALE 
KEFEREIKE f m E  SOY S ~ ~ O O I S O  





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACU PARAMETRXC VALUES REF~RENCE INFORMATION 
0.170 BETA 1.000 H T A I L  0 .  ooa REPS S.E0800X10-01 SP.FT.  
ELEVTR- o.ooo PHI 0.000 REFL i?.31700X10-oi F T .  
REFB l . lOOOOXIO*oo F T .  
W N G L  l Z . i ? l t  XMRP 1 ,36J70X10*01  I N .  
YMRP O.OOOOOXIO*oo I N .  
ZMRP i ? . 4 0 0 0 O X l O + ~ ~  I N .  
SChLE 1 .015OOXiO SCALE REFERENCE F I L E  SOY S l l O O t 1 O  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. BlH!5!3SIV3W! CRG10821 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 321 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOO S5 ORB. BlH1513SlV3WI tRC10821 28 JUL 7-a PAGE 322 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
5YMBOL MACH CARAWETRIC VALUES 
* 0.110 SETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
wz ncL 0.000 















I n .  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 CRC10231  28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 323 
ANGLE O f  HV"TACKc ALeHA DEGREES 
SYHEOL WACH F IRAHETRIC .YffLUtS 
* 0.170 BETA 0.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR '0.000 PHI 0.000 
Yl NCL 0.000 
REFERENCE 'f3CE SOY S l l O P l l O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC NBD S5 ORB. BlH6 CRClO231 28 JUL 
t u . 
c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACH PARAUEIPIC VALUES * 0.110 BETA 0.000 W A I L  0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 PHI 0.000 
Uf NCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FXLE SLlY S1100150 
REFERENCE INFOR HA T I  ON 
REFS 3.ZOOOOXlO:~: SQ.FT. 
RLFL ~ . s l . ) o o x l o  I T .  
R E F 8  l.SUOOOXIO+oo FT. 
XMRP I. S83tOXiO*g1 I N .  
YWRP O.OOOOOXIO+oo I N .  
LMRP 9.40000X10*00 I N .  
SCALE l.OISOOXIO-o* SCLLC 

















F T .  
CT. 
LSWT 223 1,875 PC -*OD 55 ORB. B1H6 ERC10231 2% Jut TSJ PAGE 326 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PAR A WTr! I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
* 0 . 1 7 0  BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS J . E O 6 0 0 X l O : ~ ~  SP.FT. 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 REFL e . 3 1 7 0 O X 1 0  F T .  
REFB f .50000X10*oo FT.  
U lHCL 0.000 XWRP 1 . 3 8 3 7 0 X 1 0 * 0 1  I N :  
YMRP O . O O O O O X I O * o O  I N .  
ZMRP ~ . 4 0 0 0 O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE I .  6 7 5 0 0 X 1 0  SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOV 3 7 1 0 0 1 5 0  
LSWT 223 1.875 P C  MOD S5 ORB. BlH6 CRG10231 28 JUL 7Q PAGE 327 
ANGLE OF WTAGKv ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL UACW *ARIHET$?C VALUES 
* 0.170 BETA S.000 HTAKL 0.000 
ELEVTR u.000 .PHI  0.000 
UlNbL 0. w o  
SP.CT. 
FT. 
F t .  
IN. 
I N .  
1N. 
SCALE 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC *MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 CRCl0231 28 JUL TB PAGE 328 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SVWSOL MACH PARAVETRIC VALUES 
* O.L10 BETA 0.000 HTAIL 0.000 
ELEVTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
UXNCL 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE SOY w i a o i s o  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. B1H6 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOX 
REFS 3 . e O 8 0 0 X l n I ~ :  SQ.FT. 
REFL P.3110RXiO C T .  
REFE l.SOOOOXIO~oo F T .  
YURP O.OOOOGXIO*Po I N .  
XWRP i . s ~ s 7 0 x i o * 0 ~  I n .  
ZURP t . 4 n o o ~ x i o f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 . 8 7 5 O O X l O  SCALE 
IRC10241 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 329 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
BPIl00L MACH PARIP9ETRIC VALUES 
9 Q.eS0 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 
ELEWTR 0.000 P H I  0.000 
ux U 6 L  0.000 
REFERLMCC F I L E  SDV 3F1001SO 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC 60 S5 ORB. B1H6 
8EFERENCE IMFORWAI ION 
REFS J . Z O ~ O O X I O - ~ ~  sa.cr .  
CRC10241 28 JUL 7 0  PAGE 330 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYUBOL wcu  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATlON 
* 0.810 BETA 0.000 H T A I L  0.000 REFS 1 . 2 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 - 0 1  SP.FT.  
ELEVTR 0.000 PUZ 0.000 REFL e. 31TOOXaO-oi F T .  
REFB 1 .SOOOOXLO'oo F 1. 
wmcL 0.000 XHRP I .  S 8 3 T O X l  0+O1 I N .  
YURP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I W .  
ZNRP 9 . 4 0 0 O O X l O ~ ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1.BFSOOXlO $CALE 
REFERENCE F ILE  SDY 3 t l O O l C I I  




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH f'AR#iW&T!i?t VALUES MEFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 0.250 BETA 0,000 H T A I L  0.005 REFS .JJ.20b00X10-0' se.ci. 
R L F L  0.31 700x1 0-" Fl. 
0.000 REF& ~ , 5 0 0 0 0 X ~ O * o o  Cl. 
XMRP O.OOOOOXIO~oo I N .  
SWLE 1. C7500X10-0p SCALE 
LLEVTR 0.000 Pmx 
us MGL v.000 xnkp S . ~ ~ J ~ O X I O + ~ '  :N. 
znw L . ~ O O O O X ~ O + ~ ~  IN. 
75 PC NfID S5 ORB. B1H6 CRC!0241 28 JUL 70 PAGE 332 
RECEREMCE FILE SOY 37100190 
. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
srwsoL WLCH PARA HIE TR i C YRL UES REFERENCE XNFORWATfON 
n O.250 BETA 0.000 W A I L  0.000 REFS S .  90800X101:: SO .PI. 
a.ooo PHI 0.000 REFL 3 ? . 3 l t O O X l O  Fl.  
R E 7 0  1.5000QX:0*00 Fl. 
ELEVTR 
VIDlCL 0.000 XRRP l.3BIPOX$O*Cs iN. 
YMRP O.OOOOOXtOtoo I N .  
ZMRP 9 . 4 O C O C I X l O f ~ ~  I N .  
SCALE 1 .015GOXlO SCALE 
REFERENCE F I L E  SOY 17100150 
LSWT 223 1.875 PC MOD S5 ORB. BlH6 CRClC241 28 JUL 70 P4GE 333 
I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
wmoL MACH PIRINETRI C VALUES 
91 o.eso BETA 0.000 HTAiL 0.000 
ELEVTR @,up0 PHS 0.000 
Wl NCL 0.600 
REFERENCE FILE SOY 3 7 i O O l S O  
LSWT 223 1.875 PC HOD S5 ORB. 61H6 
RBPEREYCE INFORWAYION 
CRClQ241 28 JUL 70 PAGE 334 
E 
